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(i)
SUMMARY

A mathematical model for the investigation of control system design

on concentrating evaporators is developed and demonstrated by reference

to two principal types using analogTue and digital simulaÈion methods.

The theoretical model is verified, on the basis of experimental

work performed on a laboratory scale forced-circulation external calan-

dria evaporator.

The freguency responses of the experimental evaporator, to a range

of disturbances, are calculated, and checked by comparison with experi-

mentally determined frequency responses. Frequency responses are

measured over a ten-fold change in process liquor flow rate for distur-

bances in steam temperature and liquid flow rate. The occurrence of

resonance is demonstrated in the experimental evaporator.

A digital símulation technique developed during the study is applied

Èo an examination of several alternative multi-Ioop control schemes with

the forced-circulation evaporator.

A linearised theoretical model is simulated on analogue computer

allowing a comparison of alternative control schemes for the internal-

calandría evaporator. The possible use of cascade control systems and

of combined feedforward-feedback control is studied in relation to the

standard evaporator. A study is made of a wide range of disturbances.

fnteraction is demonstrated between the control loops in certain con-

figurations and a controller arrangement previously described as unstabte

is shown to be stable within a restricted region.

It is believed that the model descríbed here is applicable to

standard and forced-circulation concentrating evaporators, and by
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taking ínto account the modifications proposed, is appl-icable to

evaporators where solids are present. It is also believed to have

relevance in assessing the dynamLc behaviour of distíllation column

reboilers. The lLnearised model is thought to be applicable to

makíng qualitative predictions for control purposes under normal

industría1 operatÍng conditions.
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I

1. INTRODUCTION

The main aim of most evaporator control systems is to regulate

conditions within the evaporator so that the product stream meets

a particular specifÍcation. This requires that the control system

mínimises fluctuations in the product composition arising from

disturbances in the input stream or ín the plant itself. The

nature of the fIuid, the operating conditions, the equipment

design, and the manner of association wíttr other plant, all Ínflu-

ence the deÈailed nature of the control scheme.. This ís why the

plant and its associated control equipment should be considered

together at the design stage. In particular where the process is

assocíated with other processes in a plant wíth líttle or no storage

capacity to act as a buffer between processes, care must be taken

to guard against interaction between control loops. Even in the

course of this work involving only a single process, certain control

schemes showed pronounced interaction between control loops.

Figure I is a diagrammatic representation of a natural-circulation

internal-caland.ria evaporator which also indicates the symbols used

in this study.

Generally an evaporator is designed to produce product of a

specifiéd grade from a feedstock whose flow rate, composítion,

and enthalpy are all specified. At the design stage, given thís

information together with a selected operating pressure, the calan-

dria and condenser heat loads and heat transfer areas can be

calculated. Once these areas are fixed, provided the specÍfied

input variables remaín constant the evaporator should always produce
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material of the required concentration. Ho¡tever, Under normal

operating conditions disturbancee arise which alter these parameters

from their design values, and in the absence of effective controllers

faulty product may result. It is worthwhile to consíder where and

how these disturbances may arise. It is also well to remember that

control schemes which are effective for small disturbances may fail

if the disturbances become larger, generally beCause a process which

is inherently non-linear behaves lÍnearly until excited by signals

with a sufficiently large amplitude.

1.1 Origin of Disturbances

Disturbances may arise in any of the followíng variables:

(a) Feed flow rate, density and enthalpy.

(b) Calandria heat input rate, which may vary through changes

in the heating medium supply Pressure or temperature.

(c) Condenser heat removal rate, which nay vary because of

changes in flow rate or temperature of ttre cooling medíum

(surface condenser) or flow rate (contact condenser).

(d) Pan pressure, through changes occurring in the condenser:

ejector system.

(e) Ambient conditions, which affect the rate of heat transfer

from the equipment, or tÏre operating Pressure of any ptant

vented to the atmosphere.

(f) varíations in product withdrawal rate, originating in

changing demands by some succeeding Process.

of these, the main source of disturbances Ís the feed stream'

particularly as most evaporators have their ovtn sr¡bsidíary con-

Èrol loops regulating the heating medium conditions' and the
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condenser-ejector conditions. In a similar fashion it would

be possíble to control separately the feed fl-ow rate and tem-

perature' but at the risk of controller redundancy. Figrures

2 and 3 surunarise these comnents in block diagram form for

the main output variables¡ namely product density, levelr and

product flow.

I-2 The Control Problem

As already stated the object is to maintain one, or more, of

the specified variables at some desired value by manipulating

some other control variable. The basic problen is to choose

the controlled and control-ling or manipulated variables in such

a way as to minimize the magnitude of the initial deviation and

the time required to return to the desíred value. Other measures

of controllability have been proposed and may have special merit

in particular cases, but in general the two criteria proposed

ensure satisfactory perfornance. It is necessary to study the

dynamic behaviour of ttre equipmentrin this case evaPorator,

to determine which combínations of controlled manipulated

variables give the best performance.

Generally tt¡e controlled conditions are specified in the

initial design, e.g. product density. HoÌ{ever measurement' of

this variable is not always satisfactory and an inferential

measurement may have to be made. The pan pressure, whích is also

generally specified, is readily measured, the problem in ttris

case reduces to selecting the control loop to give the fastest

response. To ensure that the densíty and pressure control

loops operate properly, it is also necessary to control the
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liquid level in the evaporator. The level loop ensures that

the vapour boil-up rate does not vary due to uncontrolled

changes in the avaílable heat transfer surface'

1.2.L Density Control

L.2.2

Direct measurement of density ís possible, but conunonly

the density is inferred from temperature measurements,

since at a given presaure and under equilÍbrium conditions,

the temperature of the líquid at any poínt is a function

of the compositlon of the liquid at that point. Having

decided on the measurement technique it is necessary to

consider the dynamics of the system to determine whether

the density should be controlled by regulating the heat-

ing medium rate, the feed rate, or tÌ¡e product withdrawal

rate.

Pressure Control

The pressure in an evaporator must be controlled to

meet three requirements.

(a) Any measurement of temperature is a function of

composition only when the pressure is constant at

the point of measurement.

(b) Under transient pressure conditions the vapour rate

ís dependent mainly on such pressure variations and

not on the heat Ínput as under steady state conditions.

(c) The pressure difference betrveen the evaporator and

its associated plant items should be kept sensibly

constant to reduce unwanted flow fluctuations.
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L.2.3

The pan pressure is determined by the quantity of

vapour in the system so that the manipulated variable for

any control loop can be selected from those variables

which affect the vapour content directly, vÍ2. heat input

rate, and vapour withdrawal rate. The heat input rate is

not generally used for pressure control as it is usually

specified either as the correcting condition or at a fixed

value, for the more important density control scheme.

Where the vapour contains inerts, regulation of the vapour

withdrawat rate affects the partial pressure of the con-

densables in the condenser. Any pressure control loop

will affect the vapour rate during transient conditions

even if the heat input is held constant. Thus strong

interaction can be expected between the pressure and den-

síty control loops when the temperature is controlled

(as a means of controlling density) by regulating the

heat input to the calandria. The existence of such inter-

action is seen clearly in the traces obtained during the

dígital simulation.

Level Control

Considered in isolation ttre lÍquid level in an evaporator

need not be specífied, provided it remains between the two

limited conditions of e:çosed calandria tubes or flooded

evaporator, and provided always tl:at transient changes do

not take the pan off ttre boil. Ho!ùever in tlte total

system it performs two important dutíes.
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(a) It ensures that the density and Pressr¡re loops

operate as designed.

(b) It ensures that large fluctuations in product with-

drawal rate do not dísturb ttre flor¡ rate where the

evaporator product is the feed to succeeding Pro-

cesses.

The leve1 controller in fact assists to satisfy the

mass balances ín the pan and condenser systems' It is

undesirable to tie the vapour rate to the feed conditions

by using a ratio controller sínce under transient condi-

tions these flows are not related directty because of the

system. In addition íf feed composítion changes occur'

any attemPt to control the product strean as a ratio of

the vapour rate or feed flow rate will generally give a

product outside ttre specifications'

I.3 Selection of Control Loops

Thereisanumberofpossiblecornbinationsofcontrolledand

manipulated variables. In essence two general conditions must

be satisfíed to secure adequate concentration and good controlla-

bility.

(a) The product must meet the qualíty specífied'

(b) The nr¡mber and magnitude of lags in the control loops must

be kePt to a minimum.

Densitv Control

There are four possible control schemes'

(a) Constant vaPour withdrawal rate - regulatíon of

steam supply to calandria.

1.3.1
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L ¿3.2

(b) Constant product withdrawal rate - regulation of

feed.

(c) Constant feed rate - regulation of product withdrawal.

(d) constant feed rate - regulation of steam supply to

calandria.

The choice between (b) and (c) would depend on the

dynanic behaviour of the two loops. In the case of (d)

the main lags would be associated wítt¡ heat transfer in

the calandria and mags transfer within the evaporator pan.

Tl¡e delay in vapour propagation could be expected to be

neglígible.

Pressure Control

The methods available are similar to ttrose applicable

ín distillation column control, except that in evaporation

one does not generally have liquid top products, or even

mixed liquid and vapour top products. rhis tends to

reduce the applicability of the technigue found most effec-

tive in distillation practice, vj-z. varying the proportion

of non-condensables in the condenser. Under these circum-

stances two methods seem applicable.

(a) Regulation of coolant flow rate.

(b) Variation of total pressure ín the condenser.

Method (a) requires a condenser design such that there

is a small difference between the coolant outlet tempera-

ture and the condensing temperature of the vapour to

achieve good controtlabílity. llhere untreated water is
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1.3.3

used as the coolanÈ ttre water outlet temperaÈure is

usually limited to 35oC to minimíse scaling. This

limits the operating pressure range. Further, since the

regulation is achieved by a supply side change the loop

response will be slow.

Method (b) is more applicable to systems operating at

high pressure and is most useful where the temperature

difference in the condenser is smalI, since in such case,

any increase in coolant flow wilt only cause a slight

fall ín condensing pressure, and thus condensing tempera-

ture, wíÈÏrout affecting ttre boil-up rate materially'

However, in general, method (a) is to be preferred'

Level Control

The liquid level is controlled by regulating the feed

rate or product wíthdrawal rate, the choice must depend

on the respective loop dynamics and the alternatíves

have been compared in ttre sÍmulatíon studies. Generally

any attempt to control ttre liquid level by adjusting the

heat inpu! is considered undesirable because it places

greater rel-íance on maíntaíning the liquid level than on

securing the desíred concentratÍon.

L.4 Operating Li¡nitations

Apart from the particular features conunented on already, there

are some operational requirements which influence the detailed

design of control systems.
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(a) Any correcting condition which limits the rate of produc-

tion should noÈ be used for control but should be adJusted

to its optimum value. Such a condítion would be the heat

input rate to an evaporator operating at the minimum hold-

up time. Apart from dynamic considerations this would tend

to count against an overall control scheme in which the

density control loop modulates the steam supply.

(b) It is preferable to operate with the heat transfer tubes

fulty covered. The effect of this requirement is that a

level control loop generally forms part of the overall

evaporator control scheme even though, as discussed else-

where, the actual level is not crítical under open-loop

conditions and only affects product density through the

controllers, under normal closed-loop operation.

(c) If disturbances are anticipated in the condenser coolíng

medium supply, or in the vapour withdrawal rate, the

pressure control loop should act on the variable that is

most disturbed. In general ít would be anticipated that

with level control, a uniform and adequate heatíng medium

supply, and feed admitted at its boiling temperature, the

boil-up rate should not fluctuate wildly. In this case

the pressure control loop would manipulate the coolant flow

rate, as previously intimated.
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2. REVIEW OF PREVIOUS !ÍORK

The majorlty of the publicatíons describing the behaviour of chemical

evaporators have dealt with the dynamics of the heat exchanger portion.

Other papers have dealt with operating aspects such as examining the

conditions under which solids are depositea.33 Not surprisingly the

results of such studies indicate that the solids are deposited in regions

associated with the regimes of flow and heat transfer. It is partly for

this reason that recommended industrial practice is to maintaín a minimum

fluid velocity of 8 feet per second to minimise solids deposition.T

A few workers have also concerned ttremselves with the establishment

of optimum production conditions for a specific product r2S'4o or with

contrastíng the meríts of particular classes of evaporator for various
r33kinds of tasks .'3'27 '33 Parker' considered the factors which influence

the selection of evaporation plant and proposed guíde-línes for wrÍting
31Índustrial specífícations, while Newman sumrarised the more cormon

operatÍng difficulties and suggested appropriate test procedures.

Only three research papers are known to the writer whích touch on

the central theme of this study.

The report of Andersen et "11i" the most complete investigation

reported previously. It describes the analogue simulation of a natr¡ral-

circulaÈion internal-calandria evaporator together with certain responses

of the simurated model and some limited frequency response data. The

transient responses of product density and flow to feed density distur-

bances are reported for four controller configurationsr and to steam

supply for three of these cases plus a fifth controller arrangement.

One e>çeriment examined feed flow dÍsturbances, but dísturbances in
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pressure or feed temperature were not considered. In fact pressure

was assumed to be constant throughout the study. The frequency response

results concern the response of product density to feed flow dístur-

bances. Theoretical curves are presented for this case and for density

response to steam supply disturbances.

The experimental results were not normalísed ín the usual way

because the large ti:ne constant of the evaporator would have necessitated

holding plant conditions steady for several hours. The procedure used

was to regard the point on the experimental curve which corresponded to

a phase lag of 45o as having an attenuation of 1.41 and to plot the

remaining experimental points accordingly. Thís technique is sound

enough if the system is a single transfer stage, as !Ías assumed, but is

less certain if a distance-velocíty lag is present. Cornparison of the

experi:nental and theoretical phase curves shows some deviation over the

frequency range 2r-4r¡ radians per hour. In fact at the latter freguency

the experimental value is 98o compared with the theoretical value of 83o.

The phase lag of a single transfer stage should approach 9Oo as a limit-

ing angle. There is thus a possibility that the system is not a single

transfer sÈage. Unfortunately no further experimental phase lag readings

are indicated in Èhe published figure although amplitude points are recor-

ded up to a frequency of I2.5r radíans per hour.

The same evaporator rÀras the subject of a further study, applying a

15cross-correlation analyser, by Haz]-erigg and Noton. The results were

somewhat inconclusíve. The experimental work concerned the response of

product density and pan temperature to feed flow disturbances. The latter

results were discarded as not being suítable for analysís. It was found
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that the assumed weíghting functíon could only be fitted to the test

results if a lag of 3t minutes rdas assumed to be in series wíth the

measurements. Evaporator time constants for the response of product

density to feed flow of IL and 4L minutes respectÍvely were determined,

whereas the earlier work of Andersen et al found a single time constant

of approximately 43 minutes. The ctaimed tfune constants are hard to

reconcile and one is ted to conclude that the two groups measured

different phenomena. There is nothing in either report to suggest

whether either technique was in etror, but from a consideration of the

physical features of the evaporator studÍes, the figures cited by

Andersen et aI would seem the more realistic.

The earlier study used an empírical proportional relationship between

the product density and concenÈration. There is the possibility that

some dynamic effect ís ínvolved, such that during transient disturbances

of feed flow the pan concentration changes more rapidly than the product

density despite the direct proportionality assumed in the steady state

expression. Hazelrigg and Noton in fact advanced the hypothesis that

since density is a function of concentration and temperature, an increase

in feed flow causes a drop in both concentration and temperature. Neither

group reports any results that could províde a check on this suggestion.

rt is true that for a¡nmonium nitrate, the solution being treated in the

evaporator, a fall in concentration means a fall in density, whereas a

drop ín temperature means an íncrease in density. The observed density

is thus the resultant of two conflicting effects and might exhibit a

larger tíme constant as observed ín the prodtrct line, where measured by

Andersen, than the density measured in the pan. Even so, the time constants

reported by Hazlerigg and Noton seem unreasonable when one considers that
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the hold-up time (volume,/throughput) ís about 1.65 hours.

In view of the magnitude of the princip¿f time constant in the

evaporator, and the effect of this on the actual performance of a

frequency response analysis, the agreement between the theoretical curve

and experimental results for the responsre of product density to feed flow

variation is good. For the interval between O.O4 and 0.2 radians per

minute the scatter in the phase lag measurements is about lOt, while the

attenuation points are distributed evenly about the theoretical currre.

The break frequency for the amplitude ratio curve drawn through the

poinÈs is 0.023 çadians per minute which índicates an effective time

constant of 0.725 hours, and compares reasonably well wíth Èhe theoreti-

cal value of 0.745 hours. No experimental phase points are presented

beyond 0.12 radians per minute, making it diffícult to assess if there

is a distance-velocity lag involved in the actual system.

Hazlerigg and Noton report that they found the greatest lag occurred

at a period of 0.2 hoursr at this period the difference between the

experimental and calculated results was (I2Oo - 9go) = 22o. This phase

angle would be contrib,uted by a D-v lag of onry 0.74 minutes. stated

another way, the assumed time delay of 3.5 minutes would contribute 1O5o

at this period compared with their measured totar phase lag of 1200.

Clearly there is some discrepancy here. Andersen does not record a value

at this period. However from the trend of the last few phase values

reported' I¡ve can anticipate a difference between his experimental and

theoretical results of about 33o, which would arise from a D-v lag of

about l.l minutes. Admittedry this is a crude approximation, but if we
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refer to the value reported for the period O.8 hours, which seems to be

a reasonable compromise, we note a difference of 11o which cofres¡nnds

to a D-V lag of 1.47 minutes approxinately. There is insufficient
information in the paper to calculate the tíme required for the solution

to pass through the calandria tubes, but the línear flow rate can be

estimated to be about o.24 f.eet per minute assuming single-phase flow.

A time delay of the right order could arise at this point.
T7

Johnson described the investigation of an evaporator installation

which was subject to an instability. The controller arrangement was

similar to that described in this study as case 6. However there was

an additional controller loop ín which air loading of the vacuum ejector

was used to regulate the pan pressure. The system behaviour was quite

different from that expected, the process becomíng inoperable at times

as the pump lost suction.

Frequency response tests on the plant over the range 0.025 to 2 cycles

per minute led to the foltowing transfer function for the res¡ronse of

level to changes in feed flow.

L 6.0 e-0.63s
inchesr/nin-psiY¡ s(I + 0.88s)

According to Johnson the level control loop was not able to cope with

disturbance of about one cycle per minute. He attributed this to inter-
action with the vacuum system.

Simulation experiments carried out during the present programne using

this controller configurat,ion showed that the controller settings were

critical because of interaction between the loops. However the level

response vras acceptable despite large variations in product density.

This would support Johnsonrs conclusion that the vacuum control loop was
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involved, and from the tests made, that the source of the pressure dis-

turbances vtas not the variations in feed flow rate but arose in the

ejector.

Johnson observed a strong interaction between vacuum and level, a

0.1 inch (Hg) vacuum change causing an 9.5 inch level change over the

entire test frequency range. This interaction did not show on the normal

plant records because vacuum upsets sufficient to saturate the level

systern were less than the pen line width on the vacuum recorder. Although

it was first thought that the dísturbances might originate in the steaÍl

supply to the ejector, later tests showed that they arose in the ejector

itself.
L2,2O

Little has been pr:blishecl concerning the dynamics of steam eJectors.
L2

One of these papers presents a model and design cufves for a constant-

area ejector. Most commercially avaíIable ejectors are of the constant-
19

pressure mixing type. Keenan et al showed e:çerimentally that this type

realised 85? of the calculated entrainment and compression. In practice,

once the maximum discharge pressure ís reached a small aaditional increase

in discharge pressure causes a marked decrease in suction flow. Discharge

pressures below the maximum have little effect on the capacity. In this

sense ejectors behave like "critical-flow" nozzJ-es, but the two cases are

lrot analogous.

The study of ejectors ïras considered to be outside the scope of thís

programme, but the dynamics of vapour withdrawal were included during

the development of the mathematical model.

Another potential source of distr¡rbance that could arise in evapora-
10

tor operation has been described by Danilova and Belsky who reported
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that the boiling heat flux exhibits hysteresis during the transition

from convective heating to nucleate boiling. This neans that if an

evaporator is operating normally under natural convectíon conditLons thê

temperature differenee between the tube wall and the bolling liquid

increases gradually until some critical value is reached. Àt this point

the heat flux increases suddenly and nuclêate boiling is observed. The

reverse happens if we begin with a large temperature differênce and allow

ít to decrease in magnítude. This implies that an evaporator should not

be operated close to, or below, the crítical temperature dÍfference.

The particular value can be found only by experiment, however ít is of the

same order as the minimum temperature difference needed to establish boil-

ing.

There will also be a marked difference between the behaviour of

single-tube and multitube evaporators. For síngle-tr¡be evaporators the

heat flux increases steadily wíth increasing temperature difference up to

a critical heat flux. This can be calculated from one of the correlations
30for boiling heat transfer. At the critical value the tube surface is

covered with vapour and any further increase ín the temperature difference

increases the Èhickness of the vapour film. Increasing the film thickness

increases the thermal resistance to heat transfer. Thís more ttran out-

weighs the increase in temperature dífference and the heat flux drops off.

!{here several tr¡bes are involved a certain amount of vapour binding can

be anticipated. Starcz"rr"ki42".ported that Abbot and Comley found that

blanketing started to have an appreciable effect in a 6O-tube evaporator

at about half the heat flux reached by a single-tube evaporator, for water

at one atmosphere. In the light of ttre present trend towards more compact

evaporators using heat fluxes approaching the critical leve1 ít would seem
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that further research is desirable into the vapour blanketing problem.

Vrlhen one turns to consideration of the forced-circulation external-

calandria evaporator ít is possible to draw on the heat exchanger litera-

ture while considering load changes such as feed temperature or feed flow.

The important load variable not included Ín such literature is feed

density.

The dynamics of heat exchangers have been the subject of many studies

in recent years.S'9'L6'43ì44 Mo"t of these vrere concerned with temperature-

forced processes whose nathematical models are linear with constant

coefficients (where the heat transfer coefficienÈs are independent of

temperature). A small nu¡nber of papers ha5 been concerned with velocity-

forced exchangers. Thus only one of forty-two papers revielred by !{illiams
47

and Morris in 1961 dealt with flow disturbances. The models for such

exchangers involve variable coefficienttreven if the heat transfer coeffÍ-

cients are independent of temperature, and are mathematícally nonlinear

where they are temperature dependent. In general, models which are non-

linear from a process dynamics point of view are not amenable to solutÍon

by conventíonat analytical techniques. In most cases linearised models

with constant coefficients are developed by a technique such as perturba'

tion analysis. A1most all studies of velocity-forced processes descríbed

in the literature have involved such linearised models.
t6 43,44Hempel, and Stermole and Larson, - studied steam-heated exchangers

with velocity forcing. Their studíes involved theoretical treatment with

linearised, moders, valídated in part by experimental studíes. Hempel

found that the theoretical frequency response curves for outlet temperature

response to steam temperature changes fitted the experimental data satis-
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factorily only at low frequencies, the departure, especially for the

attenuation values, becoming marked once the resonance effect was ini-

tiated. The situation for the response to inlet temperature changes vúas

tess satisfactory, the theoretical curvè for attenuation bearing no

relation to the experirnental data. This arose from the fact that the

theoretical values were calculated usÍng the expressíon

-qilcl = e u

and ß is proportional to the liquid heat transfer coefficient. Henpel

suggested that his mean inlet tenperatures may have been different at the

different test frequencies. If this r.+"r'? so the attenuation points would

have been affected. The phase angle values were not influenced by this

variation and the theoretical curves fitted the data very closely.

Hempe1 simplified hís model further, by assuming that, the liquíd heat

transfer coefficient was independent of variations in líquid flow rate,

to calculate the response of outlet temperature to flow rate changes.

Under these circumstances the only parameter which determines the dynamics

is the residence time. A sinilar observation is probably the basis of the
45

suggestion by Thal-Larsen that this parameter ís sufficient to descríbe

the dynamics of heat exchangers.

The experimental attenuatíon data for the flow-forced case had posí-

tive values above 0.2 radians per second. The theoretical did not, even

when the simplifying assumption was removed. Apart from this the

theoretical and e:çerimental curves agreed well, especially the phase

curves.
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44
The discussion by stermole and Larson was based on a single

partial differential equation model for the analysis of flow varia-

tions. The agreement with e:çerimental data was good for both amplitude

ratío and phase Iag, especially for small perturbations. The occurrence

of resonance was also predicted. Comparison of the results with those

obtained by Hempel using a two-equation model, showed that ttre simpler

single-equation model agreed as well wíth the e:çerimental data' !{hen

the theoretical model was simplified further to an ordínary differential

equation it did not predict resonance but the agreement with experiment

was stilI very good for all frequencies less than rèsonance frequency'

At the resonant frequencies average values were calculated'
49

Yang derived general analytical expressions for a linerarised treat-
2I

ment of steam-hrater exchangers with flow forcing, while Koppe1 made an

analytical study of a simplified nonlínear model of a flow-forced steam-

water exchanger. The latter results suggested that tÏ¡e approximate

solution presented should not be used for large step inputs' or for

exchangers with high heat exchange to heat capacity ratios' However using

more typical values, wíth tOB step changes and values of around O'5 for

the index for dependence of the heat transfer coefficient upon velocity'

Koppel concluded that the approxímate solution was quÍte adequate.

It is worthwhile cormnenting at thís point on the índex just mentioned'

The heat transfer coefficient (U) is a function of velocity' Writing Uo

for its value at r = O, i.e. at steady state, then,

U = Uo (t+r)b

on the basis of the usual heat transfer correlations'
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Expanding

(1 + r)b

Ì/ve can write for small r,

(I+r¡

the latter term as a Taylor,s series

= I + br - I?-1)- "z * 
b(b-l) (b:2) ,s *

b 1+br.

This approximation represents the dependence of the heat transfer
coefficient on flow rate fairly well. For example, for a ro0å increase

in flow, and with b = 0.53 (its worst varue), the approximation gives

an error of only 8t, which is less than the error inherent in heat

transfer correlations.

Privott and Ferrell solved both línearísed and nonlinear models on

analogue and digital computers, and compared Èhe model solutions with
experimental data. The rigorous model was shown to be a good represen-

tation, while the approximate model predícted responses to step changes

with substantial error even with small velocity changes. However when

the flows were forced sinusoidally the response of ttre linearised model

showed the correct overall trends and order-of-magnítude values. privott

and I'errell concluded that the approximate model could be used to make

qualitative predictions about the nonlínear system for control purposes.

Analysis retaining the distributed-parameter characteristic of a

heat exchanger necessitates lengtlry and laborious calculations. From a

practical view¡loint the question that arises is under what círcr¡mstances

will a lumped-parameter linearised model give answers of sufficient
accuracy.

31Moz1ey concluded that the ratio of one fluid outlet temperature

to the inlet temperature of the other fluid, in the case of a concentric
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tube heat exchanger, could be represented by a simple second-order

lag. The approximation is fairly good up to the frequency at which

the time phase lag is 1800. It then deteriorates rapidly. However

the pârticular exchanger studied had a length-volume ratio of 7l f't/fú '

Many commercial exchangerË have a smaller ratio and the lumped-parameter

model should be a better approximation to them. Mozley also showed

that for flow variations up to 50 percent of the mean flow the response

of the exchange rnight be linearised.
22Koppel also examined a class of chemical reactor to determine

whether linearisation did require a significant sacrifice in accuracy'

and to examine the relationship of the simplified dynamícs to the true

dynamics. He concluded that the agreement between linearised and actual

responses for disturbances of less than 258 of the design values, showed

that controllers designed on the basis of linear system analysis should

operate as designed over a practícal range of fluctuations for the par-

ticular nonlinear reactors studied. This, despite the fact that the

system investigated was nonlinear and parametrically forced, and had

distributed reactance .

Most of the studies discussed above have dealt with concentric tube

exchangers which makes the analysís easier, but leaves open the question

whether the Èransfer functions obtained are applicable to multipass

exchangers. Stainthorp and A*orr41 examined this aspect for a multitube

multipass steam-heated exchançJer, in terms of disturbances in steam

temperatures and flow. They founil that the inctusion of individual

passes and reversal chambers gave only a s1í9ht ímprovement over the

simpler single-pass model, the latter being reco¡unended because of the
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reduced computation time. Another conclusion was that the shell waIl

should be included in the mathematícal model for steam flow variations,

it being sufficient to add the shell-wall capacity to the steam capacity.

One of the most interesting aspects of the frequency response curves

for flow-forced systems is the appearance of resonance pêaks. Earlier

experimentalists faited to observe the effect, possibly because their

apparatus wâs not sufficiently sensitive, for the heights of the peaks

are small, particularly where the fluid exit temperature is close to

the steam temperaturê. The effect, can be predicted from an ex¿lmination

of the transfer functions for such systems, and the occurrence of the

resonance peaks has been observed in several studies including the

present orr.11 '43'46'49 However there is some conflict between the

various observers concerning Èhe origin of the effect.

Stainthorp and A*orr41 attribute the peaks to an interference Process

analogous to the well-known optical case, contending ttrat with the kind

of heat exchanger they studied (a S-pass steam heated exchanger), the

gain could not exceed unity nor the maxima-minima effects for the phase

changes arise by a purely resonance effect. It can perhaps be inter-

polated thaÈ in no case do the peaks appearíng in any published PaPers

indicate a gain greater than unity, in short thís is not a necessary con-

dition.
46

Thomasson - considers that the exchanger response consists of two

temperature r¡rave systems, coinciding with the directions of travel of

the two fluids, whose amplitudes are determined by the boundary condi-

tions. The effect of the thermal capacity of the exchanger waIl is to

increase the attenuation, particularly at high frequencies. The mechanism
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postulated for this effect at high frequencies is as follows. If we

assume zero waIl thermal capacíty and let the inlet temperature of the

secondary fluid be zero, then heat wíII flow from each small segrment

of the primary fluid at a rate whÍch depends on its temperature. If we

nord consíder the wall has thermal caPecity which can be regarded as

lumped, then at high frequencíes the wall centre temperature wíll be

zeto. Therefore the thermal resistance path to heat flow from the

primary fluid is halved, and the attentuation is dor:bled. However for

accurate representation the system must be considered as a distributed

system.

Extending the argument to an n-section model where n tends to

infinity, it becomes apparent that the attenuation for a given incre-

mental length of heat exchanger also tends to a limit which depends only

on the heat transfer coefficient from the fluid to the wall. The "wobble"

on the loci at high frequencies is due to the relative phases of the

two temperature lvaves changing witÌ¡ changes in freqr:ency. The sínusoidal

varíation in the primary fluid induces a similar hrave on the secondary

side which travels to the secondary inlet. Here the temperature ís zero

by definition. To cancel out the induced temperature a secondary-side

wave is generated, an effect analogous to short-circuit reflection in a

transmission line. This travels back to the secondary side outlet where

its phase relative to the primary side depends on the frequency, thus

causing the resonance effects. If this model is correct the effect

should be less apparent where the thermal capacity of the exchanger

walls is taken into account. Judging from the results presented by

Stermole and Larson this seems to be the case. Thomasson's mechanism has

the merit that it points to the importance of the heat transfer coeffi-
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cíent and thermal capacítances in the system.

Stermole and Larsorr43 .dl 
"rrced 

an explanation whích is widely

supported, in which resonance is atÈributed to variations ín the I I

enþth
Ì

of tirne an element of fluid takes to pass through the shell or tube of

an heat exchanger. The inplications of this are most readily explained

by reference to a steam heated exchanger. If the flow rate of the tube

fluid is varied some fluid elements wíIl take longer to pass throuEh the

exchanger than others,and will be heated more, gÍving rise to a periodic

temperature response curve. The resonant freguencies correspond to

integral numbers of half-cycles in the exchanger. At the resonant fre-

quency, defined by Stermole and Larson as the reciprocal of the residence

time for a fluid element at the mean flow rate, each fluid element takes

the same tine to pass through the exchanger irrespective of the flow rate

with which it enters the exchanger. Increase of frequency induces

further variation in residence time. The experimental results obtained

by Stermole and Larson, and also in the evaporator study reported here,

verify that resonance depends upon the L/v raLÍo of the fluid whose

temperature is being measured, resonance occurring when oL/V - 2nn,

where n is an integer and o is the forcing frequency in radians per unit

time. This resonant frequency can be predicted from the system transfer

functions. The delay term, e |, which appears in most derivations, is

a non-phase lÍmiting component, which can be written as cos uL/Y - i

sin oL/V. The sine and cosine terms repeat at multiples of 2T thus

accounting for the periodicity of the resonance. The same term occurs

when the transfer function is derived for steam temperature disturbances.
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Where two fluids are involved each fluid will have its own separate

resonant frequency and there may well be some sort of cross-linking

as proposed by Thomasson.

Stermole and Larson claim that for the constant shell temperature

case (steam heating or high ftow rate of shell fluid) variations in heat

transfer coefficíent and wall capacitance have a negligible effect on

the normalised frequency response results. However examination of their

results shows that including Èhe waIl thermal capacitance softens the

severity of the dips in the theoretical response curves, while neglect-

ing the heat transfer coefficient softens them still furtl¡er. This is

more in conformity with the obserr¡ed process behaviour.

The significance of the resonance effect in control system design

is not assessed easily. The expression '# = ,rrn suggests that a short

heat exchanger with high fluid velocity would show resonance only at a

very high upset frequency, whereas a long heat exchanger with low fluid

velocity would show resonance at very low frequencies. This could be

important in the design of exchangers and their control systems. In

addition resonance could be expected to exert an unstabilising effect

on the closed,-loop response. Certainly resonance in the magnitude

ratio curves implies that a lower controller gaín setting must be applied

if the usual gaín nargin criteria are to be met. On the other hand it

is conceivable that resonance in the phase curve may be a stabilising

influence because of its effect on the phase margin. CJ-earIy it is

impossible to generalise and each particular installation would need to

be examined over the anticipated range of operating frequencies.

Possibly it has not proved a nuisance in industrial practice because
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when the fluid circulation raÈe is raised to suppress boiling in the

tube or to reduce scale deposition, the likelihood of resonance is

also suppressed.
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3. THEORETICA¡ STUDY

The object of the theoretical study was to derive a set of equations

which would describe the dynamic behaviour of an evaporator. rt was inten-

ded thåt the mathematLcal model should indicate the response of the prin-

cipal output variables, v!2. product flow and density, to disturbances in

the input varíables such as feed flowr conCêntratíon, and temperature,

also to steam flow and pressure. In addltion, although level control is
almost imperative in the operation of evaporators, it is desirable that
the model admit the possibility of level variation since this witl affect
product flow markedly. Similarly it is desirable that the pressure in the

pan or flash vessel should not be regarded as a constant. Pressure is
an important thermodynamíc variable which must be controlled. rn practice

the pressure may be expected to fluctuate as the boil-up rate varies, or

in response to disturbances originating Ín ttre ejector. !{hile it seems

clear that a critical vacuum evaporatíon might require consideration of
the ejector dynamics it was thought to take the problem outside the scope

of this study. A mass balance equation was not needed for the vapour

space in the disengagement regíon because the amount of vapour hold-up

is small compared with the vapour wittrdrawal rate. However, arbitrary
variations in pressure ï¡ere taken into account ín deriving the mattrematical

model, and during the simulation experiments pan pressure disturbances

were introduced to determine the response of the main output varíables.

These resurts are presented and discussed at a rater stage.

Generarry the steam pressure to the calandria is controlred, and

during the development of the theoretical model the steam supply pressure

vlas assumed to be constant. However during the experimental determinations

of the frequency response of the forced-circulation evaporator the
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response to sinusoidal disturbances in steam pressure was determined and

compared with the calculated response. These results arso are presented

and discussed later.

No att'empt was made to include the heat of concentration. This is
negligibre for the solutions examíned but courd be introduced into the
model if desired. sírnirarly the case where solids are present ín the
evaporator lras not considered generally. Hor,rever in this event the moder

will be simplerr since the boiling point of the srurry wítI be independent
of the density. There has been some conflÍct about the range of validity
of a standard correlation such as the Díttus-Boelter equation to heat
transfer to slurries in pipes. Bonilra et a14 investigated chark in
water as a system free from the tendency to cake onto the tube walls yet
similar in nature to many industrial slurríes. Their results indicated
that above the critical Reynords number, which incidentarly increases
with concentration, the heat transfer coefficient agreed well with that
of the suspending medium alone. The modifications that should be nade

to the model when solids are present are discussed 1ater.
The equations presented here were derived by the usual procedure of

writing mass and energy balances for the system, together with eguations
describing the various physicar rerationships. For exampre, the boiring
point was regarded as a function of density and pressure and an empirical
density-concentration rerationship used. The conservation equatÍons
were derived by taking the barances across the boundaries of an erement

of length dz of the fluid, tube wall, vapour space, and outer warl res-
pectively.
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The method of small perturbations was used to linearise the equations

in all variables. There are two areas where linearisation may introduce

large errors. rt is possible for rapíd variations in pan pressure to
cause the vapour flow rate to vary widely from its mean value. This is
not likely to be serious unress a very rapid increase in pressure causes

the pan to go off the boil, which would upset the thermodynamic eqqilibriun
in the system and invalidate the boiling-point relationship used in the

model. The other probrern area is in the steam side equations.

Steam flow into the calandria will depend on three variables, the

steam supply pressure, the steam pressure in the carandria, and the

valve stem position. rf, as is generarry the case, the steam suppry

pressure is he14 constant by the use of a self-actuating pïessure regula-
tor' the steam flow rate will become a function of the remaining two

variables. since it has been assumed that the steam in the calandria is
always saturated, which means that the carandria steam pressure is a

function of the steam temperature, then the steam flow rate wilr be a

function of the steam temperature and of the valve stem position. usually
this function will be nonlinear. rn general if an analytical expression

can be deduced it can be linearised; for instance, by makíng a Taylorrs

series expansion about the operating poínt. rn the absence of such an

analytical expression the necessary relationships need to be determined

experimentally as was done during this study. rn any case diffícultÍes
will arise if Èhe contror varve ís part of a control roop where the supply
prêssure is high and the Pressure drop across the vaÌve is smalr. under

such círcumstances large pressure changes wirr be necessary to effect
small temperature changes. rn turn the temperature change necessary to
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secure a given change ín heat flow will depend upon the temperature drop

across the tube wall. If this is large the term eliminated during the

linearisation of the steam valve equation, namely the product of a change

in pressure drop and a change in valve resistance, will no longer be a

negligible quantity. The experimental evaporator was adjusted to secure

critical flow conditíons through the steam control valve. Under such

circumstances the flow is proportional to the valve stem position.

Examination of the literature in the field of chemical process dynamics

and control shows that when semi-quantitatíve results are lvanted either

linear or linearised models are used. This is necessary if generality is

sought, since nonlinear systems must be handled by direct computation

or simulation leading to specific results for specifíc problems. The

consequences of linearisation are not serious because most of the non-

linearities encountered are smooth and particularly in controlled processes,

depart only slightly from being linear. The most notable exceptions are

reaction processes where the reaction kinetics may íntroduce severe non-

linearities. Attempts to proceed beyond semi-quantítative solutions may

lead, to unwarrantedly complex mathematical manipulation which does not

give any better insight into the dynamics of the process nor lead to better

practically-aahievable results. There are nany published instances where

even the linear model is too complex to handle and approximation procedures

such as Neumann series or Taylor diffusion models are used to simplify

computation And to allow the qualitative estimation <¡f the system behaviour.

There are also many papers comparing the results obtaíned using exact and

linearised modelsi several have been mentioned already. In most cases

the resulÈs are such as to support the above assertion that the linearised

models are adequate for practical purposes.
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The following assumptions were made in the course of developing the

mathematical model.

3.1 Assumptions

1. Liquor contains no suspended solíds.

2. Liquor is perfectly mixed and admitted at its boiling point.

3. Heat transfer areas and coefficients are constant.

4. Heat losses from the pan or flash vessel are negligible.

5. Pressure-temperature equilibríum is maintained ín the steam.

This implies that the steam supply pressure is constant and

the steam dry saturated.

6. Steam condensate is negtigible in volume and at its boiling

point, that is, it is in thermal equilíbríum with the vapour.

7. Latent heat of condensation of stea¡n and of vaporisation of

solvent are constant.

8. All physical properties of fluids and evaporator walls are

constant over the range of temperatures consídered.

9. Heat of concentration of solution is negligible.

10. Atmospheric pressure is constant.

11. Heat losses from jacket of external calandria are small, and

constant for small changes in temperature, and the jacket

metal is at the steam temperature.

12. Plug flow prevails in the downcomer, i.e. the temperature

and velocity profiles of fluid are uniform over any given

cross-section normal to the flow.

13. Heat transfer in the direction of ftow can be neglected.
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The first two assumptions are generar. However the necessary

modification of the model with the first restriction removed is
discussed in Appendix B.

Assumptions (3) and (4) were verifíed experimentally for a

distillatlon colu¡rrn reboíler.11 work cited by Thom""=on46

suggests the possibility that the heat transfer coefficients are

not constant under some cond.itíons even with steady liqui"d flow.

For instance, the coefficient is rikely to be considerably higher

than the steady state value for a short interval following a

sudden change in the surface temperature of a duct through which

a liquid is flowing. However Thomasson assumed, and his results

tend to confirm the assumption, that this is not a serious hazard

und.er normal working conditions. Furthermore paynter and

Takahashi34 .1"i* Èhat calculations on the static characteristics

of she1l-and-tr:be þeat exchangers indicate that varíations in

heat Èransfer coefficients along the length of the tube due to the

temperature profile are unlikely to affect the dynamic characteris-

tics significantly, a conclusion which seems to be supported by

the work of Hempe1.l6

The:.najor mechanísm involved ín heat transfer in evaporators

is forced convention. For turbulent flow in pipes and tubes we

may write

Nu = o.o27 (ne)o'e @r)r/z

where,

Nu Nusselt nu¡nber = 12k
Reynolds. number = T ,t 2too)

prandtl number = 9!-
k

Re

Pr
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The correlation shows that the heat transfer coefficient varies

directly with the mass flow rate and inversely wíth the viscosity.

This dependence on mass flow is ímportant since control is effec-

ted usually,by nodulatíng a fluid flow rate which will thus vary

the heat transfer coefficient. Since viscosity decreases with

temperature, the heat transfer coefflcient wíll íncrease, while

the specific heat and thermal conductívity are affected negligíb1y.

Overall convective heat transfer will be nonlinearly dependent

on temperature. Hovùever unless viscosity is a strong function

of temperature the temperature dependence of h can be ignored.

The validity of assumption (5) rests on the fact that the steam

supply line has its own control loop. Measurement of the steam

temperature and pressure at the entry point to the calandria

suggests that the control loop was effective. In any event the

sensible heat is small compared with the latent heat over the

temperature range used experimentally. A general attitude is

that temperature deviations of the steam nay be assumed dependent

on time alone, because the flow and pressure transients (momentum

transfer) in the vapour phase are very rapid compared with the

therrnal transients. the validity of these assumptions can be

tested by representing the system by a stirred tank model, in

which it is assumed that two tanks representing Èhe two sides of

the heat exchanger portion of the evaporator are in contact at the

transfer wall. It nay be presumed that if the fluid transients

are found to be negligible in the lumped model they can be ignored

in the more exact distributed model, which is to that extent
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simplifíed. The assumptions were tested in this way, the fluid

transíents proving about twenty-five times faster than the thermal

transients, bearing out the validity of the basic assumptions.

In any case an attempt was made to determíne the freguency res-

ponse between the calandria steam pressure and the steam flow

rate and this wíII be mentioned in the experimental section.

However at quite high frequencies (35 radians,/minute) the phase

Iag between the steam flow variations and the steam pressure was

only 42o. The same conclusion could be reached qualitatively,

by observing the lag between the variations l-ndicated by the

pressr¡re transducer and those índicated by the steam tenperature

thermocouple. This was generally too small to measure, and

suggests that the dynamics of the steam temperature measurement

system could be neglected with little error. Hempel measured

the temperature and pressure sirnultaneously at several points

along the inside of the shell of a steam-heated exchanger without

detecting any measurable deviation. DurÍng these e:çeriments steam

pressures Ltere measured at the top and bottom of the shell and

converted to temperatures, with the thought that they night be

used to take some account of the steam side dynamics. However

there was little difference between the readings and these attempts

were abandoned.

In steam-heated exchangers the fluid and thermal transients are

coupled through two mechanisms. First, the vapour pressure and

temperature are related through the saturation curve of the two-

phase fluid. Second1y, the volume of the condensate on the steam
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side can change if the inlet and outlet rates change rnomentarily.

Should this happen the heat transfer area will change thus alter-

ing the heat transfer rate. This eventuality can be íncluded in

any proposed model either by considering that the available heat

transfer area changes, or by assuming that the heat transfer

coefficient on the steam síde decreases as the condensatíon rate

increases.

In the case of chemical evaporators or distillation column

reboilers the second coupling mechanism is not applicable since

the calandria tr¡bes are always submerged in, filled with, or

the walls are wetted by, the (boiling) process fluid to guard

against burnout. In addition steam condensate is removed as

it collects in the bottom of the steam jacket and the instantan-

eous hold-up on the tube wall is small and reasonably constant.

These circumstances ensure that the area available for heat

transfer is constant.

The heat of concentration of the solution (assumption (9) )

will not always be negligible, although it was in the systems

studied. However if desired it could be included in the model.

The enthalpy-concentration relationship could be assumed to be

linear in form. Even were the relationship markedly nonlínear

it would still be practicable to approximate it by a series of

linear relationships, particularly since numerical methods are

sufficiently well-developed to allow constants to be changed

part way through a computation.
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Assumption (11) should be nearly true if the jacket is insulated'

The losses through the insulated jacket were calculated in the

early stages of the experimental work and found to be small;

the value obtained is presented later. It can be contended that

the Ímportant thlng is the total flow of heat to Èhe shel-l wall

rather than the temperature on the outside surface. If necessary

this could be calculated by rnaking a heat balance between the

heat flux to the wall and the heat losses by convection and radia-

tion. If it is desired to take the shell dynamics into account

4L
they could be handled in several r^tays. Stainthorp and Axon

treated the shell of their exchanger as a distributed lag but

concluded that they could equally well have regarded it as a

lumped capacity, or added the shell wall capacity to that of the

steam.

Catheron et a16 maintain that the shell response has only a

small effect on exchanger dynamics, because the shell capacity

is in parallel with the capacities in the tube and fluid.

cohen and Johnsorr8 go further and contend that heaÈ transfer

between the vapour and the heat exchanger jacket walI does not

affect the vapour temperature, which ís dependent on the thermo-

dynamic pressure, and maintain that the shell wa1I dynamícs do'

not enter into consi<ieration. Day examined the transient heat

flow into the jacket wall e¡f a dj.stillation column reboiler,

and concluded that if the transfer resistance can be assumed to

be negligible, and the shell wall resistance is negligible also,

the heat flux to the wall is proport-ional to the steam temperature

and to the thermal capacitance of the shell wall' and the tempera-

A
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ture changes in the wall should be identícal with those in the

steam. Day,s experitnental workll irrdi"ated that the approxima-

tíon agreed fairty closely with the experimental data at moderate

to long periods, the phase lag results fitting somewhat better

than the amptitude ratio. In the light of these several asser-

tions assumption (I1) aPpears to be justified.

The remaining assumptions (L2) and (13) are made general"ly,

but it is desirable to examine them as they raise important

issues concerning radial and axial diffusion. In many cases the

flow pattern is suffíciently turbulent to imply that the radial

distribution of physical properties is effectívely uniform.

This leaves the one spatial dimension, axial distance from the

inlet, whÍch simplifies the mathematical treatment while retain-

ing the essential features of the physical behaviour of the system'

Further simplifícation results íf "plug flow" conditions, i.e'

the absence of axial diffusion, are assumed. This is said to be

an accurate representation except in plant such as packed-bed

reactors where channelling and by-passing can occur leading to

axial diffusion.

To ignore axial diffusion completety may lead to analytical

difficulties that have nothing to do with the physical process

itself. These arise t¡ecause in the complete absence of diffusion

the observed parameters are cyclic in nature. This irnplies dis-

continuities in the distribution of temperature, concentration'

etc. which are propagated throughout the system. Attenpts to solve

the clifferential equation numerically under these circumstances
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leads to a situation where the discontínuities are represented

accurately at the expense of large errors in other parts of the

response. The decision whether or not to incrude axial diffusÍon

depends upon the particular system. A guide as to the relative

importance of diffusion is given by the pecret number which is

infinite fot zero diffusion.14'

For a fluid the peclet nunber

P
wc^L
AK

where,

W = total mass flow rate, Ib/sec"

Cp = specific heat at constant pressure, Btur/lb. oF.

L = length of exchanger, ft.

A = cross-sectional area of pipe normal to the axis, ft2.
k = thermal cond,uctivity of ftuid, Btu,/sec.ft of 

.

lrlhere two f luids are separated by a wall , as in a heat exchanger,

it is necessary to determine whether axÍal diffusion along the tr¡be

warls can be ignored. The sinplest approach is to determine the

Peclet number for a single fluid percolat,ing with its surrounding

waII with axial conduction. From the líterature it seems that

axial waIl conduction can be ígnored if
rrPrr = t#ïP >> t.

Here the synbols have their previous meanings except that the

subscript w denotes warl properties, k is the thermal conductivity

of the wall, and "p,' is a nominal peclet number.
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Generally this inequality is very strong in practical situa-

tions, implyíng that all effects arising frorn axial waIl conduc-

tion can be ignored. In ttre experimental evaporator for the

lowest flow rate of the range used (the worst case), the Peclet,

number for the fluid was 2 x 106 and "P" was 5 x 103 for the

tube wa1l. On this basis it Ís reasonable to ignore the possi-

bility of axial diffusion in the liquid or axial conductíon along

the tube wall . That is, "plug flow" rilas assumed for the tr¡be

fluid and zero conductance longitudinally for thê tube wall. A

further significance of the Peclet number is that as it becomes

larger the response of the mean temperature is approximated, more

closely by a pure D-V lag.

Another argument advanced to justify the assumption of zero

axial conduction is that arthough the warl is constructed of metal

with a high thermal conductivity it is assumed to have a small

cross-section normal to the axis so that heat flowing axíally by

conduction is small compared with the heat flowing radially into

and out of the waII.

General-Iy thick tube walls would be used in heat exchangers

and similar vessels only where one fluid is at a high pressure

rerative to the other. rn the case of an evaporator if the divid-

ing waIl is suffÍcíentry thick the fiÈtu resistances on eíther side

can be neglected and the temperatures of the warl surfaces will
be equal to those of the steam and boiring riquid respectively.

Any change in steam temperature would cause a change in heat flow

through the wall but the temperature of the warr surface in con-
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tact with the boiling liquid woulcl remain constant, the change

in heat flow producing a change in the boil-up rate.

In view of this, and recalling that the fluid transients are

much faster than the thermal transients, it would seem that in

normal applications two-phase ísothermal fluids can be treated

as though no dynamic effects are involved. In cases where, as

here, both sides of the exchanger involve two-phase fluids' it

would seem that the dominant thermal dynamics are due to the wall,

and for engineering purposes the fluids could be represented by

instantaneous models, and the dynanic effects accounted for by

analysis of the wall separating the fluíds.

3.2 The basic equations

The circulating pump

If it b¿ desired to include specifically in the model, the

circulating pump used with the forcêd-circulatíon evaporator, it

may be done as follows.

Assuming negtigible heat losses from the pump and negligible

hold-up in the pump, equating the rates of heat flow at ttre inlet

and outlet of the pump gives,

m Cp 0I = m Cp 02 = (m - mt) Cp 0f + ml Cp 0+

i.e. m 02 = m 0, * m1 (0a - 0r)

or oz = 0f * F ,Uu - 0e) (r.I)

where,

m1 = mass flow rate of recycle liquor

= mass flow rate of make-up feed

= mass flow rate to evaporator = m1 * m,

m_t

m

0!,2 = the pump inleÈ and outlet temperatures
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04 = the recycle liquor temperature

0¡ = the make-up 1iguor temperature.

!{ith negligibte heat 1oss from the pipe connecting the pump

outlet to the calandria a pure distance-velocity lag (D-V lag)

exists between the pump outlet (temp. = 0Zl and the calandria

entry point (temp. = 03),

i.e. 0g (t) - 02 (r - rdi) (1.2)

where Tdl = the time delay due to the D-V lag.

símilarry a pure D-v lag exists between the pan (frash vessel)

and the pump inlet,

i.e. 0a (t) = 0t (t) = 0p (t - rd2) (1.3)

where 0n = temperature in the flash vessel.

These D-v lags may be taken into computer models if desired,

but at the high círculatíon rates used in forced-circulation

evaporators, and the reratively short pipe runs invorved, the

D-v rags are smarr enough to be negrected. rn any case good

design requires that these lags be reduced to the minimum since

they are non-IÍmiting phase components.

under ordinary circumstances the pump wirr have onry a very

small effect on the entharpy of the fluid, and since we have

assumed negligíble heat losses equation (r.l) can be dropped with
littre error- This assumption was confirmed by making a few

trial símulations including the pump equation.

shourd for some particular reason, it be required to take account

of the p'mp as a resistance erement it may be described by a simi-
lar eguation to that used in describing the steam suppry varve.
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Where the range of variation is restricted to small varíations

about a steady state value

P2 (s) - P1 (s) = ffi 0,",

ot P2(s) - Pr (s) = Rn Q(s)

where R = the pump impedance and the other sltmbols have theirp

usual meanings. If the supply head (Pt) is constant, thís

equation may be linearised yieldíng the dynamic equation

pz = *nn*9rp.

Steam supply valve

À c /tp - P )v v 'o s'
Pô e Pg

a ç
Qs

where A__ = f (x__) and x = valve líft,vvv
and Per Ps are the steam supply pressure and the pressure in

the steam jacket respectively.

Given a linear valtfe characteristic

A =lç xvvv
a = kl x /lp - P ) where kI = k c--svosvv

If a dimensionless relationship is wanted, flow and the valve

lift may be normalised with respect to their maximum values, i.e.
O-xvn=il and *=Ç

orO^=kx/(P -P) wherek=k1x =lç c x-Þos-mvvm

and Qs = normalised steam flow rate

1 P (1.4)

where R1 is the valve resistance characteristic whose value is

established experimentally.

s

e R2
IQr' (P

êo
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Steam jacket

Mass balance on steam gives,

M ldzcj(¡¡ g rbl a"dt vsS

or -M

Ivlass balance on condensaÈe rves

(l¡ -M )dzc

cj u"F*0"#M
s

a

â
ð,2(]b)

vc

or

tcj

MMcl
a o^ àv^u.ãË+Pcãfc

Since the amount of condensate hotd-up is small and the volume

of the jacket is constant the final term in each of the above

expressions can be ignored. Combining the expressions to elimi-

nate M qives
cl

*"-*. = u"þ*u.F.
Again if the condensate film is thin and in equilibriun with

the vapour, vide Assumption 6r V.<< V" and the final term in

this expression can be eliminated yielding'

M -M = v Þ. (I.s)
s c sdt

Energy balance on steam side
â (PsUl )

âr d,z

*$a,
(M H - ['t ¡¡ )dz = hA (T - T.)dz + 9,- dz + V_'s s c c' o o-s t- -sn s

(1. 6)

Before proceeding further it is necessary to examine the rela:

tionship between the heat loss flux to the shell wall and the

jacket temperature.

Assuming that the shell wa]l can be regarded as a plane,"oorrgSt

has shown that for transienÈ heat flow into the wall,
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9sh
m Cr N(s) s 0o
1+N(s) srs

where,

and, m C1 = thermal capacity of shell wall

q - = transient heat flux to shell wall-sn

e_ = transient disturbance in steam temperatures

r , = time constant of shell wallSh

K = thermal diffusivity of metal.

If the thermal capacitance of the shelt is small N(s) tends

to zero, and if the transfer fil_m resístance is also small, the

heat transfer coefficient at the shell wall is large and Èhe time

constant (."t ) becomes negligible. For example,

1sh shell

where h Ís assumed to be 2OOO Btu/hr ft2 or.

Under these conditions

q =mCr s0-sn's

Alternatively, if it L """rr*.a 
(as in Assumption 1l), that

the shell wall is at the steam temperature, and since iÈ is insu-

lated that the heat losses are sma1l,

Qsh = urcpr åTs (revertíng to our own symbotísm)

which ís the same as above.

Conbining equations (1.5) and (1.6) to eliminate M^ and making

the above approximation for Q"n 9ives,

10.8 x 0.12
ø6ffi x 36oo g 2-2 secs-



Ms (Hs-Hc) = %Ao 
(rs-rr) * v"g" ,!þ . u"u" *þ + M1cp1

- u"". 3tt
ot,

Ms(Hs-Hc) = (us-Hc) u" ått + M1cp1 åi". u"o" åF *

!f.s.
ar
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(1.7)hA (T-T
oo

The variables H" , H", g" and U1 r ínvolved in the interaction

phenomena are nonlinear functions of the stea¡n pressure (hence

temperature). Anticipating that the eventual model will be an

incremental línear one the relationships can be written,

= k (T-Tasso9"-P

\('U-U
s

k(Tc'
kd (r

so

so so

H -Hso )

S

s so

-T

-T

-T

s

H-Hcco c co

where the sr¡bscript o indicates average values of the respective

)

variables. Assuming that pressure-temperature equilíbrium is

maintaíned in the steam (Assumption 5) we have,

*" = ffi|", o = ffi|", n" = ffi|", *u = ffi|".

(H o-n"o) + (kc-kd) (Ts-Tso)JMs =

f(u"o-".o) + (21-kd) (rs-rso) . H e"o * #5,*"J *.u" ålt

which cän be evaluated from steam tables.

Assuming further that the condensate is at the sane temperature

as the stea.n, i.e. T. = Tst

)+hA (T-Too s t
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Inspection of this expression shows that some of these terms

may be neglected. Assuming a t loop change about the operating

temperaturer(kc-kd) (Ts-Tso) has a value of about 6.5 Btu,/lb

compared with a value of 950.7 Bluu/Lb for (H=-H");

(2\-kd) (T"-T"o) is -4.4 Btu,/lb and (k.o"o/k") is about 16'5

Btu,/Ib whereas (Us-Hc) is 875 Blcu/Lb. If these minor terms

are discarded

(""o-".o)r" = f(u"o-".o) . ffiIn"u" F. hoAo(rs-rr) (1.8)

i.e. .., 9T= = KM - (T -T. )
^At S S E

(u -H )k-V- + M1CP1r oo
H -H Às

hAoo
K= so Ço

Heat balance on calandria tube wall

As discussed earlier it is assumed that thermal diffusion is

hAoo

zero axially (Assumption 13).

The heat transfer equation is

u""ptga tþat = hooo(T"-Ta)dz - h.A -T )dzo

oo
hA

.(t.l-E

(r.
tlr -r. )SI

(1. e)

(1.10)IE -?TL
ar

-T
uacPaoa o

where Vt

or

where ,zl

and 13

r2fþ = (rs-rË) - fr tt.-rol

the areas being sq. ft pqr ft length.

(1. 11)
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Heat balance on fluid side of evaporator

In normal operation of chemical evaporators boiling occurs

in the tubes. Under such circumstances once boiling ís esta-

blished, the process fluid boiling'temperature is independent

of axial positlon wíthin the tube. In the case of verticäl-tube

forced-circulation evaporators the process fluid enters aÈ the

saturation temperature in the separator but boiling is suppressed

at first, principally because of the hydrostatic head. However

the temperature increases as the fluid travels through the tube

and finally boiling starts, but if the entrance velocities are

high, say 5-15 feet per second, only a small fraction of Èhe

feed evaporates in the tube. At lower entrance velocities the

boiling zone is expended and Èhe fraction evaporated increases.

These effects account for the differing constants reported for

heat transfer correlations applicable to evaporators.

Applying the usual conservation approach we can write'

.norydz=M.CpiTid".,oCPo,odz+h.A.(T.-To)dz

- Mrr(CPrTo + l)dz

where the final term is the enthalpy removed by the vapour-

That is,

cp Ð(vq9oT.) =M.cp.T. -MCpT +h.A.(T.-T ) -M-_(cp--T_+À) (1.r2)-vo At '-i-.i-i '-o--o-o --i--i'-t -o' -ï'--w o

For systems in which boiling does noÈ occur in the tube, the

fluid-side equation is slightty simpler in form, the first two

terms on the right hand side can be consolidated and the final

term disappears.
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Thus considering an incremental slice of tube d,z, having an

inside diameter d1,

cp" (+ dr) P - oospo (EÉ, ., lro - (ro * þ arll

- h.nd. dz (To-Tt)

i.e.,
govocpo 

å1" = - eovocpo " åP - hioi(ro-rt) (r.13)

or .u åþ * r4v å* = (rr-ro) (1.r4)

0VCp
wherer,,- oo*o

- h.A.r_l
The second term in eguation (r.r4) refrects the distributed

nature of the system. Actuarly the coefficient is time variant,
but generarry it is regarded as rinearisabl-e over the operating
range. several anaryses of thís equation have been p,btishedlS

and treatment arong conventional rines leads to the forrowing

expressions describíng the temperature response of the fluid
Ieaving the tube to variations in the fluid flow rate.

r*l

. 9¡-
v

=*,r-2cosrro)L

= tan-l (1-cosro
sín ortp

(1.1s)

where tp is the distanee-velocity lag involved, in passage of
the fluid through the tube, and

rF -'¡ -I.D.R=-i-o êTr,

Mass ba

vrh

Iance on ss fluid

â (V¡ 9o)
ar

M, -M -M10v
â=-ar (1.16)
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(1.17)

(1.18 )

(1 . 21)

T
o

i.e.To=io*0,pe+ypo

= f (P , g )eo

= îo * tffi)"" + r*^&o)"o

where o = ft
âT^V:J

' âPo

Mass balance on solute ín the evaporator pan

M.K. -MKl-L oo

Dens ity-Concentration relationship

K = A¡ + A2 (P - Pr,û) (1.19)

where the constants are determined experimentally and assumed

to be constant over the operatíng range.

Product wíthdrawal

Apptying Bernoulli's equation the following expressíon relates

pan level and product flow rate.

Of, Oon, = 9oH1 + 
". - n" (1.20)

Mass flow - VoLumetríc flow relat ionship

M = e Þ.

Thís relationship is used with appropriate subscripÈs at

several points during the develo¡xnent of the modelr e.9.

Mo = Qogo refers to the process effluent f1uid, etc.
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The set of equatÍons is nonlinear. Unless the equations

can be uncoupled and rendered linear or quasilinear, the quan-

titative evaluation of the dynamic response is a fairly

intractabre problem. rn an earlier section attention was direc-

ted to the efforts of other workers to establish the extent to

which rinearisation could be carried without sacrificing the

essential features of the system dyanmícs. Essentiarry their

resurts showed that for riquid type exchangers the equations

courd be linearised so that the performance courd be studied

from a control viewpoint, provided the flow did not vary greatly,

and provided the temperature did not vary over a wide range.

Hovtever the lirtearisation of equations describing exchangers

with boiling liquids or condensing vapours presents some problems.

To Iínearise the conservation and state equatÍons, those para-

meters which are functíons of time and distance must be repraced

by constants which are both space and time invariant, or

independent of ti¡ne and varying linearry wittr distance. Even

when rÍnearísed the equations are partial tlpes necessítating the

handling of transcendentar functions of complex variables. rt

Ís difficult to solve the equations or to prepare the inverse

Laplace transformations necessary to derive the transíent behaviour

of the systems. The +pproach used generally to overcome these

difficulties is to convert the linearised partial-differentiar

equatíons into rinear equivalent ordinary differential eguations.

These equations can be handled as rational functions in the

complex variable which respond to the ordinary direct and inverse

Laplace transformation techniques.



3.3 Dynamic equations

3.3.1 Reta

5I

(2.r1

distributed ameter characteristic

The equations describing heat transfer to the process

fluid are nonlinear because the film coefficient h, is a

function of both the fluid velocity and the fluid tempera-

ture, the frictional forces are a fgnction of temperature

and velocity, and velocity ís a function of viscosity

which in turn is a function of temperature. Of these

effects the first, the dependence of the film coefficient

on fluid velocity, is the most significant.

Assuming that evaporation is suppressed in the tr¡be the

equations of interest here, (1.1O) and (1.f3) can be

written

o" 3F * eo'o ,3* - ffi (ro-r.) = o

âTt .- h^ hr
Ë * pffi; (rr-rs) * 

'..fu 
(rr-ro) = Q

where a section of length dz is considered.

These eguations become linear if neíther vo nor the

variations in temperature are so great that h, has to be

treated as a function of flow rate or temperature. In

a controlled system this is the intended objective.

Assuming that the mass flow rate is constant but allow-

ing the shell side tenperature to vary, although not

suffÍciently to negate the assumption that the shell side

fil¡n coeffÍcient is constant, the dynamíc response equations

(2.I) can be linearised.
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(2.21
nd

ârt
iar * ndiho(Tt-T=) - nd.tr. (To-Tr) = O

These equations can be expressed as Laprace transforms

preparatory to examining the response of the exchanger

for control purposes. Defining the constants,

b

b2=

b3=
PocPt=ttdi
o Cp A-vo -o io4=4õi;{- = v.

and writing each temperature as a steady state component

and a small variable portion, e.g. Ts + 0s, and substi_

tuting into eguation (2.2) gíves,

*P- uu þ* u1 (eq-er) + b4 + br = o

ito * o, (or-es) + b2 + b3 (or-eo) + b3 = e

(2.3t

since by definítíon the differential steady-state terms

must equaL zeto, and sÍnce tl¡e initial varue of the varia-
ble portion of each temperature can be made zero by ass'm-

ing that the system is initially at its steady state, the

transformed equations become,



Eliminating 0t (zrsl by combining these equations,

ouY* 2+(bl+br+ba)s +brbrl
0 (zrs)s+b2+b3 J o

b b
0 (2, s)s+b2+b3 s

Ilriting

c(s) =
2+ (b, +bc+ba ) s i br ba

s+b2+b3

53.

(2. s)

(o, s) Q.e)

relating

steam

(2.e)

, btbg
=S+l)l. ' s+b2+b3

ß(s) =tff_aJ
and substituting into (2.51 gives,

(2.61

Laplace-transforming a second tirne wÍÈtr respect to the

distance variable z, gives,

lþup * a(s)]0o(p,s) = ß(s)0"(p,s) + b40o(o,s) (2.7)

Wíth the assumptíon generally made, Assumption (21,

that the shell-side fluid is perfectly mixed, the tempera-

ture 0"(p,s) is independent of distance. The transform

of 0= (p,s) then becom." I 0- (s) .ps

The equation 12.7) can now be used to define the ftuid

ou s + c(s) oo(z,s) = ß(s)0" (z,sl

temperature anlruhere in the tube, i.e.

0o(p,"1 = [¡unTrt"t] å r"(s) + rEun-lãG'l eo

fÈ is now ¡lossible to wrÍte transfer functions

the fluid temperature to variations in either the

temperature or fluid inlet temperature. Thus

G1 (p,s) = m1*ç;
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describes the relationship between the temperature any-

where in the tube, O < z < L, and changes in 0" (s)

where Oo(o,s) = 0, i.e. where the ftuid inlet temperature

ís constant.

G2 (p,s) br¡
b4p + a (s)

t'

defines the relatíonship betvreen the process fluid outlet

and inlet temperatures for constant steam conditions.

Equation (2.8) can be solved by expanding the first term

on the ríght-hand side into a partlal fraction and then

taking the inverse Laplace transfozm term by term, yield-

ing,

_a (s)

-"buo

from which the temperature of the fluid leaving the tube

atz=Lis,

"], b4 l]eo{o,") (2.11)

_cr (s )

(1 -eb4

.a(s)
(s) + (e b'*

(2.10)

)0 (o,s) (2.L2)
o

c (s)

e (2, sl

e (t,s)
o

ß (s)
cr (s) e

L L
ß (s)
c (s) )e s

That is, the transfer functions G1(s) and G2(s) relate

the tenperatures eo(Lrs), 0o(ors), and 0" (s).

The transfer function G2(s) can be written
'- 

*(s-)- r e.L3')
c2(s) = . þ4

or alternatively as,

G2 (s) = e-rDs . e-rDbl . .'D rS*orf5;l

where tp is the distance-velocit - L L
-Y rag, 5-ur r.e. f, I

for the flow of fluid through the tr¡be of length L.

(2.L4)
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(2.rs)

(2.L6t

(2.ttl

_a (s)

(t-ebr+

(L - c2(s)).

L
G1 (s)

c1 (s)

ß (s)
a (s)

B (s)
c (s)

)

can thus be written in terms of the function Gz(s).

The various relationships can be sunmarised by a

signal flow diagram where þ t= the hold-up time in
9s

the shell-side of the exchanger in appropriate units.

Ms (s) e (s)
e (L, s)

o

e (o, s)

3.3.2 Impulse Response

rf eo(o,s) is a unit impulse and 0"(s) = 0r the impulse

response SZrcl can be found by expanding G2 (s) as an

infinite series and inverse-transforming term by term.

Equation (2.L4) can be expanded as

G2(s) - e-tds . e-bttd 
tt

+

which on inverse transformation becomes

:1L--
n-l n!

ezftl "-btd (Co rt-tul¡

. ["i, *, -r r rffir' .-td"]] ",.-.u) (2. rs)

where u(t-ta) is a unit step at t = td, and ô(t-t¿¡

is a unit impulse at t = td.

G2 (s)

(1-c (s) )(s)

K

s+ I



-tt tffirl' "-.u") = .- 
(b2+b3) (t-t¿) 

¡ furÞetOll(t-t¿ln-11
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The inverse Laplace transform in equation (2'18) ¡nust

be evaluated before proceeding further' Under the above

conditions this can be r'øitten as

which on sr:bstitutíon into (2'I8) gives'

Thls equation describes the response of the exit tem-

perature of the tr¡be fluid to a unit impulse disturbance

Ín the fluÍd temperature at the point of entry to the

tube

For arbitrary variation of the inlet temPerature the

outlet temperature variation is given by the superposition

integral '
0 L(r)
o

The function G1 (s), given by equaÈion {..2'L6l can

treated sirnilarly to the above to find the impulse

9r (t), describing the systen behaviour following a

impulse in steam temperature 0"(s). Thus if 0"(s)

unit impulse and 0o(ors) = 0r

c1 (s) = { b fr - c2 t"l.l
S (b1+b2+b3) s+b1b2

= I- g2(x) 0o (t-x) dx (2.201

be

resPonse,

unit

isa

(2.2t)

=tå.# fr - e2t=[l 12.221
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where the constants K1 ¡ K2 and the roots s1 I s2 must

be determined for the specific parameters b¡, b2' and b3'

The first trdo terms can be inverse transformed directly

but the third term gives rise eventually to Besse1 func-

tions.

Equation (2.22) may be written in the form'

G1 (s) = Or(s) + S2(s) + {3(s) (2'23)

vrhere,

ór(s) =É-+ 
K^

' s-sl s-s2 Cô

Q2(s) = -K"-bltd "-t6s + ""*"1C..

-*ltd 
"-td" 

I 
"=*"10g (s) = *Kê -' s-s2

As stated above Q1 (s) can be inverted directly'

S2 (s) and Q3 (s) both ínvolve a tíme delay term and a

term of the^form
t-a+

I
s+a

s*cre'

The inverse transform of Q2(s) is,5

0z (t) = -K.-bItd .-tl (t-td) Ìoort"o; tt-t¿lå r*,

tz@l
where Ê1 = (s1+c1 ) .

A similar errpressíon can be written for 0¡ (t) '

the impulse response 91 (t) can be wriÈten

gr (t) = K(eslt - ""2t) 
for o < t' td

and

91 (t) = K(e

(2.24)

Hence

-slt - "=2t) 
* *"-bttd e-cl 

(t-ta)

(ß2'-gr' (t-tarå rv (2qitiãtt
æ

x
v=0

co 2
fort<td

(2.2s)
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i.e. the impulse response becomes a series of Bessel

functions.

A simplification is possible if the exponent in

equation (2.I3) is expanded as a series

-a 
(s)L

c2(s) = e--4-=r-oJi)L.*d'(s)2+2 Q.26)- b4 2b42

This expression can then be used to write the approxi-

mation

a (s)L

fr - c2tsl] - (r - . bu 
)

a(s)L cr(s)2r,2 cr(s)3r,3
b4 -w-ãF-

(2.271

Thus considering equations (2.L6) and (2.27) vte can

wríte ttre approximation

c1 (s) = ß(s) Lb4

- bJb^L rÀì e.2g)- b4 \stb2*b3'

which on inversion gives the impulse response

sr (r) = ,}fl!, .-(b2+b3)t e.2st

ft may be mentíoned in passing that attempts to deter-

mine experimentally the response to impulse disturbances

in steam temperature !üere unsatisfactory, the problem

being to monitor the response. To get a measurable signal

the disturbance had to be very large or sustained for some

time. These ilifficulties were attributed to the very

small time constant on the steam side and the relatively

high flow rate on the liquid side

However the theoretical response based on equation (2-29)

is summarísed in the table below. In addition a prograrnme
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developed to determine the time-domain response of a

system from a knowledge of its s-plane constellation ancl

overall gain is included as an appendix.

Table I

38.62

2.658

0.183

0. 013

0.0

0.o
0.1

o.2

0.3

o.4

Response of tr¡be fluÍd tèmperature to
impulse dísturbance in steam temp.

Ti¡ne
(secs. )

3.3.3 Dynamic model

The basic equations presented in section 3.2 may be

linearised by applyíng the small perturbation techníque.

This involves writing the dependent variables as a

steady-state component and a small deviation. Time deri-

vative terms are treated as independent variables, and

second or higher-order terms in the perturbed variables

are neglected. Any partíal differentials in the coeffí-

cíents of the perturbed variables are evaluated at the

initial steady-state operating condition about which the

dynamic behaviour of the plant Ís being analysed. l{hen

the static equations are subtracted fron the perturbed

equations the set of dynamic equations is obtaíned. These

equations are linear ordinary differential equations with

constant coefficients in perturbed variables. To facili-

tate analysis the equations may be Laplace Éransformed
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and the resultant set of simultaneous equations solved

manually or by the use of computers.

Unless oÈherwise indicated mean values of the variables

have been represented by capital letters, variations about

these values being índicated by the corresponding lower

case character. An exception occurs with temperature,

where to allow t to be reserved for time, 0 has been used

for the small deviations, thus Ti = Ti+Oi. In the case

of density (p) the mean values are indÍcated by a bar,

thus Þ. This has been done also in any instance where

uncertainty might arise. Laplace transfollns are represen-

ted by tilde slzmbols t e.g. õ., wherever this is thought

necessary.

The equations used to develop the dynamic model are

the equations (1.4) (r.5) (1.8) (1.9) (1.12) (r.16) (1.17)

(1.18) (1.19) (1.20) and (1.21), the resulting set of

dynanic equations being as follows.

D = -2o2 R,r., - 20 R2 q (3.r).s -s r ¡ -s *s

V
ge^É

sdt =m m (3.21sc

*=r" = Eo"o-n"o)*n"@u" J n"u" åTt * hooo(os-er)

ã.t..p. åþ = hoAo(es-eÈ) - hioi(or-eo)

ãovscno åb . "po*o 
glä!s) = Micpioi + cpiri.i

-MCp0 -CpTm +h.4.o -o o -o o o r I (e. -e )EO

(3.3)

(3 .4)

-(CpT +À)m -MCp0--Iivovv-l¡Io (3. s)
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(3.6)

(3.7)

(3.8)

o

d (v¡p^)
dt

K
o

o

-Mkoo= K,m. + M.k.
11 11

k=A2g (3. e)

Hlgo + õott1 + p. = 2QoõoR29o + 92R2oo * Q3õo=z (3.10)

m=Qp+Fs. (3. 11)

3.3.4 Reduction of dynamic equations

The set of dynamic equations can be combined as des-

cribed below, to eliminate various inÈermediate variables

producing a set of three simultaneous dífferentíal equa-

tions which yield the transfer functíons relating the

major output and input variables. The transfer functions

may be used to calculate the response to any nominated

forcing function, including the impulse response. However

if they are used to calculate the frequency res¡nnse the

plotted data will not show resonance peaks as any distri-

buted character of the system is elininated during the

development of the dynamic equations. However for

engineeríng purposes the linearised model is probably

adequate in view of the opinions expressed by other

. L4 ,L6 ,34 ,43h¡orJ<ers. '

Steam supply

The equation describing the steam-supply valve (3.1)

may be rearranged as follows:
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p"=-2Q3Rtrt-zQ"R1a=

... es ,åk ;s$r
or 9" = -$ro" - e" rr

where,

ß
r âPo¡-- PE.

es u=r#;u'
frr =

where

Writing

Nr =hA +¡ oo

a

k 3.Ps. P.s.
e

and

s

ßp-oÀ= _ Àok
Ð

aTÞ̂

IT
R1

St¡bstituting this expression for 9= in equation (3.1I)

gives,

ns = e"e= + Þ" (- åt o- - g"nr)

i.e. m" = e"k"o" - F o" - M"nr (4.1)

a âTs

=| (Okes s'-s a s

and. M" = 9"p", from equation (3.1f).

Substitutíng equation (4.1) for m" in equation (3.3)

yields

Yse
þ9s
R1

0" - M"nr) - hoAo(es-et).

sCLR1

hoAo
. = _ñI_

I - Msls
N1

y = C(uso-""o) . l{PtJ k"v"

T5 = ï.
N1

as



vre get, (1 + rqs)0
"ã

(h.a

"lñr.

+h

t
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(4.2')

(4.3)

t

Since t5, the time constant for the calandria steam

space, is a very small quantity there will be instances

where it rnay be ignored. Under these circumstances

equation (4.2) becomes,

õ .õ. - "lñr.

. + h A )e]- OO't

(h.4.+hA)0.+hALr oo E oo

.A. )
l_ l_

(1-a) + h(hAoo

s

Substituting for 0= and 0o from equations (4.3) and

(3.6) respectively in equation (3.4) gives'

VaCna?as0t = hoAo (aOa - alnl ) iAi (oP. + voo)

=- a0 -hAalnroo

+ h.A. (crp + yp )l_ r -e o

!{riting

N2=

T6=

þ=

gíves,

(t5s+1)0t = "op. * cygo - bnl

or writing E1 (s) = (1+t5s)

E1 (s)ã. = "oõ. 
* cvõo - ¡ñr @.4)

Should it be decided that t5 cannot be ignored, equa-

tion (4.2) must be substituted instead of (4.3) into

equation (3.4).
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Equation (4.4) will have the sane form but the con-

stant b wíIl be changed, as will the constant a in N2.

Thus

att
a

btr --

1+r 5s

alh.rA^
(1+t 5s) N2

Heat balance eguations

The heat balance equations may be reduced by substi-

tuting for 0o, Rv, Ri, mo from equations (3.6) , (3.'ll ,

(3.11), and (3.12) respectivety into equation (3.5)

giving,

CPoto"(v3,go) + cpov3õos(ope + ypo) =

cPi*í(Qro, + Þrsr) +cp.M.0. -cpoTo(Qooo+ õ'oeo)

- CpoMo(crn. + ygo) - (Cprto + À)n,

substituting mr, = *i - *" - {P from equatíon

(2.7) = QiÞi * diqi - Qogo - õo9o - s(v39o)

and collecting terms,

"potou 
(v3oo) - (Cp"ro+l ) s (v3oo) + (CeoV36oV) sOo

+ (cnoToQo + cpoMoy - (cprTo+l)eo * cp#'y + hiAíy)po

= (cnrrrQ, - (cprro+À)Qi)pi + (cpiridi - (cprr +À)õi)si

+ Cp.M,0. + ((cn ro+l)ío - Cnoroõ'o)eo

( (Cnov3õo" + CpoMo + cp-tvt + h.Ar)o)p" + hioiot.

(op- cpJtl (op. + ypo) * hioioa - hioi YP oe
+
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Writing N4 = y(h.4. * Cprt, + CpoMo)-Qo(À+ro(Cpw-Cpo))

and dividing through by N4 we have:

where,

.2"õo - Ë""tõpo) = -õo + dõr a sõo - frerõi - r1ã'iãi

+ eõ. - | rr7" + f2)õ. (4.s)

T7=

f2=

CpiMr ¡f.- hiAi
d=-.

N4
e=

N4

y (hiAí + Ctr\,vMv + Cpol'lo)
N4

õo (À + T., (Cp,., - Cp.') )9- N4

Mass balance on solute

Substitutíng for k. and ko from equatíon (3.9) into

equation (3.8) yields

ros (v39o) + A2V3Fospo = Ki*i + A2Mipi - Ko*o - A2t{ogo.

Now at substituting for *i, Ro from equation (3.11) and

for M. r Mo from equation (1.21) we get

xos (v3po) + A2v3ãosoo = Ki (Qro, + orer) + AzQtFigi -

xo(Qooo + Foeo) - AzQoFooo

= Qr(r, + Azdi)gi * *iÞi9i - eo(Ko * A2Fo)oo - Kofloeo,

i . e. Kos (v3go) + (A2V3Fos + Qo {ro + A2Fo) ) po

= Qr(r. + A2?1)pi * *iõiø, - xoõ'oeo.
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t{rite N5 = (Ko * Año) and divide through by eoNS.

K

qt? s (v306) + (t6s+1) oo

+ tffirnr - tffin"

Qi (K1+e2 i)
QoNs

I ]-

where,

18=

If
. ¡-Kodo
' ) -Þ;ñ;l-

riõ'i
QoNs

we can write

f-É s(v3go) + (tgs+l)p. hpi isi - iso (4.6)

Relationship between fluíd level in pan and product flow

Applying Bernoulll's equation we can write the follow-

ing expression

oo"t = (Pa - Pe) = QjOon2 (1.2O)

Assuming,

(1) that the frictional pressure drop between the pan and

the product fluid exit point is negligible, and

(21 that variations in atmospheríc pressure can be ignored,

yields equation (3.10)

Þotrt + Htpo + p" = 2goõo*r9o + gliorz+ çþzpo-

Rearranging,

o

I

s" = 2%f*, (õorr1 * Hrso * p" ollor2 - eþzoo)

( (Hr-Q2nr) õo * ñ. * ão¡rt) 9a.
2

tlZ
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3.4 Derivatíon of Transfer Functions

3.4.1 Response of Product DensitY

To deduce the transfer functíon describing the response

of the product density to tl¡e various disturbances enter-

ing the system, it is necessary to combíne the reduced

equations (4.5) and (4.61 in such a Ì{ay as to secure the

simultaneous elimination of the variables tõpo) and io'

l{uttiply equation (4.5) by j and equation (4.6) by I

and add the resulting equations yielding

(jrz + grs)spo = -(g + j)po + dj02 + (Sh - flQtj)oi

+ (is - frÞij)qi * ejoi $ t.r" + f2)P.

i.e.

{rilrlusoo = } t-(s + j)oo * dj02 + (gh - flQrj)ei

qjf^
Y

E2 (s) e")

where iz = i
If the level in the pan (or flash vessel) is stlbstan-

tiarly constant, r,r = þ and the equation becomes
^p

- 1 . t- .' Þo l- ' 9o .-qo = æ (cr1-92nr)õo + ñ. * fi ;rr - T nr' Ø'7)

+ (is - frÞij)qi * "j0i ej0i

where to = I'x2

and E2(s) = (1 + t9s)
i

' ro (1y')9anclT10= " 9TR.
t*+
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(r + i rtgspo = $ t(#Ð- (g + j))oo + (is - rrõrj)si

+ (sh - frQij)0, + eie.

- åLr,",n, * (#, Y n2(s)) n.)

i.e.
E1 (s) tt * Ðrtgsoo = ] t(cdy - n1 (s) 1$+ r))oo

+ ,,î - rrÞi)qi + (l - flei)pi + eo.) n1 (s)

- bd¡1 + (cdc - T rrur(s)n2(s)) n")

n1 (s) (r + i rrgspo - } r"ut - Er (s) 1$ + 1))oo

= ] {urt"l ,,T - efir)e, + (+ - rrei)pi + eoi)

- bd¡1 + (cdo - T 
trrt (s)Ez(s)) e.)

Dividing through by {f + a¡

E¡ (s) (1 + tlss) *Ëþ po = ;n+Ð- {",,", [,î - e1õ'r)e,

+ (+ - rrei)eí + ee.J - sdnr + 9 ("av - rz*t(s)Eztsll n"]

Substituting for 02 from (4.4) gives,

where Ng

or
E3(s)po = El(s) fr1p, .' Kzgi + K3eí] - Kr+nr + K5E4(s) n.

1

(1 +9-cdy)

Kt = *r,T
.ioK2 = NB(î

K3 =NBe

K4 =NBbd

- frQi)

- rrõ'r)
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E+ (s)

where G1 (s)

G1 (s)

c3 (s)

Er (s)
E3 (s) ; G2 (s)

1+t.s

I * 'rqs
1*t"s

- r6,r"s2 + (r6,f^ + 12) s + I
(f2 + dcY)

õ" = ä{:ì [rrõi * *rå, + K3ã.J - fu ñ, * lt* n.

õo = Gr (s) fr1õ, * rzõi + r3õ.] - K,+Gz(s)ñr + K5G31=) ñ.

(s.1)

c3 (s)

Since the tine constant of the tr.rbe wall is considerably

smaller than the other time constants involved it may in

some instances be neglected, allowíng the transfer functions

to be simplified. In which case

," = ,ro rfl*, l

E3 (s) ! (1 + t.s) (1 + t5s) 16 << rlg,ra

E4 (s) s (1 + t9s) (1 + t5s) 15, << rgtrT

Equation (5.1) ." = "t r fff¡ remaíns unchanged.

For the purposes of this study the wall time constant

was retained. The computed frequency responses are

presented in a later section.



3.4.2 Response of pan level

i.e. r õÃ,) l

The pan level response ís determined by substituting

the expression for õo Ø.7) into equation (4-6).

'" tff|6*]"po * i " (i3oo) = -eo * hei * iei

# [t"t - e3*'tgo * P. . *i "J + * n'

+
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iq.-l-

-, *.[ff h.
Ap

+

1

+ FoAz
9o+jsv3=-9o*hP

**n,
o

sp

nzl

o +D +'o -e

õ'o

o
iY3
9-o

"31

a
o

where N5

and T
y3,
Qo

þoo

N7 (Hr - Ojn2lu.

Substituting the earlíer definition for j in the second

term of the above equation, viz. j = il$?, 
recalling

that N5 = Ko + ÞoAZ, and combining the sr¡bstituted form

with the first term of the above equation, we have

o

jsv3 = -(1 + ros + jN7)po - jNe Pe -

AP
NsÞo

i9o.v3+ rl2
2

+ ho. + iq.' l- -l-

(js + {$,", = -(1 + ros + jN7)go - jNs n" * * n,

+ ho. + iq.'a -l-

Vtríting tO and letting G4 (s) = (1 + rbs) -1

gíves,

v3 = G4 (s) f-r5e 5(s)Oo + Kzpi * r6gi + K9n2 - xrope] (5.2)
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where,

T c

c5 (s)

T.r
r+jN7

= (l + t"s)

Ap
j N6Þo

= N9(1 + j Nz)

= Ngh

= Ngi

= Ne+

Kro = j *6 = t
Because of the occurrence of po in the R.H.S. of the

response equation (5.2) it is necessary to substitute

for ôo from equation (5.1) to solve for the response of

pan level. If this ís done the function becomes:

v3 = G+(s) f- *."r(s)c1 (s) f*ro, + K2qi + K3e.J + K4K5G2(s)

G5(s)î1 - K5K5G3(s)G5(s)n" * rzgí + KBqi + Ket2 - rropJ

which on collecting like terms yields,

.'. rs = G4(s) Etrz - KlK6c6(s))õ, + (Ke - K2K6c6(s))ã,

- (K3K5G5 (s) ) õ, + (K4K6c7 (s) ñr - (K1s + K5K5Gs (s) )ñ.

+ reñ2] (s.3)

where c5 (s) = Gt (s) G5 (s)

G7 (s) = Gz (s) G5 (s)

c6 (s) = Gq (s) G5 (s)

N9

K5

K7

K6

K9



3.4.3 Response of Product Flow

This is obtained from equation (4.2¡ s¡ich can be

written:

9o = K1t0o + KtZ Pe + Kt3 v3 - K14î2

where Kll = Nz

Kl2 = N6

72-

(s.4)

Kl 3 =

Ktq = 9e"
2

Once again since õo ana ü3 appear in this equation it
is necessary to substitute for these variables from

equations (5.1) and (5.3) in order to determine the

product flow response. when this is done the forrowing

equaÈion results:

9o = Krr (Gr (s)Crrp. * rzgi + r30.] - Kr+Gzls)nr

+ K5G3 (s)pe) + Ktepe + Krg (c+ (s) ftr, - K1K5G5 (s)0,

+ (Ke - K2K5G5 (s) ) e, - (K3K5G5 (s) ) 0i + (K4x5c7 (s) ) n1

- (Kt¡ + K5K5Gg(s))pe + K9rì2) - Kt+nz

which on collectÍng tike terms yields the forrowing trans-
fer function:

9o = (x1r11G1 (s) + K13G4(s) (Kz - r5G5(s))õ, + (r2r1¡G1 (s)

+ K13G4(s) (Ka - K2K5G5(s)))õ, + (K¡Kr1G1 (s)

- Kr gGq (s) (K3K5G5 (s) ) ) õ . + (K1 3G4 (s) (K4K5G7 (s) )

- Kr+Kr 1G2 (s) ) ñ1 + (K5r11G3 (s) + Kl z - K13G,+ (s)

(Kr o - K5K5Gg (s) ) )õ. + (KgKr 3c4 (s) - x1a) ñ2 (s. s)
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Since there seems littte point in the definitíon of further

constants to make the eguation look less complicated' it

will be left in this form.

The above transfer functíons may be used to calculate

the response of the output variables to disturbances in

the sígnificant input variables. Ho\ilever it must be repea-

ted that they are linearised functions and the resonance

peaks appearing in the frequency response of distributed

parameter systems will not be present. In many instances

this will not matter, particularly as it seems from the

publíshed studies mentioned already that the linearised

model is good at, leasÈ to the first resonant frequency,

and there seems reason to assume that high frequency distur-

bances are not significant in the process industries. The

linearised model was used for the símulation studies in

which various controller configurations !ìIere compared.

Should the resonance phenomena be of interest, the trans-

fer functions developed earlier in which the distrÍbuted

parameter characteristics were retained, should be used.

These are equation (f.15) for the response of the tempera-

ture of the fluid leaving the exchanger to disturbances in

the fluid flow rate, and equations (2.13 and (2.15) for

the response to disturbances ín the fluid inlet temperature

or in the steam temperature. These equations were used

to calculate frequency response curves for comparison with

the experimental results obtained with the forced-

circulation evaporator.
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4. DESCRTPTION OF EXPERIMEI{TAI PLANT

In the standard natural-circulation internal-calandria evaporator

the feed enters via a distributor which terminates in a number of short

vertical pipes which direct the dilute feed liquor ínto the calandria.

This is a bundle of tr:bes supported by end-plates. The tubes are heated

by steam which condenses on the outside of the tr.rbes, the condensate

being removed through a trap. The feed liquor is heated as it passes

through the tubes, boils above the upper tube plate and passes downwards

through the annular space separating the calandria from the wall of the

evaporator thus completing the natural circulation. The concentrated

liquor is removed continuously through a stand-pipe. In the case of

evaporators workLng under vacuum this pipe is prolonged to form a

barometric leg. The water vapour fozrned during the boiling process is

led to a condenser, in which, under vacuum operation the cooling water

flow rate may be regulated to control the pan pressure. Any noncon-

densable gases are removed by a steam ejector. The natural-circulation

evaporator simulated during the study has been described by Andersen et aI.

A conparíson of the Figures 1 and 4 will show that the forced-

círculation external-calandria eva¡rcrator is essentialt-y similar to the

apparatus described above, except that the calandría ís outsíde the pan,

which thus becomes a flash vessel and may be reduced in size. The meríts

and fields of application of both types have been revíewed elsewhere.L3'28

For the experimental portion of this study the writer built a

forced-circulation evaporator having the following characterístics.

The calandria was a concentric trrbe heat exchanger consistíng of a

nine-foot'length of copper tube (one-inch outside diameter by 16 gauge)

I
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supported by brass compression fittings in the axis of a 4-inch dia-

meter, schedule 40, wrought-iron pipe. The heater was lagged externarly

by a layer of polythene foam one-inch thick. The heat transfer area

was assumed to be that of the copper pipe only, the end. effects being

assumed negligible on the basis of calculated heat losses through the

gaskets and flanges. The heated section was six feet long.

Micro-pyrgtenax copper-constantan thermocouples were used for the

temperature measurements. These couples were chosen because of their
stability and relatively high electromotive force per degree. The

thermocouples were attached at six-inch intervals along the copper tubes,

the measuring junctions being silver-soldered into grooves machined

in the tr-rbe walls so that a minimum thickness of copper separated the

thermocouples from the tu-be liquor. The thermocouples were calibrated

in situ and recalibrated at regular intervals throughout the progr¿ilme.

All switches and terminals lrtere mounted in constant-temperature insulated

boxes to ensure isothermal conditions. The lead wires were the same

material as the thermocouples, and in fact were extensions of the thermo-

couples thenselves; their lengths being adjusted so that all thermocouple

circuits were of equal electrical resistance. All temperature readíngs

were iorrected for the cold junction reading.

The temperature of the liquid h¡as measured using a travelling thermo-

couple system. rn the early runs a set of fíve thermocouples were

arranged such that one was located in the central axis of the column, one

six inches above this to provide a check on the previous reading, and

three equispaced radialry to keep the system properry located. The tips
of these last thermocouples tended to rub through on the tr¡be waII and
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the system rdas replaced by a single central thermocouple, silver-

soldered into the end of a length of L/9-inch outside diameter stainless

steel tubing which had locating vanes attached to ít. This could be

raLsed and lowered in the column, a ball and detent system ensuring

that the thermocouple tip was always locked into the chosen positions.

The liquid flow rates l{ere corrected to allow for the effect of Ínuners-

ing the thermocouple probe to different extents. The internal thermo-

couple measuríng points were opposite the thermocouples embedded in the

tube wall.

One-eighth inch pipe couplings were brazed to the copper tube near

the ends of the heating section to allow the inlet pressure and pressure

drop to be measured. Conventional mercury manometers were used to make

the measurements, which rilere corrected in every case for the liquid

column which collected above the mercury. The accuracy of the manometer

readings was estimated as 10.25 psi. No particular significance could

be attached to these measurements of which a typical sêt is presented

in F igrure 5.

The fluid flow rates were measured in the earlier runs by sharp-

edge orifice plates constructed in the laboratory workshop. These were

used in conjunction with a corrnercíal recordíng manometer, the conbina-

tion being calibrated in situ. Eventually this arrangement was replaced

by a turbine flov¡neter and its associated ratemeter and totalising flow-

meter.

The steam used for heating \^ras generated in the laboratory by a

"Clayton" steam generator and brought to dry saturated condition by

passage through a heat exchanger and catch pot after preliminary reduction
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of pressure. This was followed by a further, smaller reduction in

pressure, the steam then being admitted to the carandria through a

maniford so that the velocity was reduced Èo a minimum before the

steam reached the tube. This was considered necessary since the surface

temperature distribution on the copper tube was found to be sensitive

to the method of introducing the steam. The condensate lvas removed

through a Èhermostatic steam trap, and collected ín a weight tank where

its temperature was also measured. The steam jacket was vented. to remove

any entrained air.

The copper pipe was extend,ed about eighteen ínches beyond each end

of the heat exchanger, the upper end terminating Ín a wrought-iron cross

attached to the side of the pan. A double glass window was mounted in
one arm of the cross to allow vísual observation of condítions at the

top of the tube. The travelling thermocouple passed vertically through

the cross, as shown in Figure 4. The remaining branch conununicated with

the flash vessel.

The concentrated tiquor was removed from this vessel through a two-

inch diameter downcomer. The vapour h¡as removed. from the top of the

flash vessel and carried to a condenser. The condensed vapour could be

colrected and weighed if desired. For a whire a layer of woven copper

was used as a mist entrainer, but this was found to induce periodic

surges through the system. Apparently the mesh retained condensed vapour

fonnÍng a !'rater seal' which was destroyed explosively when the pressure

beneath the seal reached a sufficiently high leveI. This mist entrainer

was replaced by a baffle which seemed to prevent entrainment. Tests
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were carried out to verify this by neasuring the conductance of

samples of condensed vapour using tap water as the process liquid.

The flash vessel also acts as a separation chamber to reduce the rísk

of vapour carry-under.
36Petrick has examined the circumstances under whích carry-under

could occur in steam-water and other systems. Atthough he r^tas concerned

with natural convection systems the phenomenon is of significance in

forced-circulation sy6tems too, since entrainment of sígnificant

amounts of vapour in the circulatíng liquid in the suction line to the

pump could cause caviation problems.

. The pump in the system serves to recírculate the concentrating

liquor and to introduce make-up feed liquor. A closed-coupled ll-inch

centrifugat pump was used in the e:çerimental apparatus;

Apart from the measurements already indicated' the pressure and

temperature of the steam rdere measured just before admission to the

heat exchanger and in the steam space. The temperature and pressure

in the flash vessel, and the feed liquor temperature, also the tempera-

ture of the lj-quor leaving the heat exchanger and leaving the evaporator

were moniÈored. The feed liquor was preheated and admitted at its

bubble-point.
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5. EST IMATION OF HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENIS

The conclusion reached when consídering the problem of axial diffu-

sion was that the tube wall could be treated as a lumped rather than

distributed system. This is significant enough to warrant experimental

J,nvestigation. As describéd earlier, thermocouples were irnplanted in

the wall at six inch intervals. These temperatures were read, together

with the liquid temperatures taken at the same levels through the

exchanger, fot a range of flowrates.

The results show that for a uniform steam temperature the waIl

temperature fluctuates slightly about a mean temperature. The fluctua-

tions are random and small in magnitude as can be seen from Table 2

which presents a set of typical results. Variations of the magnitude

shown could aríse from variations in contact resistance, variations at

the junctions, or through variation in the thermocouple or leadwire

material, even though each of these is within its range of permissible

tolerance. Alternatively they could. arise from variation in the thick-

ness of the condensate film on the shell-side of the tube wall or from

tube fluid phenomena.

The walI mean temperatures vary slightly at different feed flow

rates but it is difficult to point to any specific relationship.

Reference to the table indicates that the walI mean temperature is

slightly higher at higher fluid flow rates. Heat balances r,{ere performed

at regutar intervals throughout the experimental work to determine that

the thermocouples and associated instrumentation were functioning

correctly, and frequent checks were made on the steam quality. This

was done by injecting steam into a tared amount of water in a weigh tank

and measuring the temperature of the water over the test períod.
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Flow
rate

9pm
, L.73

fps

220.
2L9.
222.
22L.
222.
222.
22L.
222.
222.
22L.
22L.

2LO.
2LL.
2LT.
2LL.
209.
209.
208.
207.
207.
206.
206.
206.

6.5I
22L

TABLE 2: I{ALL TEMPERATURES (of)

3.45 5.I8 6.91 I .63

5 2.30 3.45 4.60

Steam temp. 242.30F.

28
25

2

2
2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

9
I
7

3
2

7

I
6
9
7
9
6

4
3

7
5
7
3

6
7
3
I
4
I

'22L
,2Lg

220.
2I8.
2L8.
220.
2I9.
220.
220.
2]-8.
220.
220.
220.

5
9
I
1
4
3
3
7
I
9
3
3

2

I
I
1
I
5
5
6
3
7
5

220.9
220.6
222.I
222.I
220.6
220.6

22t.3
2]-A.9

220.
2L8.
2L7.
220.
218.
2L9.
2L9.
2L8.
220.
220.

6
I
I
5
7
5

9
7
9
5
4

2L2
2LT
2LL
2LL
2LL
2LO
2LO
2I0

2LL
2tL
2IO

7
5
5
I
6
4
2
2
7

5
5

.6

.4

.2

.2

.7

.5

.3

.3
2

I
I
4
2

2
7
5

3

0
0
I
6

5
I
9
2

7
7
5

3
I
6
6
4

I
5
5
I
5
2
4
5
I
3
o
I

2
2
2

27.
26
25.

24
26
26
25
25

2

2

2

2
2

227.8
225.9
224.7

28
28
27
26

2
2
2
2

228.7
226.9
227.4

I
5
6
6
6
4
7
I
I
6
2

I

.5

.9

.0

.3

.6

.0

.8

.6

.2

.2

.8

.8

227
224
224
227
225
225
226

25
2A
28
26
26

2
2
2
2

2

227.2
224.9
223.8
227.3
225.3
224.7
226.4
225.6
227.9
229.L
226.4
226.6

18.
2L.
19.
20.
20.
19.
2t-
2L.
20.

226.
224.
225.

228.O
226.L
226.2
227.2
226.3
228.4

227
5.
5.

22
22

225.222I.O
220.O

226
225

2I9.O 2L9
20.L 2I9. i 220.6 2L8

ELUID TEMPER,ATURES AT CORRESPONDING LEVELS

2LL.7
2LL.7
2II.3
2LO.6
2LO.2
209.5
209.3
208.6
208.0
207.5
207.3
207.3

,2lo
2_10.
209.
209.

:209.
208.
208.
208.
207.

2Lt.7
2LL.3
211. I
zLO.6
2LO.2
2LO.2
2LO-2
209.5
209.3
208.8
208.6
208.6

.21o.
'209.
209.
,209.
)2o9.
208.
208.

2LO
2IO
2LO
2LO
2LO
209
209
209

',209

209
208
208

'2LO
2IO
2LO
2]-O
209
209
209
209
''ZOg

2LL.
zLO.
,2LO.
i 210.
210.
2to.
209.
209.

)209.

2LO.
2LO.

,2LO.

2L2.
2Lt.
2LL.
2LL.
2I0.
2to.
2to.
2LO.
2LO.
2LO.
2to.
2LO.

11
11
11

2

2
2

7

5
I
4
2
7
5
0
6
0
0
7

j2LL.3 2LL
2LL.T:2TL.

2
7
5
3

I
I
I
6
4
2
2
2

2
7
3
I
I
6
4
2
2
2
208

08
2
2 209.3 209.5'2LO.2

Note: fn each column the temperatures correspond to
the measurement points in the tube read down-
wards.

3.81 hs.s4

11.50

L7.27

10. 359.208.05

10.36 L2.10

906
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In the majority of studies in forced-circulation heat transfer

the data have been correlated according to some fotnn of Dittus-Boelter

equation for heat transfer coefficients. This correlatiôn has the

gerreral form

hD
k "rfl"{qJ

There has been a certain amount of díscussion concerning the values to
27be ascribed to the parameters a, m and n. According to McAdams-' the

best working form seems to be a = O.O225r n = 0.8 and m = 0.4. Logan
26et al confirmed this correlation for forced-circutation evaporation

under non-boiring conditions, arthough they modified the value of the

coefficient to a = 0.o2o5. Their work found generar support from
3Boarts et al for water with some boiling, although they in turn pro-

posed the new value a = 0.0278. In the case where appreciable boíling

occurred they claimed that the predicted value lvas less than that found

experimentally, at reast for flow rates less than 3.5 feet per second.

rn fact simpre heating occurred over 5.5 feet of tr¡be aE 2.3 feet per

second (fps)rover 9.2 feet at 3.5 fps, over ll.5 feet at 5.0 fps, and

over practically the whore tr:be at higher velocities. The tube was 12

feet long and 0.76 inches inside diameter.

Despite the above variations in the values reconunended, it seems

reasonable to assert that for forced-circulation evaporators, provided

the flow rate is kept sufficientl¡trigh, the Dittus-Boelter equation

provides a reasonable route to the estimation of Èhe heat transfer

coefficient.

Heat fluxes were determined for the forced-circulation evaporator

at various frow rates within the range L7-24a pound per minute. The
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procedure used was to adjust the steam condiÈions and fluid flow rate

and to operate the unit until steady state conditions r^tere established.

The inlet and outlet fluid temperatures were then recorded together

with the steam and steam condensate temperatures, the wall temperatures

and the fluid flow rates.

These data were used to calculate overall heat transfer coefficients

from which the wall conductance and steam-side coefficíents calculated

using equation (10-46) from Perry's Handbook35 were subtracted, to give

an estimate of the fluid-side coefficients. These values are tabulated

below together with a set calculated using the Dittus-Boglter correla-

tion (Perry 11-f).

For comparison with the measured overall heat transfer coefficients

the Fragen-Badger correlation (Perry LI-2) was used to calculate a

range of coefficients which are tabulated in Table 3 together with the

experimental values referred to above.

The values listed with the plant data for h. and ho are the values

corresponding to the operating flow rate adjusted to ínclude half the

wall conductance each.
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TABLE 3: HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS

Fluid flow'
rate (fps)

1. 15

2.30

3.45

4.60

6. 58

6.90

8. 05

9 -20

I0. 35

11. 50

Overall
coefft.

Overall
coefft.

(Experi- ; {Catc'a
mental

calc'd
erry 1O-4

hi calc rd
(Perry 11-1)

h1 estinated
(from I & 3)

ho
(P 6)i

LL-2

410

6L6

781

926

1101

1r81

L296

1395

L499

1s91

384

582

742

882

LO94

LT25

]-234

1337

1435

L528

1564

L726

1933

2131

2442

2489

2652

2808

2958

3100

515

897

L240

1561

2080

2160

2443

27L9

2987

3250

564

980

1357

1708

2L06

2362

2698

2972

3281

3554

Units z B:uu/hr.ft2.or
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6. FREQUENCY RESPONSE ANALYSIS OF FORCED-CTRCULATION EVAPORATOR

6.I Calculation of theoretical responses

Theoretical frequency responses relating producÈ density,

liquid level, and product flow to a range of input disturbances

may be calculated from the transfer functions developed in an

earlier section, viz. equations (5.1), (5.3), (5.5). Since

these are linearised equations the frequency response results

obtained in this way are only indicative of the system behaviour.

Transfer functionsrpresented as equations (I"f5) , (2.I3) and

(2.15) which fetain the distributed-parameter feature of the

forced-circulation evaporator, were used to calculate the process

fluid effluent temperature to cyclic disturbances in the fluid

flow rate, fluid influent temperature, and steam temperature

respectively. These results are compared with experimentally

determined results in the cases of steam temperature and fluid

flow oscillations in a later section. As expected, these curves

show resonance peaks with increasing frequency the incidence

being dependent on the process fluid flow rate.

The usual Laplace transformation and complex variable proce-

dures were used to calculate the frequency responses froni the

transfer functions, computer programmes being prepared to cal-

culate the attenuation and phase angle values as a function of

frequency for the specified plant conditions. Terms of the form

(1 + ts) can be handled wíthout trouble but the term of the form

(1 - Ke-as) occurring in equation (2.S) required preliminary

manipulation as follows.
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substitution of s = it¡ in (1 - Ke-a"¡ girr"= (1 - Ke-aio)

which
4]-tÙ -K cosat¡+isinat¡-K

aítrt cos at¡ * i sin ao

Rationalisation gives,

"o"2aul - i sin ao cos ao + i sin ao cos ao + sin2ao - K cos at¡ + iK sin ao
üi cos aû)

=f-Kcosao*iKsínao.

Separation into parts plus slight manipulation yields

l"l = /I + K2cos2ao - 2K cos ao + K2sin2ao)

i.e. le I = /(t + Kz - 2K cos a¿u)

and <G = tan-l K sín ao
1-KcosaûJ

6.1.1 Theoretical responses based on the si¡nplified model

6.1.1.I Product densíty

Eguation (5.1) is the transfer function relatíng

product density to disturbances in the feed varia-

bles (density, flow rate, and temperature), the

evaporator pan pressure, and the steam supply rate.

It is a condensed form of the fuIl transfer func-

tion and is reproduced here for convenience.

õo = G1 (s) (r¡õi * *rõi + 13õ.¡ - Kr+Gz(s)ñ¡ +

K5c3 (s) õ" (s.1)

The pertinent relationshíps can be illustrated

most conveniently through the block diagram,

Figure 2. The transfer function allows the time-

domain responses or frequency responses to be cal-
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culated, a point which will be taken up again

later. In the above expressj-on Gt (s) relates

the product density to the feed variables, G2 (s)

to the steam disturbances, and G3 (s) to pressure

disturbances respectively.

Considering the various relationships in turn

vre can write the following eguations.

T s
G1 (s) = TAT1 ns * (tc*trn)s + I

+I

(1 - cgiY)
g+7

Similar1y,
L O.92^r-ì::b2rsr=É'æt=m

- 0.92(tatzs2.+ (tefo + tz)s + 1)
0.19(r5t1gst + (r5+r19)s + t¡

and

Gs (s)

Comparing the time constants involved in the

above functions we note that,

rI0 = 0.00356, 16 = 0.000234 and t7 = 0.00108 hours

respectively for the forced.-circulatíon evaporator.

The time constant for the calandria tr:be wall,

16, is rather smaller than the other two, and if it

is regarded as insignificant a set Òf simpler trans-

fer functions results.

From the línearised transfer functions describ-

ing the relationship between product density and

the feed parameters, the major time constant

Er. (s)
E3 (s)
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involved is seen to be a function of volume,/

throughput and feed concentration,/product concen-

tration ratios. This time constant ís so large

compared with that for the waI.l that the response

is effectively that for a single exponential

transfer stage. The difference between these two

time constants would be more marked in an indus-

trial-sized evaporator. Under such circumstances

the decision to ignore the tube wall consÈant

would be valid generally.

The response to steam changes is a product of

two first-ord.er stages, one time constant being

that already referred to, the other that for the

calandria tr:be wall. Again, if the decision is

taken to ignore the tr:be wall tine constant this

relationship also reduces to a first order one

identical with that relating the product density

and feed parameter disturbances.

The response to pan pressure disturbances is

rather more complex since it involves a second-

order term in the numerator, with one of the time

constants involved being relatively large.

Consequently rapid changes of pressure are likely

to cause large changes in vapour flow. In the

extreme a very rapid increase ín pressure could,

cause an evaporator operating under vacuum to go

off the boil, upsetting the thermodynamic
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equilibrium and. invalidating the boiling point-

density relationship used in the development of

the mathematical model. The experimental evapor-

ator was free from this danger since it was

operated at atmospheric pressure, while normal

plant practice would depend on an effective pressure

control loop.

In the absence of controllers, variations in

pan level or product flow will not affect product

density, provided the solution continues boiling.

If the only controller is one monitoring level

and regulating product flow the system would behave

identically with the open-loop case, so far as

feed flow or steam changes are concerned. However

with both density and level controllers in place

variations in level and product withdrawal rate

affect density through the controllers.

Making the appropriate substitutions for the

gain constants and time constants the simplified

set of transfer functions describing the product

densíty response can be written,
õ^

-Ëf 
= 0.I59, O.0063 | O.00265

Y . ,Y ' , w .l--tr

respectively.
0. 159=-=(1+0. 0t28s) (1+0. 00018s)

I
I+0. 0128s

0. r59
þ
nI

ö
o

D

1+0.0I26s0.00053 (
1+0.0128s

1+0.0128s
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These transfer functions were used to calculate

the frequency responses for the simplified model,

the results being tabulated below. Since the

gaín constants ca¡t be tEken into the ordinäte

factor the responses to gi, 91, ði, nl are presen-

ted together. The assumption to neglect the tube

tsall time constant was not made in computíng the

theoretical responses reported later.
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Tab1e 4: Frequency response of simplified nodel

Frequency
(radians/sec. )

0.001

0.005

0.010

0.020

0. 050

0.100

0. 200

0. 300

0.400

0. 500

0.600

0. 700

0.800

o.900

1.000

2.000

3.000

4.000

5.000

6.000

7.000

8.000

9.000

10. 000

I.000
0. 98r

0.903

o.776

0. 386

0.205

0. 104

0.070

0. 052

o.o42

0.035

0.030

o.026

0.023

o.021

0.010

0. o07

0.005

0.004

0.003

0. 003

0.003

0.002

0.002

-2.7
-14.0
-25.6
-43.8
-67.3
-78.2
-84.0
-86.0
-87 .0

-87.6
-88.0
-88. 3

-88.5
-88.7
-88.8
-89.4
-89.6
-89.7

-89.8
-89.8
-89.8
-89 .9

-89. 9

-89.9

1.000

0.984

0.984

1.03

o.924

0.914

0.9I1
0.910

0. 910

0.910

0. 910

0.910

0. 9I0

o.910

0.910

0.910

0. 910

0.910

0.910

0. 910

0.910

0.910

o. 910

0.910

Phase lag

-2.5
-r2.3
-23.5

-41. t
-65.3

-77.t
-83.5

-85.6
-86.7

-87.4
-87 .8

-88. r
-88.4

-88. 5

-88.7

-89.3
-89.6

-89.7
-89.7
-89.8

-89.8
-89.8
-89. 9

-89.9

Normalised
attenuation

Normalised
attenuation Phase lag

Response of produc! -dç¡rs_i \ t lo, to disturbances in
9i,9i,0.r-11 | Ps
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6.L.L.2 Pan level

The response of pan leve1 to disturbances in

feed and product densities, feed flow, pan pressure,

and product withdrawal rater hâY be deduced from

equation (5.2) which is the transfer function

describing these relationships.

is = c+(s) (-Kscslr)õo + K7fr.+Ksãr+rr;, - rroõ") (s.2)

where

Gu (s) = (t + t, s)-1.t)

c5 (s) = (1 + t4s) .

It wiII be observed that the pan level response

ínvolves the product density so that an expressíon

relating the two parameters will need to be sub-

stituted into the transfer function. This require-

ment is met by the sr¡bstiÈution of equation (5.1)

into (5.2), the substitution being detailed in

another section.

Equation (5.2) shows that the response to feed

density and flow rate, product withdrawal rate,

and pan pressure are all similar differing only

in the gain constants. These responses were not

calculated during this prograntrne but the corres-

ponding transient responses for the closed-loop

system, obtained by simutation, are presented in ¿

later section.
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6.1.1.3 Product flow

The response of product flow is given by equa-

tion (5.5), reproduced here for convenience,

õo = Kr tõo * rr zñe + K13ü3 - Kr'*ñz ' (5 ' 5)

This expression indicates the response to changtes

in product density, Pâtr level, Pân pressure, and

product withdrawal rate as determined by the valve

opening in the product line- Once again it can

be seen that previously determined relationships

appear in the expression. SÍnce both product den-

sity and pan level are ínvolved, it will be

necessary to substitute both equations (5'1) and

(5.2) into equation (5.5) to determine the response

of product flow. Details of the sr:.bstitution

have been presented alreadY.

The responses of pan level and product flow may

be represented conveniently on a single block

diagram, Figure 3.

The inclusion of a level conÈroller, which it

has been emphasised already is usual practice'

will necessitate the inclusion of an expression

relating pan level and either feed flow or product

flow. Experimentally, alternative configurations

of the controller loops are readily incorporated

into the símulated models and the cases reported

represent such alternatives.

I

lr
I
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The frequency responses of the approximate model

are not presented in detail since a major objec-

tive was to compare the behaviour of the exact

mod.el with the experimental results and this is

done later.

6.2 Experimental freguency response analysis of forced-circulation

6.2.L The apparatus

A schematic diagram of the evaporator and the associated

ínstrumentation has been presented already, Figure 4. The

working fluids were water and ammoniun nitrate solutíons.

The vapour-liquid mixture $tas separated in the flash vessel,

the vapour being taken off to the condenser and the liquid

either withdrawn through the product offtake line or recir-

culated through a 2 inch nominal bore downcomer. The liquid

level was maintained about 12 inches above the top of the

evaporator tube and the condenser was vented to the atmos-

phere. A heat exchanger was installed in the steam supply

line to regulate the steam condition.

Standard conunercial instruments were used to monitor the

designated variables. The measuring elements were all fast

response types. Bare miníature thermocouples having a tíme

constant of approximately 0.2 seconds were used to measure

the temperatures and turbine flowmeters with a time constant

of about 0.01 seconds in water the flowrates. The tacho-

meter output of the flowmeter could be directed to a UV-

recorder when flow variations were to be recorded. AIl
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control valves weie fitted with valve positioners to

improve Èheir response to changes in applied pressure'

The process analyser used to perform the frequency

analysis was a Tinsley pneumatic sine-wave generator whicil

had been discarded by an industríal user and rebuilt by the

writer. It consisted of a small variable speed electric

motor driving a sine-wave potentiometer, also the recorder

chart, through a reduction gear box. The electrícal signal

from the sine potentiometer was fed through a coupling unit

to an electro-pneumatic converÈer and thence to a plant

regulating unit. The output pressure was recorded on one

pen of a two-pen recorder, the remaining channel being

used to record the plant response. As the chart is driven

at the same speed as the pOtentiometer the sine waves pro-

duced always have the same length whaÈever frequency is

used.

The experimental procedure

To make a run the system was brought to steady state at

the desired mean value by apptying a constant air pressure

to the appropriate control valve. The process analyser was

adjusted to apply a sinusoidal air signal of the chosen

frequency and suitable amplitude about the mean valuei when

stabitised this output signal was then applied to the control

valve. The process analyser recorded the test sígnal and

the system response, the record being continued until the

transients had disappeared and three or four identical cycles

had been recorded. The procedure was repeated for a range
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of frequencies, and at a very long period to allow sub-

sequent normalisation.

The phase lags and attenuations vtere determined by direct

measurement from the chart.

The main concern in the analysis of evaporator dynamics

is with the response of product density to variations in

feed flow rate, feed density, and temperature' Bxperimen-

tally it is easier to measure the frequency response of

product density to feed flow, mainly because of the diffi-

culÈy of causing the other two input parameters to oscillate

sinusoidally.

since the laboratory lacked suitable instrumentation to

monitor product density continuously some runs were made in

which the product concentration was determined conducti-

metrically, the results being compared with the recorded

fluid exit temperatures. The agreement was close enough,

in terms of trend, to lend support to the idea that the

temperature of the fluid leaving the heating Èube would

determine the extent of vapour formation in the flash vessel

and thus the product concentration. Accordingty the fluid

exit Èemperature was recorded throughout the experiments.

Experimentally-derived frequency response plots are presen-

ted for product temperature as a function of steam supply

rate and feed flow rate.

The other main independent variable in the system is the

product flow rate. The frequency response of this variable

was not determined because of experimental difficulties.
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In any case, as mentíoned previously, Ievel control is
almost mandatory in evaporators for stable operation.

Throughout these erçeriments the rever was maintained

constant by rnodulating the product withdrawar rate. This

coincides with the usual operating arrangement. Generally

this control loop will not affect the product density so

long as the liquid continues to boil, and the tubes do not

become uncovered, or the evaporator flood. The revel con-

trol loop should correct for the ratter two eventualities.

rf desired the response of the product frow may be carcu-

lated anarytically or determined on the símulated system.

Results are presented that were obtained by simulation.

Results and discussion

6.2.3.L Shell-side dynamics

Attempts were made to determine the response

of the steam flow rate resulting from a change

in steam pressure, and to determíne the vapour

boil-up in response to variations in steam flow

rate.

The steam condensate flow rate was monitored by

weighing it. For this series of tests the evapor-

ator r^ras operated under thermosyphon conditions.

The e>çerimental data are tabulated below.
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Table 5:

û)
j (radians,/sec)

Attenuation
(dl)

Phase lag

Experimental data for vapour flow response

to steam flow rate varíations

ldeqree s

o.45

0.71

1.10

1.60

3.10

0. 33

o.23

0. 13

0.06

0.03

-85

-98

-105

-105

-108

The vapour rate was determined in a similar

fasion by weighing the process liquor condensate.

These measurements are probably not very accurate

although liquid hold-up was minimised as much as

possible. The experimental results are presented

in the following tabte.

Experimental data obtained for steam flow
response to steam pressure variations

Table 6:

sec
0¡

0
o
0
0
I
I
3

4
5
7

I
10

.45

.57

.7r

.81

0. 83
0.80
0. 71
o.67
0.56
0. 45
o.25
0.25
o.146
o.L2
0.11
0.10
0.095
0.069
0.05

-L4
-18
-33
-37
-44
-52
-59
-60
-57
-60
-58
-56
-5r
-47
-36

L2.
20.
35.

10
6
I
5

7

0
0
0
5
0
0

Phase lag
(deqrees)

Attenuation
(dl)
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By considering these results it is possible to

examine the effects of two important factors,

namely the heat flow into the jacket wall and

variations in the liquid-side heat transfer

coefficient, both of which probably have a similar

effect on the frequencY resPonse.

Variations in steam pressure lag changes in the

valve stem position because of the vapour volume

in the shell and the capacity of the shell wall'

However as far as could be determined by observa-

tion of the shell temperature and pressure the

Iag followíng a step change in valve sÈem position

was less than a second.

Some idea of the relative importance of this

time constant can be gained by writing an approxi-

mate energy balance for the shell and tube,

(c., * c,o * c"h) åþ = (*J"^)x - uA(es-or),

where,

c.rrc*rc"h = thermal capacity of vapour, ttrbe wall,

and shell resPectivelY,

and the other symbols have their usual meanings'

If it is assumed that the shell and wall tempera-

tures are the same as the steam temperature,

the error íntroduced by this assumption can be

calculated readily by substituting e:çerimental

values if desired' and the temperatures are regar-
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ded as deviations about their steady-state values,

the expression can be transformed and rearranged

to give

KFI(#"+l)0== tåLlx-0 f

t-

and Q= C1¡+C.,o+Csh.

For the experimental evaporator with stean at 26

psia the mass of steam in Èhe shell is,

ff! =
volume of shell O.49 = 0.0312 lb.spec.vol.steam L5.72

The vapour capacity is then,

That is, considering only the dynamic relation-

ship between the steam temperature and valve

position, since the steam flow, F"r depends only

on valvê positíon where the flow is critical,

we have

br=l =+X TS+I

where K = t*115"Àl.UA

aP 0.0312
a%) = Ë x 951.1 x 0.46

= 0.53 atu/or.

where P = mean pressure of steam in the shelI.

The tube capacity C, = 0.41 and the shell wall

capacity Csh = 7.8 Stu/of. Thus the time constant

r = O.O4 seconds where Uo = 1435 Bhu/hr ft2 oF.

Even if this approximate value is only one-tenth

the true value, the time constant involved is

c
UA

À(c =gvP
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negligible compared with ottrer time constants in

the system.

One point that does emerge from the above dis-

cussion Ís that there is appreciable thermal

énërgy storage capacl-ty in the shell walI, parti-

cularly with small exchangers. However the shell

response has little effect on the exchanger

dynamics because the shell capacity is in paralle1

with tl¡e tube and fluid capacities. Catheron et aI6

showed that a ten-fold change in the assumed time

conptant for the shell prod.uced only a 30-50 per

cenp shift in the frequency response curves.

the time constant for vapour hold-up ín the

shell depends on the rate of condensation. It

will ttrerefore be affected by variations in the

liquid-side heat transfer coefficients. This

depend.ence has been the basis of a nurnber of

experimental studies using the !{ilson p1ot48

approach. Vlhere heat is supptied from a condensing

vapour however the unsteady-state is largely self-

regulating. For instance' an alteration in t'he

heat transfer coefficient will change the wall

temperature and thus the driving force fro¡n hot

fluid to tube waIl. The heat flux changes and a

new steady state is established. This leads to

smooth operation even in the transition region of

boiling.
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The attitude of the exchanger is also important.

For example the upper portion of an insulated

exchanger may have a thin film of condensate and

a small time constant. Should the film evaporate

following a drop in steam pressure dry wall condi-

tions result with a decrease ín the transfer

coefficient and thus the response. Meanwhile the

lower portion of the shell may be flooded wiÈh

condensate.

The comments made about the shell response could

also apply to transfer across the tube wall if

"onàitions are such that there are transient dry-

wall conditions. This makes it imperative to have

a subsidiary control loop on the steam supply.

It is difficult to make any positive assertion

based on the experimental results. At low fre-

quencies the jacket wall behaves approximately as

a single exponential transfer stage. However Èhe

increasing scatter with increasing frequency may

indicate that the jacket wall no longer maintains

equilíbrium with the steam, which may be due to

the development of an apprecíable film resistance.

It will be observed from the tabulated data

(Table 6) that the phase angle íncreases at first

but eventually begins to decrease with increasing

frequency, suggesting the presence of both a pole

and zero in the appropriate transfer function.

!!
., l.i

I

I
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The only explanation which can be advanced is

that thê shell waI1 represents a significant

side capacity in this installation'

6.2.3.2 Product I iquor response to feed temperature

disturbances

The response of the fluid outlet temperature

to changes in feed temperature was not examined

experímentally. However the theoretical results

may be sunmarised as follows. Resonance occurred

at all fluid flow rates, initially at normalised

frequencies in excess of 5-6 radians, but was not

fully established until about 50 radians' Resonance

was established more slowly at lower flow rates

and the amplitude of oscillation increased with

increasing flow rates. In each case the first

peak appeared in the phase lag curves slightly

earlier than in the amplitude curve. The phase

curves tended to oscitlate about a mean phase

angle of -1600" Fignrres 6 - 9 are a selecÈion of

the theoretical resulÈs-

The response of the effluent liquor temperature

to sinusoidally-forced steam flow was deterrnined

over the range of fluid flow rates considered

theoretically. A selection from the results is

presented in Figures 10 - 14 which compare experi-

mentally-determined points with values calculated

6.2.3.3 Product I iquor tempera ture response to steam

temperature disturbances
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using equations (2.13) to (2.15).

The experimental values show general agreement

with the theoretical curves, although the latter

show the expected resonance peaks more strongly

than the experimental results. This suggests that

the distributed-parameter characteristic is not

as strong in practice as Ì^¡as assumed during the

development of the transfer function.

Examination of the experimental results shows

that the flow rate must exceed a certain value,

about 2 ft per second, before the peaks appear.

In addition when the flow rate exceeds about nine

ft per second the peaks become less pronounced

again. In aII cases resonance is more marked in

the phase curves than in the attenuation curves.

The larger flow rates tend to be in the range

usually reconunendedT in evaporator operation to

minimise the risk of solids deposition in the

tubes. It may also explain why the phenomenon of

resonance does not seem to have posed any problems

in industrial practice. There is the added advan-

tage that operation at very low or very high flow

rates tends to avoid the instabilities attendant

on operation ín the slug flow regime.
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Experimental results w,ere obtained over a wide

range of flow rates varyÍng from approximately 1-11

fps. A representative set of results iS presen-

ted with the corresponding theoretical curves in

Figures 15 - 18. The theoretical values were

calculated on the basis of equation (1.15) which

retains the distributed-parameter characteristic

of the exchanger section. An energy balance yields

differential equations with variable coefficients

in the case of flow dísturbances. Computers are

useful in treating these equations, but some assump-

tions must be made in order to obÈain a solution.

In particular Èhe equatiorsinvolving the flow

disturbance effects must be reduced to constant

coefficient equations to apply frequency response

techniques. The procedure used in calculating Èhe

theoretical values was to estimate the heat trans-

fer coefficients corresPonding to each mean feed

flow rate studied. These values were assumed to

be constant for the sinusoidal oscíllations about

each mean value. This seems reasonable in view

of the conclusions reachea ry uempell6

The data presented cover' a ten-fold change in

process fluid flow rate. Agreement between the

experimental and theoretical values is reasonably
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good for both the ampliÈude ratio and phase lag,

the match with the amplitude ratío curve being

good up to a normalised frequency of approximately

5 radians. The deviation begins slightly earlier

in the case of the lowest flow rate (1.11 fps)

but the fit prior to the first resonance peak

improves with increasing flow rate. The phase lag

points show more deviation from Èhe theoretical

results, but even here the fit is better with

increasing flow rate. üfith the exception of the

highest flow rate presented (9.97 fps) the phase

points are indicative of the sudden changes

exhibited by the theoretical curves, the effect

being clearer aÈ the intermediate flow rates.

The divergence between the measured and predicted

attenuations at the lower flow rate may be due in

part to nixing dynamics in the process fluid.

The fluid near the centre of the tube may move

faster than that in proximíty to the wall. Should

there be an axial sinusoidal distf,ibutíon of

temperature along the tube walI the faster moving

fluid near the centre would tend to "smear out"

the distributed waveform. If this effect is real

it would be expected to become more pronounced at

slower flow rates, increasing frequency of oscil-

latíon, or decreasing Reynoldti number, and could
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be expected to be more significant in its effect

on magnitud.e ratio than on the phase angle.

These features are eonsistent with the observed

results.

Although the flow forcing gave rise to the

anticipated resonance effect it was not very

evident at 1.11 fps, was quite distinct at

intermediate flow rates, and was very slight at

9.97 fps. ThÍs suggests a limited flow range

within which resonance may be observed with the

experimental apparatus used in this study.

The relatively stight effect at the lower flow

rate may be attributable to the fluid dynamics

effect referred to above but the same observation

may be expected on the basis of Lawr s discussion23

of resonance where we note that the delay term

may be writ,ten as cos ltL/v - i sin uL/v, and

since the sine and cosine terms repeat at multi-

ples of 2n this is the factor which causes the

periodicíty in the occurrence of resonance peaks.

However with longer heat exchanger tubes or lower

flow rates the D-V lag becomes less important

since e-x tends to zero as x becomes larger. This

probably explains the virtual absence of resonance

peaks at the lower flow rates examined experimen-

tally, while at the higher flow rates the occurrence

of amplitude ratio resonance is delayed to fre-
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quencies which are not readily achieved. experi-

mentally.

There is another feature which merits commenÈ.

Analytlcal solutíons predict peaks at additional

frequencies. However these are minor compared

with those predicted by the D-V lag and possibty

arise from temperature reflections at higher-

order terms in the mathematical approximation.

Because resonance occurs when t¡L/V = 2nr (with

consistent dimensions) for either steam or flow

rate disturbances the resonant frequencies nay be

predicted from the physical parameters of the

system involved. Thus for any average ftuid flow

rate, disturbances in either steam temperature

or process fluid flow rate give resonance peaks

at the same frequencies and neither wall capaci-

tance nor heat transfer coefficient variaÈions

have any effect. However it has been noted45 th"t

inclusíon of wall capacitance in the theoretical

model softens the dip in ttre amplitude curve due

to resonance and the ornission of variation in the

heat transfer coefficient softens it still further.
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6.2.4 Accuracy of frequency response measurements

It is difficult to make a quantitatíve estimate of the

accuracy of the frequency response results. At any time

the accuracy depends upon the variable being examined,

particularly with respect to the "noise" component, and

the frequency of oscíllatíon. The frequency is important

because the attenuation íncreases as the freguency increases,

thus reducíng the accuracy. The signal-noise ratio

depends on the nature of the variable. For example,

pressure measurements usually yíeld smooth traces while

flow measurements are usually noisy. The records of the

effluent liquid temperature measurements were difficult to

ínterpret in some runs, probably because of the release

of slugs of vapour as the pressure on the heated liquid

column was reduced near the top of the tr:be.

From a comparison of the theoretical and experimental

results for the steam-forced trials it would seem that

the accuracy of the attenuation values, neglecting

resonance, would be in the order of 10-158, whereas for

the flow-forced case the accuracy was possibly around 20t.

The phase lag results were a líttle better in each instance.

On a semi-quantitative basis it is reasonable to say

that the results obtained confirm the valídity of the

theoretical model.
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7 EVAPORATOR BEHAVIOUR VIITH ALTERNATIVE CONTROL SCHEMES

7.L Introduction

one of the main objectives of this study was to examine the

behaviour of evaporators usíng alternative control schemes'

Although it is possible to calqulate the response of a system

toanydesiredforcingfunctiononcethetransferfunctionhas

been derived, it is difficult to take account of the interactions

arising in the case of a multiloop control system'

In addition, once a theoretical modet has been shown to

represent the behaviour of a system adequately it is considerably

quickerandsimplertouseoneofthesimulatíontechniquesto

investigate the response to a range of input disturbances' or

the behaviour with any of a nu¡nber of possible control schemes'

The techniques are applicable to linear or nonlinear systems or

to systems havíng D-V lags. However analyses of systems involv-

ing nonlinearities are unique to the particular case, if generality

is sought a linear, or linearised model, is necessary'

In studying practical systems lrÙe find that many are nonlinear

ín that they cannot operate linearly with large magnitude control

signals.oftensuchlímitationarisesfromthesaturationofa

controller anplifier or of the final control element' The tran-

sient resPonse of a nonlinear system nay still be calculable

using one of the time-domain methods. However there is no general

solution for the nonlinear vector differential equation although

some particular solutions have been recorded' For higher than

second-order systems no general answer is available and each
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problem must be analysed separately.

This lack of generality, in terms both of methods of solu-

tion and application of the results, is one reason why many

published studies still use linearised models, and as mentíoned

earlÍer the najority of these accounts have concluded that such

models provide sufficient information about the performance of

actUal systems, at least for general design and control pur¡roses.

It is, of course, necessary to estabtísh ttrat the linearised

model ís adequate for the proposed application by comparison

with a more exact model. Comparison of the ttreoretical frequency

response results for the approximate model wíth those obtained

e:çerimentatly shows that, ignoríng the resonance pealcs, the

approxímate model could be used to examíne the system performance

with the alternative control schemes. Thís model was therefore

used as the basis of the simulation experíments.

The simulations described ltere carried out on different com-

puters at different stages of the study depending on availability.
1

Thus the results presented earlier by Andersen et al for an

internal calandria evaporator were examined and extended using

a Solartron SC-30 analogue computer and later PACE machines.

The early work on the forced-circulation evaporator was performed

on a pair of PACE TR-10 analogue computers ganged together' but

the bulk of the sirnulation of this evaporator was carried out

dÍgitally using the CDC-6400, the model being extended to include

the D-V lag involved in the passage of liquor through the tube-
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Figure 19 shows a block díagram of ttre evaporator and

Figure 20 the circuit used on the Solartron machine' Because

the PACE computers had a 10 V reference compared with 100 V on

theSolartron,andfeweravailableamplifiers,thecircuitwas

revised, the amended version appearing ín Figures 2I and 22'

The pararneters used to calculate the equation variables for
I

the standard evaporator were those reported by Andersen et al'

while those used for the forced circulatÍon evaporator describe

the equipment constructed in this laboratory' The parameters

for the experimental apparatus are listed in Appendíx A'

Ageneraldiscussionconcerningthecontrolofevaporators

has already been presented. I'tention has been made of the fact

ttrat level control is almost mandatory, and a level control loop

formspartofeverysimulation.Levelcontrolcanbeeffected

by regrulation of eitt¡er feed flow rate or product withdiawal

rate. Both possibilities are examined alone and in association

with other looPs.

The process varial¡le of concern is the product density. This

maybecontrolledbymanipulatíonoffeedflowrate'product

withdrawal rate or the stea¡n supply. Each possibility is investi-

gated ín conjunction with bottr level control loops'

Auxilíary control loops govern pan Pressure' feed temperature'

and steam supply Pressure. In the case of the Pan Pressure'

control may be effected by regulating the flow rate of cooling

water to the condenser, or by varying the rate of bleed-of f of

noncondensables, or less certainly, the vacuum drawn by the

steam ejector or vacuum punp. If the latter approach is used'
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better control results from controlled admíssion of air than

by other methods. If a barometric leg forms part of the

apparatus the storage tank leve1 might provide an alternative

mêàns of controlling the pan Pressure. Except where pan pressure

disturbances l{ere introduced to determine the response of the

output variables such as density, the pan Pressure was heÌd con-

stant. This is equivalent to assuming a completely effective

auxiliary control loop.

The latter comment also applies to the feed temperature and

stean supply rate, both of which would have their o$rn separate

control loops apart from the evaPorator. Control of feed tempera-

ture involves t}¡e control of a feed preheater' !úhose dynamic

behaviour will be similar to that of any compara.ble heat exchanger.

Indeed many of the statements made about the heating section of

the forced circulation evaporator apply with equal pertinence to

the preheater. However the feed preheater is not considered in

the model or in the simulation study of the evaporator. Steam

supply pressure is usually effected by some kind of non-indicating

regulator and is not further treated in this study.

To facilitate comparison of the alternative control systems

step disturbances were introduced into the various input variables

and the effect observed in the resPonse of product density'

product withdrawal rate' and pan level. The same magnitude of

step disturbance Ìdas made in each case, namely lot of the theore-

tical maximum value used in scalíng the computer equations.
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Figure 23 shows the basic controller configurations that may

be used in general industrial practice and are in fact those

used earlier by Andersen et al.1 Figures 24-26 are block diagrams

for the controller arrangements referred to as Cases 3, 4 and 5

respectively.

The action of the various controller arrangements will be

discussed further but it may be appropríate to comnent here

concerning the feedfor*¡ard-feedback configuration. Control of

product density is like1y to be affected adversely when a

composition analyser is used, because the analyser introduces

a time delay in the feedback loop. Thís generally means that a

lower controller gain must be used to ensure stabillty. It vras

expected that the addition of feedforward control to the usual

feedback control might make the analysis delay less critical and

allow the use of higher gain controllers. To facilitate compari-

son between systems the controller settings were adjusted to keep

the loop gains approximately equal.

7.2 Analogue Computer Simulation

The system equations cannot be used dírectly for study by

the analogue computer but the nature of the equations actually

used can be íIlustrated by listing those developed to simulate

the standard evaporator.

[se ]o 1.33 luooo] + o.o444 [zp.] (6.1)

o.3es [roõ.j - o.ses [rooñrJ ß.2)

-s.s2 ¡roe.J + 7.1s Lroe" I * o.zz [soõol + o.2rËe]
(6'3)

troeJ

s Iroõf
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(6.41

(6. s)

(6.6)

(6. 7)Kgt
C1

[ssi], [zooñz], [rooñrl

where CI = 4, 0.1 resPectivelY.

s

I
1+3Otdos+30tírs)Kgt

C2 (1 + 0.25s)

[soõ^-] (6.8)
o-'

where C2 = 10, O.25, 0.5 respectively.

The ti¡ne scale chosen in this work was t hour real time = 30

seconds machine time.

As mentioned earlier the output variables of interest in

this work are the product density and product flow, particularly

the former. The relationships between these and the input

variables are defined by the transfer functions. The development

of the analogrue computer circuit involves the selectíon of such

of the reduced equations as are necessary to generate the terms

occurring in the transfer functions.

The steam side of the system could be represented by the

reduced equation (4.2), but where ít. is assumed that the steam

space time constant (r1) may be neglected compared with the other

time constants, (4.3) would be the equation simulated.
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since this equation generates 0= and et it is more convenient

to rearrange equation (4.4) in terms of these variabres rather

than those previousry used. However this is not strictl.y
necessary.

The principal input varíables required to gênerate equation

(5.1) ' tJle product densíty response, can be derived by simulat-

ing either equation (4.5), the heat balance, or equation (4.6) ,

the mass balance on the solute, since both equations involve the

variables of interest. Equation (4.61 was used after preliminary

treatment giving

to"õo+ jsi3 = -õo-iõo+rrp,+iq.

and this is the equation símulated, together wittr (5.1) the

product density transfer function, and (5.4) the product flow

transfer functíon.

rt is necessary to scale these equations before setting-up

the analogue model, so that the variabres reach as large values

as possible without saturating the amprífiers. The followíng

voltage scale factors were used.

[2p..] , Lzqo), ¡-zerì, [ssr] , [urJ , [_roe"J, [rooJ , fzorr3],

[soorJ, [Þoooj, lroonfl, [zoo¡2].

Ti¡re scaring was effected by takíng 30 seconds machine time

equivalent to I hour real time.

substitutíng the plant parameters and equation constants and

using the above voltage and time scaling factors the analogtre

equations (6.1) to (6.6) are obtained. These six equations

suffice to simulate the evaporator with equations (6.7) and (6.g)
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rept'esenting the controllers etc. In the basic study there

were two controllers, a density controller and a level controller'

The controllers were simulated along conventional lineS, the

levet controller as a proportíonal Plus integral action controller,

and the density controller as a three-term controller. The measur-

ing elements hrere si:nulated as first-order transfer lags at the

controllef input5, and the control valve gAins were taken into

account in computing the controller settings.

Although specífic controller settings were used during the

simulation experiments no attempt was made to establish controller

settings which could be appl-ied to a particular system. Partly

this was because our interest was in the development of a general

model, but partly it arises from the fact that the computer is

virtually free from the random noise which may occur in the

process. Therefore it should be possíble to oPerate an analogue

at a higher gain and shorter derivative action tíme than is prac-

ticable on the plant. The slow components on the plant act as

filters where derivative action is concerned, making large derivative

action tírnes necessary. In contrast' duríng an experimental exami-

nation of the effect of derivative actíon on the simulated model

it was actually found to be undesj-rable, despite the fact that

it was apparently thought necessary on the industrial evaporator

studied by Andersen.

Potentiometers on the outputs of the controllers are set to

þ . Thus considering the level controller, ingive the ratio ;o
Cases 3 and 4 where the product offtake valve is positioned by
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the controller, the ratío is O.1; while in Cases 5 and 6' in

which the feed fLow is regulated, the ratio is 4' In the case

of the density controller the ratios are 10, o.25, 0.5 respec-

tively, fof the experiments in whl-ch the maniprtlated variables

are the feed flow rate, product withdrawal rater ând steam flow.

To facilitate comparison the response curves h¡ere plotted as

positive quantities riüherever practicable. Also the scales of

ttre plots were kept as uniform as possible, but some variation

\ías necessary, and the scale factors actually used are indicated

on the plots.

7.2. I Results and discussÍon

It was proposed to confirm the results published by

Andersen et alland to extend the study to examine the

responses to other disturbance variables' Table 7

summarises the systems studied, the controller constants'

the nominal valve constants, and the disturbances intro-

duced in each case. The starred disturbances are the ones

cited in Andersenrs paper, the others were added to complete

thepicture.AlthoughAndersenvarÍedthesizeofthe

input disturbance it was consídered better on the basis

of preliminary trials, to standardise on a step disturbance

of 1O volts, which is equivalent on the machine used to

an upset of 108 of the scaled magnitude for the variables

feed densíty, feed flowr and stean condition'

Any values mentioned ín the following discussion are

deviations from the steady-state values.
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TABLE 7 : Summary of Controller Configurations used in initial simulation
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7.2.I.I Case I

The results obtained are símilar to those

obtained earlier and are illustrated in Figures

27 and 28. It will be seen that the product den-

síty responses are essentially those of first-order

transfer stages, thus lending weight to the state-

ment that the calandria wall ti:ne constant is

insignificant relative to the other, which involves

the volume-throughput and the feed-product concen-

tration ratios. In additíon the final steady state

nagnitudes for the density responses to feed flow

and steam disturbances are similar and much smaller

than to feed densíty disturbances. In view of the

fact that ttre perturbed variable is feed density

this seems reasonable.

The pan level behaviour was not reported by

Andersen. It could be anticipated that the level

would show variatíons that reflect the rapid

oscillation which occurred in the product flow

responses immediately following the step changes

in input. The small magnitude of any change and

the gradual recovery emphasises the smoothíng action

of the evaporator capacitance and the small time

lag ín the level control loop. It should be

noted that the product density responses to steam

and feed disturbances are essentially open-loop in

form and are unaffected by the level controller.
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Thus to su¡runarise the system behaviour observed

with the single control loop connecting level and

product flow, we can say:

(a) .followíng a feed flow disturbance the system

returns to equilibrium at a nehr product flow

rate, the product density responds in open-

Ioop fashion, the level is scarcely affected.

(b) a feed density disturbance is uncorrected;

the product flow response occurs because of

a change in the vapour rate. There is a brief

oscillation which is danped out as the level

controller takes over, until e+t¡¡l+y equili-

brium is restored at à nerv level and of course

flow rate. The two responses should be similar

in form, as indeed the curves show.

(c) a steam supply change, say a sustained increase

in steam temperature, causes the level to drop

and the density to rise, the controller action

reduces the product flow thus restoring the

level but the product flow remains low and the

product density high.

Case 2

The origínal paper only presents two results,

the responses for product flow and densíty follow-

ing disturbances in feed density and steam supply.

The present results are similar to those reported.

7.2.L.2
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It is useful to compare the results obtained

wíth the Cases 1 and 2, since both involve control

with a singte level controller operating on Pro-

duct and feed flow respectl,vely. Considering pro-

duct density we see that the settling times and

offset are similar following either feed flow or

feed density disturbances, but Case 2 gives less

offset afÈer a density disturbance. Hovùever after

a steam disturbance, Case 1 shows less offset tban

Case 2, although the latter rècovers marginally

faster.

As might be e:çected there ís more difference

between the responses to a feed flow change. This

is hardly surprising, since in Case 2 such a forc-

ing function amounts to the imposition of a step

change on the control valve setting, which is

analogrous to introducíng a shift in the set-point.

For a feed flow change, Case I shows a smaller

offset but similar settling time to Case 2, but an

initial oscillatíon is present that is absent from

the second case. Followíng a feed density change

Case 2 shows a shorter recovery time and an offset

about 60t that of Case 1. The most marked differ-

ence follows a steam valve change when Case 2 has

a settling time about one-third, and a deviation

about 15t, that of Case 1.
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7.2.I.3

Level resPonses were not reported in the

earlier study. It can be seen from the curves

that a feed flow disturbance in Case 2 leads to

a wider initlal deviation accompanied by a smal1

oscillation and foltowed by a longer recovery

tine than previously. For a feed density change

Case 2 is superior, there being litt1e upset and

negligible settling time in contrast to the slow

recovery ln Case 1. Case 2 is scarcely affected

by steam disturbances.

To suÍt up then, vte can say that if disturbances

are likely to arise ín the steam suppty or feed

density and particularly íf constant product den-

sity is important, the level should be controlled

by regulating the feed flow. On the other hand

if constant product flow is wanted, for instance

to maintain supply to a following Process, then

the level shouLd be maíntained by regulating the

product flow.

Case 3

The results presented in Figure 29 are simílar

to those reported earlier except that the latter

are more lightly damped, the maximum values for

the response of product density and flow to a

feed density change are reached in 15 and 18 mínutes

respectively. These results do not compare with

the results obtainable by calculation and some
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error must have crept inÈo the earlier study'

Another feature merits colunent. Following a

change in feed flow the product flow curve dis-

plays some initial high frequency oscíIlation

which gives vtay to the more usual long period

damped lvave. No explanation can be of f ered for

this unless the sudden change ín flow causes a

transient pressure disturbance.

The responses to a steam flow disturbance are

similar with the exception that the "chatter"

does not occur.

Case 4

only one result is reported by Àndersen' the

response of product flow and density to a step

change in feed density. The results reported are

of the general form that might be e:çected except

for two features, the dead-beat return to the base

line of the density curve and the fact' that the

curves reach their maxímum values after about 1O

minutes (Oo) and 23 minutes (eo). As with the

prevíous exampLe these peak values seem to occur

too earl1r in view of the time constants involved

ín the evaporator. For example the resídence

time is 1.65 hours.

The results obtained here (refer Fígure 30)

for a feed density disturbance show a normal kínd
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of transienÈ response for an underdamped second-

order system with the peak values occurring after

40 minutes (Oo) and one hour I0 minutes (øo) res-

pectively. In addition there is so¡ne slight offset

when the product flow is finally stabilized.

The remaining results are of the form expected

from the transfer function.

Case 5

1
In this case Andersen et al report only the

responses to a change in the stearn valve setting.

Theír results show a very short period oscillatory

response, the periods of oscíllation being about

11 minutes for the product density and aPProximately

7 minutes for product flow. The peak values occur

after about 4 minutes in each case and the settling

times are about 24 and 21 mínutes respectively.

Other than the fact that one can expect the res-

ponses to be oscillatory because of interaction

between the loops these results are surprising,

even allowing for the relatively short time lags

in the two contiol loops.

Figure 31 shows that the responses to feed

density disturbances or a steam valve change is

a sIíghtly damped sine wave with a period of about

70 minutes which seems more reaListic.
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7.2.L.6

7.2.L.7

L26.

!{ith this controller arrangement there is marked

interaction between the controller loops, a change

in the output of the density controller initiating

a sequence of operations Ínvolving both loops.

This process of interaction ís sometimes beneficial

in makíng a system Íþre responsive. More generally

though it causes oscillation and makes the system

unsta-bte, or restricts the range of useful control-

Ier settíngs. An instance of interaction affect-

ing evaporator operation has been mentioned

L7alreacty.

Case 6

No results were reported by Anders¡n et. aL who

claimed that the system seemed to be unstable when

first examined, but stated that subsequent trials

had indicated that it might be stabilised with

difficulty.

The present trials showed (Figure 32) that the

controller settings vtere somewhat critical but tþat

Èhe system could be stabilised.

Response to pressure disturbances

To complete the examination of the standard

evaporator whÍle it was modelled on the analogue

computer the response to pressure disturbances, ¡nd

the possibílity of using cascade, or feedforward

systems, h¡as examined. This section deals with
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pressure changes. To sÈudy these the circuit was

revised as descri.bed earlier-

Insight into the behaviour Òf an evaporator

subject to transient pressure dlsturbances might

be obtalned from consideration of steam generafprs'

Observatíon soon suggests that the level of liquid

indicated in the gauge glass is not a true indica-

tion of the level in the stean generator. Thís is

most evident if stean generation is halted suddenly,

for the indicated leve1 faIIe. The reason is that

the generation of br-rbbles of steam below the tiquid

gurface and their rising to the stearn space produces

a swell during steam generation which collapses

when generation ís halted. The same mechanis¡n

operates when a sudden demand for steàm is made.

Analogously, when a pressure decrease occurs in

an evaporator, the drop in pressure causes a large

amount of water to flash into steam which surging

up through the body of fluid raises the level in

the gauge glass even though the feed rate is less

than the stean output. The apparent increase ín

level causes the controller to reduce the feed rate

when what is really needed is an increased feed

rate to restore the balance. Thís incipient insta-

bilíty is aggravated if the feed is relatively

cooln since this causes an increase in the number

of steam br¡bbles below the surface and thus an
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íncrease in the apparent level. As conditions

become stabilised t-hc level clrops rapJclly sincc

more waÈer is leaving the systen as sÈeam, Èhan

is entering as feed. White this is not likely to

be serious in an evaporator it could be serious

in high pressure boilers.

once the level controllef senses the drop in

level it opens the feed valve admitting fresh

solution. The admission of relatively cool feed

solution now causes the collapse of some of the

steam bubbles below the surface, causing the

liquid level to drop at a greater rate for a short

time. Thus a change in boil-up rate initiates a

cyclic disturbance in the feed flow rate which is

reflected in the oscillatory record. This probably

accounts for the observation reporÈed in 7.2.L.3.

The relatively large capacitance of evaporators

tends to danp out these oscillations. However, it

is not difficult to visualise systems where the

incípient instability nay be undesirable.

It seems necessary, especially when a level

controller is used to regulate the feed flow rate,

to ensure that the feed enters at the boiling point

and to gruard against fluctuations in evaporator

pressure whích will alter the boíI-up rate, and

similarly against undue variations ín the steam

supply. The above discussion is egually pertinent
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as we consider the transient behaviour of the

evaporator foltowing pan pressure disturbances.

The e:<perimental progranme was restricted to

the multiple controller systems previously identi-

fied as Cases 3 - 6. In each instance a stepwise

reduction in pressure equal to ten per cent of

the steady state value was imposed and the responses

of product density and product withdrawal rate

recorded. The recorder scale factors are índica-

ted on the graphs. The time scale factor was con-

stant for all cases, namely three inches represent

one hour on the oríginal charts.

Comparíng the four cases (Figures 33-36) it

seems that Case 3 is superlor ín terms of prod,uct

density response, there being a mini-mum of off-

specification material produced and the recovery

times are shorter for both output variables.

However there is a substantial increase in product

withdrawal rate.

Cascade control schemes

Cascade control schemes are effective if the

inner loop is much faster thart the outer loop and

if the main disturbance affects it first. Three

possible arrangements suggest themselves.

(a) using the product density signal to modulate

the input to the level controller,
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(b) using the level signal to modify the input

to the density controller,

(c) using the product flow to modify the input

to the density controller.

In each case t}te basic controller configura-

tions of Cases 3, 4, 5 and 6 can be used" Each

of the above schemes was simulated on the analogue

computer and the results are recorded as Cases

7, 8 and 9. Thus Cases 7-3, 7-4, etc. represent

the basic Cases 3 - 6 modified by usíng the pro-

duct density Èo change the inpuÈ to the leve1

controller, and so on.

The results for Case 7 are presented in Figures

37-39. The results obtained for Cases I and 9

are similar except for minor differences in level

response and they are not presented. Comparison

of the Case 7 results with their counterparts using

conventional control schemes shows only minor

differences.

Another controller configuration which can be

grouped with the cascade sche¡nes is one which uses

the density controller to regulate the product

withdrawal rate and the level controller to adjust

the feed and modify the set-point index of the

steam supply controller. The direct control of the

steam supply by the level controller is usually
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criticised as placing more emphasis on the mainte-

nance of the liquid level than on securing the

desired concentration. However, the proposed

arrangement has the advantage of reducing the

magnitude of the lag in the steam loop while making

the princíp1e process variable, i.e. product densíty,

the means of controlting the resídence time in the

evaporator. Any surges in feed flow are compen-

sated fairly rapidly by the level controller, while

the level-steam supply loop should reduce the

reaction time following pressurê disturbances,

because the pan pressure depends on the amount of

vapour present and this is affected dírectly by the

heat input rate.

The response curves obtained are shown in

Figure 40 and indicate that this system provides

better control than any previously considered, in

terms of reduced stabilisation time. Hovrever,

there is a permanent change in outflow following

a disturbance. This is not likely to matter where

product density is of primary concern. If a con-

stant flow ís needed to a subsequent process a

surge tank may be used.

With the exception of this particular configura-

tion, which would seem Èo merit plant trial, the

conclusion reached is that cascade control offers

little advantage over conventional schemes for the

control of a standard evaoorator-
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7 .2.I.9 Feedforward-feerlhack control

If a process has a large time constant and feed

conditions subject to change the possibility of

using feedforward control seems attractive, parti-

cularly if the main load variable is not controlla-

b1e directly. However, to usè feedforward control

effectively the transfer functions need to be known

accurately and the dynamics need to remain con-

stant, or be susceptible to continuous correction

to compensate for changíng process conditions.

The principal input variables in the evaporator

are feed flow, feed concentration, and feed. tempera-

ture. Because of the dead time associated with

changes in concentration or temperature, it seemed

best to postulate any feedforward control on maní-

pulation of the feed flow rAte. Cases 3, 5 and 6

all have control loops operating on the feed rate.

Several other factors should be considered. The

controllers used in the sinulation are based on

linear models. They will be effective for small

excursions about the steady state values of their

inputs and the maximum variations they could handle

would need to be established e:çerímentally.

Further, with pure feedforward control, any dead

time in the measuring elements or control valves

would call for predictive actions which could not

be realised physically. Finally, there is the
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possibility, referred to above, of changing

process conditions such as the evaporator tubes

becoming fouled and changing the transfer rates'

These problems call for some kind of trirruning

action and thís is provided by the feedforward-

feedback combínation, the latter compensating for

the unpredíctabte variations and possibly for

the nonlinearities in the system elements'

Several possible systems were investigated'

each of them being some modification of the basic

cases 3 - 6. The response curves are illustrated

inFigures4L-45,thecontrollerconfigurations

being indicated in each instance'

From the diagrams it appears that the modified

Case 3 arrangement in which the density signal is

fedforwardtot}relevelcontrollerrepresentsthe

bestofthefeedforward-feedbacksystemsexamir¡ed.

Ho!Ùeverwhencomparedwiththeoriginalscheme,

we note thaÈ, while it gives superior control in

termsofmaximumdeviationandsett]ingtime'the

advantages are not so marked as to justify the

use of this system with its greater complexity'

7 .2.L.LO Sumnary

The relative meríts of the schemes examined

can be assessed in terms of the response of the

main output variable, product density' Since the

product density is affected by variation of feed
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flow, or steam supply, we can assert that in Case

l, where the level is controlled by manipulaÈing

the product withdrahral rate, the controller has no

effect on the product density which responds in

open loop fashion. In Case 2 where the feed flow

,is the manÍpulated variable, it does have some

effect, the difference being most marked in the

behavíour of the product flow, there being a free-

dom from the initial oscillations apparent in

Case I and a reduced offset. Generally the level

responses in Case 2 are superior to those of Case

I also.

!{hen a density control loop is added we have

several possibilities. In three cases (3, 4 and

6) the density controller acts directly to eliminate

disturbances on the feed flow in Case 3, and the

steam supply in Cases 4 and 6. In Case 5 it acts

indirectly by interaction with the level controller.

The density controller alters the level, and the

leve1 controller seeing this effect as a distur-

bance changes the feed flow and consequently the

density. As discussed earlier, this makes the

system more oscillatory, but our results here, as

in all the dual-controller cases, differ from

those published originally. This disagreement has

been described above. Examining those instances

in which the level controller acts on the outflow,
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viz. Cases 3 and 4, it seems that Case 3 results

in a better density response than Case 4 and there

is some superiority in terms of the other process

variables recorded. However trials with various

cöntroller settings suggesÈ that this is partly

a function of the controller settings applied in

Case 4. Case 6 was capable of stable operation

but care was necessary in the selection of the

controller parameters. Case 5 gave the faster

response ín terms of product flow and density but

exhibited strong interaction between the loops.

It seems that the system described as Case 3,

where the level controller regulates the product

withdrawal rate and the densíty controller regu-

lates the feed rate, is the most suitable, at

least for disturbances in the following input

variables; feed flow, feed density, and steam flow.

7.3 DIGSIM : Diqital Computer Simulation

The digítal simulation technÍques developed during this research

study is applicable to any dynamíc system whích can be described

by a set of differential equations, which may be linear or non-

Iinear, or any system for which an analogue computer circuit has

been developed but which is too large for the available analogue

equipment. It uses conventional Fortran instructions. The simu-

latÍon technique, called DIGSIM was original in its inception but

during the course of this research commercial progralunes, some
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similar in concept, were prod,uced. However none of these wâs

available to the writer during this study.

Most of the digital-analogue simulation progranmes which have

been proposed, stem from Èhe pioneer work of Selfridge3g who

developed basic routines neëêssary to simulate analogue computer

components and interconnections on a digital computer. rn general

the simulation programnes proposed differ in the kinds of compo-

nents simulated, the manner in which the interconnections are rnade,

the way these are used as ínputs to the digital progralÍrne, the

integration method used, and the manner in which the problem is

solved. The development of such progranmes has been described in

a survey by Linebarger and Br.rrrr.t.25

The ease with which a simulation can be modified depends upon

the extent to which automatic sorting is used. Published progranmes

range from those which altow the statements describing a system

to be written in any order, to those which require the statements

describing certain comporìents to be grouped together and placed in

the deck in a partieutar sequence. obviously fully automatic

sorting is advantageous, since it frees the user from the knowledge

that he is using a serial device to simulate a paralle1 system.

Equally obviously, a system of such versatility demands a consi-

derable degree of ppograrqming sophistication in its preparation'

and the ready availabilíty of progralmles and programming assistance

if they are to be applied by the occasional user. In the absence

of such facilities there is considerable attraction in the idea

2
advanced by Benyon- in a letter to a computer journal that standard

Fortran might be used by anyone using a functional approach and
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prepared to perform ma¡rual sorting when organising his protrlem.

This was the method adopted by the writer. Tllo DI(;SIM (Dlgital

Simul-ation) programme uses standard Fortran statements to prepare

Control and Integration FuncÈlons, to convey the necessary input

information, to control the computâtion, and to process the

results. The Control Functíon is a normal iterative technique in

which the initial and final values, the step length, and the termi-

nating test ínstruction are specífied. The Integration Function

assumes normal mode integrators and the integration method is a

second-order trapezoidal Runge-Kutta routine requiring two passes

per step. The coding is of the form

Y=S(x,YIC)

where Y is the output

X the input

YIC the initial condition.

X must not be an expression but S nay be part of a larger expression.

This restríction is necessary to prevent the occurrence of implicit

loops.

Naturally the standard functions such as the trigonometric

functions are avaílable, and any legal Fortran instruct,ion may be

used. Numerical values are format free, and may be presented in

floating point, fixed poínt or ínteger form. AIso there is nothing

to prevent the programner from writing his own subroutines and

introducing them as functional blocks.

Since data statements may vary from one run to another they must

be listed separately from the structure statements which are con-

stant. In order to have the convenience of using source language
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names in requesting input and output, all variables required for

such purposes must be in coMMoN storage and must be prepared ín

accordance with the usual Fortran rules. fhis permits the input-

ouÈput routines to identify source langmage names during execution

and to deduce their storage locations. Any DIMENSION statements

used to define arrays must appear in the main progr¿mme, and where

they apply to variables lísted in coMMoN statements must follow

such statements in the data deck.

Sorting is not automatic but Èhe basic rules concerning order-

ing are simple. TheY are :

(1) each integrator must occur before the block that feeds it,

(2) each non-integrator block must occur after the block that

feeds ít.

Automatic sortíng could be provided, using a Pre-processor to

sort the source language statements into order before compilation,

or a post-processor to sort the machine code into order after

conpilation and loading. The former method has the advantages that

it is less machine dependent and allows the use of macro instruc-

tions. Both methods would require significant amounts of storage

spacè, which is in fact a characteristic of the more sophísticated

digital simulation techniques described previously. For example

IBMfs DSL/9O seems to use about 8K of storage.

other improvements which might be considered desirable and

which could be introduced are

(1) computation of statement 3 in FUNcTIoN s in partial double

prevision;
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(2)

(3)

provision of a choice of integration methods;

provision of standard functions for function generation'

data input, etc. For example a standard library routine

was adopted to allow for graphical output of the results

obtained in this studY;

(4) programming of some of the standard routlnes in assembly

language to improve speed and storage economy'

Broadly the organisation of the simulation prograÍme can be

represented as a block diagram as shown on the following page'

The structure of the complete card deck is determined by

the requirements of the computer installation' Examination of

the annotated sample progranune which is presented as Appendix c

illustrates the principles of the DIGSIM technique. No claim

can be made as to its speed. obviously ttre time used on a problem

is a function of the step length chosen for ttre integration and

equally obvíously, progra¡nming the standard routines in an assembly

Ianguage would imProve the sPeed'

In conclusion, it can be stated that when usíng the DIGSIM

prograÍì:me the operator need be concerned only with ttre relatíon-

shíps between inputs and outputs of basic blocks which perform

specific mathematical operations. since the system uses conven-

tional Fortran statements it nay be used as part of a larger

digital computer prograÍìme. It may be used for the typical boundary

value problems arisíng in process and control system símulation,

for initial value problems, or applied to nonlinear problemsr and

to control problems involvíng large distance-velocity lags. That
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Fortran statements necessary to process

the simulation through a series of runs

in the correct sequence.

Input statements.

Statements for computation of parameters
:

for next run.

trol function.

Statements to test if simulation

completed.

Statements descríbing system being

simulated.

No Yes

I statements
¡

!_i rntegratr-on
L.

controlling calculation

functions.

Statements necessary to process end

results of run.

is, the system may be used to simulate a large analogue.computer or

be regarded sinply as a separate technique of problem solution. It

was used in this study to examine alternatíve control systems on a
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chemical evaporator in an effort to establish whether some con-

troller arrangements were preferable to others.

7.3.1 Results and discussion

The DIGSIM technique lvas used to simulate the model for

the forced-circulation evaporator íncluding the distance-

velocity lag involved in the heat exchanger section and

covering the controller configurations identified earlier

asCases3-6.

Two controllers, level and density, are involved. Con-

sideration was given to using a controller to manipulate

the punp motor speed, but the idea was discarded because

it was believed to be ãesirable that the fluid flow rate

be maÍntained high enough to achieve several advantages

concurrentLy, viz. enhanced heat transfer' supPression of

boiling in the tube, reduction of resonance effects, and

mini¡nisation of scaling.

Level control assumes an increased importance with this

kind of evaporator. Level control systems faII into two

groups, those where the level is an important process varia-

b1e and those where the flow from the vessel is the inpor-

tant variable. !{e have already con¡nented that the internal-

calandria evaporator ís an example of this second group.

That is, the actual level is unimportant so long as the

tank does not run dry or flood, surges in flow being absorbed

by allowing the level to change, at least temporarily.

Similar remarks would apply to a distillation column reboiler.
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In the case of the forced circulation evaporator the

capacity of the flash tank is considerably less than the

pan of the internal-calandria Èype, but it still has three

functions to perform. It has to provide adeguate vapour

disengaging space, it has to maintain sufficient liquid

in the pump inlet lÍne to prevent cavitation, and it has

to provide a big enough liquid storage to prevent off'

specification material being withdrawn. This last require-

ment is not an onerous one since under-concentrated material

will be recycled. one can visualise circumstances' on

start-up for instance, where all the fluid is recycled'

make-up feed being admitted later as vapour withdrawal

occurs. It is difficult to imagine circumstances where

the desired, concentration might be exceeded other than as

a transient condition. In the many hours the experimental

rig was operated no tror¡b1e lras e:çerienced with level

control.

The dynamics of the pressure and concentration loops

should be relatively the same for both kinds of evaporator'

as they should for any sr:bsidiary loops such as steam supply

and feed temperature.

In the simulated runs both controllers were arranged as

proportíonal plus integral modes, the controller gains being

set at 62.3 ín each case, and the integral action being 0.8

hours for the level controller and 0.2 hours for the density

controller. For Case 5 these settings had to be varied.
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wiÈh this particular controller configuration the controlrer

settings were critical. As in the analogue simulations

linear control valves were assumed¡ the valve gains being

absorbed in the controller output signals. Thê measuring

elements were simulated as first-order systems with tine

constants of 30 seconds.

The nature of the progranmes submitted to the digital

computer are indicated in the annotated specimen enclosed,

Appendix C, which was that used. for one of the runs. The

tables in Appendix A list the plant parameters and equation

constants. once the simuration was operating new controller

arrangements could be progranuned by renaming the controller

outputs, and, if necessary, reading in new data for the

controller potentiometer settings. An inspectíon of the

prograrnme will show that the step disturbance required is
inserted by a single instruction which varies the value of

the variable from its steady state value of. zero to a new

value of 0.I, assuming that a IO* disturbance is required.

In this research the step inputs were all IOt of the magni-

tude of the steady-state values. As earlÍer, the variable

values represent deviations from the desired steady-state

va1ue.

The product density, product withdrawal rate, and the

liquid revel, !{ere recorded as responses to disturbances in
feed flow, feed density, feed tenperature, pâD pressure,

and steam supply. The results are presented graphically.
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The time scale is in minutes, the variable scale is in

volts, and after taking into account any indicated scale

factors, can be expressed in terms of the appropriate

steady-state, or design, values. Thus 10 volts is equiva-

lent to 9O = 5 f.t3/nr¡ p0 = 0.2 [¡./ft3; and v3 = 0.5 ft3

respectively.

Reference to the diagrams, for example those of Case 3,

shows what seemed at first to be an unexpected feature, a

relatively long period of cycle, where cycling does occur.

Further consideration suggested that the important factor

in the system response was not the residence time per pass

but the Èime constant involved in the concentration control

loop. IÈ was assumed in the preparation of the model that

the evaporator was handling the same working solution as

used in the laboratory tests.

The results of the simulation are presented as a series

of plots in Figures 46-61.

Summarising the results obtained in the digital simula-

tion it can be stated that for the Case 3 arrangement,

producÈ density and 1evel were little affected, but product

flow was oscillatory and showed residual offset to all dis-

turbances except pan pressure. In the latter case the

response took the form of an inítial deviation which was

eliminated in an apparently critically-damped fashion.

For Case 4 the level was unaffected, there was a small

continuing deviation in producÈ density, while in each case,
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except in response to a change in feed density, the

product flow increased sharply then fell continuously to

an offset final steady-state. For the flensity d.isturbance

the outflow underwent an early inflection then fell to an

offset final flow rate.

It was shown earlier in relation to the standard evapor-

ator that there was strong interactÍon between the control

loops in Case 5. The same feature was evident with the

forced-circulation evaporator. ThÍs interaction may lead

to faster response and a shorter stabilisation tine in

appropriate circumstances but is considered undesirable

generally, because of the inability to ensure that the dis-

turbances entering the system are of the right kind. The

results showed oscillatory response for all three recorded

variables although the magnitudes involved in the cases of

level and product density were small enough to ignore in

practice. The system l{as not futly stabílised within the

erçerimental period of 6 mínutes in any case and there

appeared to be a pernanent change in the product flow rate

in each instance. This particular controller arrangement

is sensitive to the controller settings and no doubt could

be stabilísed more quickly with frrrther e:çerimenting.

The arrangement described as Case 6 was able ,to bring

the three variables back to their initial values. In parti-

cular product.flow shows a very slight reaction which was

gradually eliminated. The particular configuration poses
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problems in that it has a restricted region of stability.

There may be installations, such as so¡ne reboilers or

reactors, where its particular features of constancy of

outflow and level are desirable characteristics. In the

case of concentrating evaporators the emphasis is on the

product density, and variations in product flow rate, if

unwantedr ilêy be smoothed out using some sort of holding

tank.

The behaviour of the forced-circulation evaporator was

so similar to that of the standard evaporator that it was

considered to be unnecessary to examine any other controller

arrangements.

Of Èhe standard controller arrangements considered, there

seems little question that Case 3 which cornbines high

stability with rapid response, and particularly close con-

trol of product density is the most satisfactory for both

types of evaporator. In view of this, it can be said'

comparing the two kinds of evaporator on the basis of their

performance with the Case 3 scheme, that the forced-

circulatíon external-calandria unit gives much better res-

ponse in terms of product density, but the product flow

cycles for a relatively longer tíme and shows final offset

for disturbances in product density and feed flow. In

addition, the product flow shows the same kind of behaviour

ín response to variations in the other feed variables, flow

and temperature, but recovers in critically-damped fashion
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from a pan pressure disturbance. The conclusíon to be

reached is, that where it is important that a minlmurn of

off-specifícatíon material be produced, the forced-

circulation êvaporator, probably because of l-ts lower

hold-up volu¡e, is to be preferrêd to the standard eva¡rora-

tor.
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8. CONCLUSIONS

A guantitative method for the ínvestigation of control system

design problems related to concentratíng evaporators has been described,

and its use demonstrated by application to two kinds of evaporator.

A general theory describing the dynamic behaviour of a forced-

circulatíon external-calandría evaporator, and a mathematical descrip'

tion retaining the distrf.buted-parameter characteristics of the heating

section, have been developed. The model has been verified by comparison
i

with an experimental evaporator. This seems to be the first published

account of such a study on this type of evaPorator. A simplified form

of the model has been shown to be equally applicable to a natural-

circulation internal-calandria evaporator. The modificatíons necessary

to take into account the Presence of solids have been indicated.

The mathematical model has been manípulated to yield transfer func-

tions relating the res¡ronses of product density, product flow, and level,

to disturbances in feed density, feed flow, feed temperature' stean flow'

and pan pressure.

A forced-circulatíon evaporator has been constructed to determine

the frequency responses to steam and fluid flow disturbances. Resonance

effects were demonstrated in each caser and shown not to occur at the

fluid flow rates applicable ín normal industrial practice-

Calculations of theoretical frequency responses based on the approxí-

mate model have been made and compared wÍth previously published data

relating to the natural-circulation evaporator. Theoretical freguency

responses based on the exact model have been calculated for the forced-

circulation evaporator. No other account is known that describes the

behavÍour of a similar evaporator. Studies of heat exchangers have
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partial relevance but differ in not involving mass transfer' and

usuallyinnotinvolvingthepossibílityoftwo-phaseconditionson

both sides of the transfer surface. Comparison of the theoretical and

experimental frequency responses has provided a partial check of the

theory.

The simplified mathematical model was símulated on an analogue com-

puter using the plant data for the natural-circulation evaporator to

scale the model. The transient resPonse of the simulated system has been

examined, with a nr:¡nber of alternate control systems, for a comprehensíve

range of disturbance variables. The transient resPonse analysis has been

êXtended to e:¡am1ne several poSsible cascåde control arrangemênts and thê

feasibility of using combined feedforward-feedback control' It was con-

cluded that these latter techniques provide little improvement in the

case of the evaporator studied, with the one exception where the Case 3

arrangement !ùas modífied to incorporate cascade control of the stea¡t

supplY.

Adigitalsimulationtechniquehasbeendevelopedwhichallowsthe

study of any system described in the form of an analogue computer circuit'

Alternatively the approach can be regarded as an analytical method in its

own right. The technique employs standard fortran ínstructions' The

model is freed from some of the restríctions applying to analogue computer

simulation.

Thedigitalsimulationprocedurehasbeenappliedtoanexamination

of the forced-circulation evaporator. The mathematical model was dimen-

síoned and scaled using the parameters of the experimental evaporator'

The simulation model has been used to determine the transient res¡nnse
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of the forced-circulation evaporator in association with a number of

alternative controller arrangements and for the same wide ranqe of

variables as above.

Restrictíng attention to the multí-loop control systems it can be

concluded that if the liquid level is controlled by regulation of either

feed or product flow, the concentration may be controlled by regulation

of feed, product, or steam flow. There are, therefore, four possible

systemg.

Case 3 Product flow
Product flow
Feed flow
Feed flow

Feed flow
Steam flow
Product flow

Steam flow

se4Ca

Ca

Ca

5

6

se

se

Of these, Case 6 has been shown to have a limited region of stability.

Case 4 is stable, but in conunon with Case 6, and in contrast to Cases 3

and 5, an additional time constant is introduced by the calandria. Thus

controllability can be expected to be inferior under some circumstances.

The additional lag becomes signífícant when the major tirne lag in the

plant, which can be taken very approximately as the ratío of liquor holcl-

up to liquor throughput, is in the order of mínutes instead of hours.

The choice between Cases 3 and 5 is not obvious. Case 5 is charac-

terised by strong ínteraction between the control loops. Thís makes

choice of the controller settings critical. Case 5 may be better on

start-up and thus for batch operation. On start-up the density controller

will prevent product withdrawal until the desired concentration is reached,

Level regulatesSystem Concentration regulates
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while the level controller admits suffícÍent feed to compensate for

any evaporation. !{hen the controllefs are reversed, i-e. Case 3, no

feed will be admitted untit correct concentraÈion is reached and the

level may become unduly low. However, since most concentrating evapora-

tors are used on a contínuous basis the scheme referred to as Case 3

Ís reconunended.

A modification of Case 3 may be consídered, in which the level con-

troller regrulates the feed supply and operates in cascade on the steam

supply controller while the density controller regulates the product

withdrawal rate. thÍs places adjustment of the steân supply under control

of the fast-acting level control loop. The system has some of the

ädvantâges of Case 5 on start-up, since the llquor doncentfation deÈer-

mines when product wíthdrawal startsr ând feed is admitted to correct

for evaporation. However, ttre leve1 controller may throttle back the

steam supply, thus introducing oscillatíons into the system. This

scheme, and that designated Case 3, were examined under continuous opera-

tion for some time, while arbítrary disturbances were introduced at

several points. The modified Case 3 was margínaIly more satísfactory

and would seem to warrant a plant trial.

The assumptions made in developing the mathematLcal model are believed

to be general. Tr¡o factors must be mentioned. one is the assumption

that the heat of concentration is negligíb1e. This nay not apply Ín every

case but varíations may be incorporated readily into the model. The

necessary modifications have been indicated. The other is that thermo-

dynamic equilibrium ís maintained in the pan. The consequences of varia-

tions of these assumptions were discussed.
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The evaporators studied had principal tíne constants in the order

of hours and minutes respectively. In this latter case the remaining

time constants assume greater relative importance, but since the

experimental transient responses involving both approximate and exact

models rdere comparable for bottr types of evaporator lt is postulated

that the modet is of wide application, and may be equally applicable

to distillatíon reboilers. Indeed it seems that the approximate model

may be used to make qualitative predictions for control purposes.

If the dynamic behaviour of the calandria ís to be considered in

evaporator design the phase lag and attenuation introduced in this

section could be reduced by increasing the heat transfer coefficient;

reducing the liquid hold-up in the downcomer and pipework associated

with the pump in the case of a forced-circulation evaporator; and

reducing the mass of metal in ttre steam jacket and flash vessel walls'

or pan wall in the standard evaporator.

It is reco¡unended that any future study of evaporation should examine

the dynamics of the condenser-ejector system, and their influence on

the evaporator pan pressure.
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INDEX TO FIGURSS
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Standard natural-circulation internal calandria

evaporator and symbols.

Block diagram of evaporator showing relationship between

product density and the dísturbance variables.

Block diagram of evaporator showing relationshÍp between

level or outftow and the disturbance variables.

Forced-circulation external-calandria evaporator.

Pressure drop-Flow. Experimental evaporator.

Response of product liquor ternperature to feed temperature

disturbances. Flow rate = 3.323 fps.

Response of product liquor temperature to feed temperature

disturbances. Flow rate = 5.54 fps.

Response of product liquor temperature to feed temperature

disturbances. FIow rate = 7.762 f.ps.

Response of product riquor temperature to feed temperature

disturbances. Flow rate = 9.969 fps.

Response of product liquor temperature to steam têmperature

disturbances. Flow rate = 2.2L fps.

Response of product Iíquor temperature to steam temperature

disturbances. Flow rate = 3.323 fps.

Response of product liquor temperature to stea¡n temperature

disturbances. Flow rate = 5.54 fps.
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SUBJECT

Response of product liquor temperature to steam temperature

disturbances. Flow rate = 6.65 fps.

Response of product tlquor temperature Èo steam temperature

disturbances. Flow rate = 9.969 fps.

Response of product liquor temperature to feed flow rate

disturbances. Flow rate = 1-1I fps.

Response of product liquor temperature to feed flow rate

disturbances. Flow rate = 3.32 fps.

Response of product liquor temperature to feed flow rate

disturbances. Flow rate = 6.65 fps.

Rêsponse of product liquor temperature to feed flow rate

disturbances. Flow rate = 9-97 fps.

Open-Ioop block diagram of evaporator.

Analogue computer diagram. Natural-circulation unit

with controllers.

circuit for use on PACE machines for simulatíon of standard

evaporators and controller.

Additional circuitry to add three-term density controller

and to introduce P..

Basic evaporator control schemes-

Closed-loop block diagram of evaporator. Case 3'

Closed-loop block diagram of evaporator. Case 4'

Closed-loop block diagram of evaporator. Case 5'

Response of control schemes Cases 1 and 2 f.or natural-

circulation evaporator.

18

22
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F'IGURE NO. SUBJECT

Response of control schemes Cases I and 2 for natural-

circulation evaporator.

Responses for Case 3, natural-circulation evaporator -

at1 disturbances.

Responses for Case 4, natural-circulation evaporator -

all clisturbances.

Responses for Case 5, natural-circulation evaporator -

all disturbances.

Case 6. Natural-círculation evaporator. Responses using

settings detailed for Case 3 - all disturbances.

Case 3. Response of product flow and density to step

disturbance in pan pressure. Standard evaporator.

Cases 4 and 5. Response to pan pressure disturbance.

Standard evaporator.

Case 6. Response to pan pressure disturbance.

Standard evaporator.

Case 6. Response of product flow and density to distur-

bances in pan pressure and product flow valve setting.

Cascade control schemes Cases 7-3 to 7-6.

Response to feed flow disturbance.

Cascade control schemes Cases 7-3 to 7-6.

Response to feed density disturbance.

Cascade control schemes Cases 7-3 to 7-6.

Response to steam supply dísturbance.

Cascade control system. Density regulates product flow.

Level- cascades onto steam supply controller.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.
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48.

49
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51.

52.

53.
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SUBJECT

Feedforward control. Case 3- Densíty rnodifying level

controller.

Modified Case 3. (a) level modifies density,

(b) densíty modifies Ievel.

Case 4. Leve1 modifies densitY.

Case 5. Densíty modifies level.

Case 6. Leve1 modifies densitY.

Case 3. Response of forced-circulation evaporator to

feed flow disturbance.

Case 3. Response of forced-circulation evaporator to

feed density disturban-ce.

Case 3. Response of forced-circulation evaporator to

steam disturbance.

case 3. Response of forced-circulation eva¡rorator to

feed temperature dísturbance.

Case 3. Response of forced-circulation eva¡rorator to

pan pressure disturbance.

Case 4. Response of forced-circulatíon evaporator to

feed temperature disturbance.

Case 4. Response of forced-circulation evaporator to

feed density disturbance.

Case 4. Response of forced-circulation evaporator to

steam disturbance.

Case 4. Response of forced-circulation evaporator to

feed flow disturbance.

54
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FTGURE NO. SUB.'ECT

Case 4. Response of forced-circulation evaporator to

pan pressure.

Case 5. Response of forced-circulation evaporator to

feed flow dlsturbance.

Case 5. Response of forced-circulation evaporator to

feed densíty disturbance.

Case 5. Response of forced-circulatíon evaporator to

steam disturbance.

Case 5. Response of forced-cl-rculation evaporator to

feed temperature distr:rbance.

Case 5. Response of forced-círculation eva¡rorator to

pan pressure disturbance.

Case 6. Response of forced-circulation evaporator to

steam, feed flow, and feed densiÈy disturbances.
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Case 5 Case 6
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Fig 23. Basrc evaporator control schemes.
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2L9.

NOITENCI,ATURE

This table contains only the total values or steady state values

of variables. In general small variations about the steady state

values are reÞresented by the correspondlng lower case letters. The

princípal exceptions are temperature where the varíations are represen-

ted by 0, and density where the mean values are written p. !{here con-

fusion might arise Laplace transforms atre indicated by tilde variables,

e.g. e, and the Laplace operator is s except for those equations trans-

formed with respect to distance and time where the operators are (p,s).

The equation constants, includíng gain constants and time constants,

are tabulated separately and defined during the development of the

mathematícal model. Certain symbols defined during d,iscussion but not

appearing in the final model have not been included ín the table.

A

A.1ro

AP

Al ,2

cpi

Cpo

CPs

cpr

Cpw

cPt

Ht

Tube cross-sectional area

Inside, outside area of evaporator tubes

Cross-sectional area of pan or flash vessel

Coefficients in density-concentration

Specific heat of feed liquor

Specific heat of product liquor

Specific heaÈ of process steam

Specific heat of evaporator tr,¡be material

Specific heat of vrater

Specific- heat of shell wall material

Difference ín height between pan height and discharge poinÈ

datum level

Specific enthalpy of steam condensate

Specific enthalpy of steam

Hc

HÞ̂



220.

K

K.
I

Ko

K_I-n
K-cI-n
L

M1

M.j

Mc

Mi

Mo

M-
Ð

M"

Pa

P t

tt

Constant in density-concentration relationship

Concentration of feed liquor

Concentration of product liquor

Gain constants of plant

ConÈroller gaín constants

Length of evaporator tube

Mass of shell wall

Mass of steam condensate in jacket

Mass flow rate of steam condensate

Mass flow rate of feed liquor

Mass flow rate of product liquor

t{ass flow rate of process steam

Mass flow rate of solvent vapour

Aûnospheric pressure

Pressure in evaporator

Perimeter inside tube

Steam supply pressure

Process steam pressure

Volumetríc flow rate of feed liquor

Volumetric flow rate of product liquor

Volumetríc flow rate of process steam

Heat flux to shell wall

FIow resistance of steam valve

Flow resistance of product withdrawal valve

Temperature of feed liquor

Temperature of product 1iquor

t
r

P"

P"

Qi

Qo

Qs

9st

R1

R2

T1

To



mrs

Tt

US

V

vc

vo

vs

vt

V3

d.aro

h.rro
k=

CI

ku

k
c

d

22L.

Temperatgre of process steam

Temperature of evaporator tr:be wall

Specific internal energy of process steam

Process liquor flow rate

Volume of condensate in calandria steam space

Volume of liquor in evaporator tu.be

Volume of calandría steam space

Volume of metal in tube walls

Volume of pan contents

Inside, outside diameters of evaporator tube

Inside, outside heat transfer coefficients

l*3 , change in process steam density with steam temperature
o'L Ð̂

auo

ffi , change in specific internal energy of steam with steam

temperature

AH.

ffi , change in specific enthalpy of steam with steam temperature

àH^

Ë 
, change in specific enthalpy of steam condensate with con-

densate temperature

Laplace operator

Tíme

Axial distance along tube from entrance

âP" , change in boiling point of evaporator contents with
evaporator pressure

change in process steam pressure with steam temperature

k

CT=

S

t

z

ß

Y

qT-

aP-
FÈ

!-b.
âpo change in boilíng point of process liquor with density
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î1

\2

0

K

^
À

s

pi

Xt
R2

Ir
R1

Small variations in temperature

Thermal diffusivitY of metal

Latent heat of vaporizatíon of solvent

Latent heat of condensation of steam

Densíty of feed liquor

Density of Product liquor

DensitY of saturated solution

Density of solid material

DensitY of Process steam

Density of evaporator tube materÍal

Density of water

Time constant

Derl-vatíve action time of controllers

Integral action time of controllers

Distance-velocitY lag

Measurement lags

relative change in steam valve resistance

relative change in product offtake valve resistance

p

9sI

o

s2
p

o's
p

È

p
\¡ù

T,

1dl-n
T iI-n

Tml -n

T
D
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APPENDIX A

PI¡ANT PARAMETERS FOR FORCED-CIRCI'LATION EVAPORATOR

Calandria Steam Space

A 1.6

1.83

0.45

r05

4320

3740

0. 354

242

2958

0.49

0.059

0.0011

o.279

0.348

1.0

950.7

0. 064

L640

D

Ts

vs

Às

ps

Calandria tube walls

c"a o.0942

3280

6

0. 0078

hi

f,t2

f.t2

atu/lb or

Lb¡.]nr

Lb/f.tz

ta¡tt2

Lb ht/fts
oF

øtrt/ftz oF ht

ft3
oF- 1

tu7rt3 or

stu/Lb/os

Btu/Ib/op

atu/Lb/ot

Btur/lb

ta/*3

f.t3 /ht

a

ho

Ao

CPs

MÐ̂

D
Þ

ka

kb

k'-c

kd

Qs

ß

L

Atur/Ib or

Blcu/flz tF ht

fr
fr3v2
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vt

P¡

Pan

AP

A1

A2

cpi

Cpo

hi

H1

Ki

Ko

Mi

Mo

Mv

Pe

Qi

eo

R2

m,

ro

V3

0

.r(

À

pi
o'o
v

0. 0013

556

fE3/ft

Lb/f.E3

f.t2

gtur/Ib or

Btu,/Ib oF

stu/f.t2 oF ht

2.O

o.424

0.026

0.5

0.5

3280

10

o.75

0.88

9720

9640

80

2,r2o

L2L

113

0.00078

2lo

2L2

3.0

o.0444

r3. 3

970

80

85

r0. 35

fr

Lbll'lr

Lb/hr

Lb/ltx

Lb/f.Ez

tú lnt

ft3 ¡1:r

ta nr2/ets
oF

oF

fr3
ot ttz¡ta
o, ,a37tb

Btur/Ib

Lb/f,83

Lb/f.ú
fE/sec
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EOUATION CONSÎANTS FOR FORCED-CIRCUI,ATION EVAPORATOR

N1

a

al

Nz

b

c

N3

br

cl

N4

d

e

f1

EL2

I

N5

h

l-

j

N5

N7

Ng

3702

L.46

27

2274

64.3

2.292

11,400

o.46

o.475

1565000

0.00334

0.0031

0.000685

0.086

0.0583

3.09

0.99

o.L72

o.2L4

0.0668

o.00267

0.855

gtu/or hr

oF

atur/or hr
oF

gtu/or hr

Btu/fE3/rb hr

Lv/os ttï

lulor rt3

lnr/fE3

lb hr,/ft6

lb hr,/ft6

Lb ]nr/fl-6

¡¡s¡¡;¡2

fL6/Lb hr
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Gain constants Time constants

K1

K2

K3

K4

K5

K5

K7

Kg

K9

Kto

Ktt

Ktz

Ktg

Krq

0. 159

0.00625

0.00265

0.184

0.00054

1.65

1.63

o.284

20

o.o24

o.oo27

0.067

2.84

56.6

To

r1

r2

'l' 2

r3

r4

r5

r5,

T7

rB

r9

rl0

T¿

rb

Tg

TmLr2

0.027 hrs

0.0015 '!,

0.00003 'l

negliglble hrs

negligible rr

0.0002 hrs

o.oo22 .

0.00023 "

0.00109 "

o.oL27 '
o.oL26 '|,

o.0036 ',

0.0128 ',

0.352 '
o.0266 '|,

0.0093 ,
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APPENDIX B

Evaporation with solids present

the presence of solids in an evaporator actually makes Èhe mathe-

matical model simpler because the boiling-point of the slurry will be

Índependent of density.

The assumptions made previously need to be modified as follows:

(1) The liquid ís saturated or contains suspended solids.

(2) The heat of formation of the solids is small compared with the

latent heat of vaporisation of the solvent.

(3) There is a linear relationship between density and concentration.

The effect of these assumptions is that the expression

âT
oY=ã; ,'o

i.e. the change in boiling point of Èhe pan contents with density,

appearing in the density-boiling point relationship, becomes zero.

Thís is reflected in the elimination of the term yp6 from dynamíc

equation (3.6). The product concentration (Ko) which appears in dynamic

equation (3.8) may be re-defined as the weight of solids per unit weight

of slurry, in which case, by applying assumption (3) it is possible Èo

write

K =Noor (oo - o"r)

where N9= '1

o -o' a2 'sl

In addition the principat time constant of the system, r
a

o
equal to the volume-throughput ratio, r

becomes
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The equatinq of y to zero has certain effects on the reduced

equations, hence on the transfer functions.

The major effecÈs are the following:

Steam sl-de

Equation (4.4) is modified to

Et (s) 0t = " dpe - bnt (7. r)

Heat balance

In the same h¡ay substitution of the modified relationship for 0o

in equation (3.5) together with the substitutions for mv, ili and mo

from equatíons (3.7) (3.8) and (3.11) leads to a modified form of (4.5)

namely:

(7.2)

Apart from the equation certain of the eguation constants are also

nodified. 17 and f2 aîe eliminated, while

r.tql = - Þo (À + ro (cn" - cpo)

and d, e, f1, and g are modified through this revised N4.

Mass balance on solute

If the equation (7.2) is divided by the equation constant g, and

the equation (4.6) is divided by equatíon constant j, the followÍng pair

of equations result.
I

s (vloo) = - õo + dõr * n õo - rr öi ôi - t, õ, ã, * .õ.I
o'o

p)
o

+t
g.

s
+

I
0e

õ+os

o

. 1-s tv3po, =-;oo 0 o'o ;. +eõ.-Lgr

1- - h- i-=-leo-9o*Tor*tn,

õ.a
f rþ'i
s

)

)

)
)

)

)

)

p

-b. Þo At
s: f"+poA2

(v3

(7 .3)
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Adding these Èwo equ tions eliminates (vloo) and ão yielding,

,1 lr - + d ã _ (o=-\;*t) Po s r \
f rQi ;,,a-i)I

lrrPi - !'91 ) õi + :0.gr_

=Éõ -(gt\
j *,e) õ - ¡jfr9i.- hs) ;. - çjrrõr.- is) ;, + 9 õ.

sJ'o'gl'LgJgr

A2
1-=; (djet- (j+s)po- (jfrQi-sh)oi

l_. e

To 9o Ar
( p

o+p
o

KJ
s

- tjfrõi - is) õ, + "j e, l (7 .4)

This equation (7.4) differs from the equation (5.1) by the elimina-

tion of the i" term. Since equation (7.4) describes the response of the

product density under the postulated conditions, one must conclude that

when solids are present product density is unaffected by disturbances

originating in the pan pressure.

Because of the changed form of this equation the transfer function

for product density response will be modified in several particulars.

Thus equatíon constant Ng will be changed, which will Íntroduce consequen-

tial changes in Èhe system gains K1r K2, K3, and K4, while K5 will be

eliminated altogether.

In other words, when solids are present, the transfer functions for

product density response are unchanged compared with the original rnodel,

with the exception of the disappearance of the function involving pan

pressure disÈurbances. In the complete model for,the evaporator with

solids present the pan pressure stíll appears in the system through the

equatíons defining the pan level and product flow responses.
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APPENDTX C

SPECIMEN DIGSIM PROGRAMME



DOC PROGRAM
READ FROM<T^P/ATL AS%
MASTEP DIGSJM

C USE OF FORTRÂÀI I T FORM D IGS II4
C REOU I EES FI'¡ICT IONS T I ME AND S ( zND. ORDER RUNGT'-I(UTTÂ )

DIMENSION hf (301) ru(301r3ì
DIMENSION x (25) rYIC(?5) rP (50)
C0MM0N I r I¡lpaSS rHrHON2ryICrXrT
READ( I r l2) (p( I) r I=1r30)
READ ( I r I 3) sTAPT r STEPTFINISH

I? FORMAT(IOFA.4)
l3 FORMôT (3F6.3)
l4 FCRMAT (4Fl í1.4 )

c CASE 5 DENSITY co\TFoLs PRODUCT FLoriJ ...LEVEL coNTRoLS FEED FLot/C IIIPULSE DISTLIPBANCE IN FEED DENSIIY
C STAPT OF PGM PROPER

I NPASS=0
YIC(21 çY IC(3) rYIC(4) rYIC(8) rYIC(l0t çyIC(l2) ryIC(t4)=0.0
GC r Y I cY 2ç Y3 r Y4 r Y5 r Y6 r Y7 r YB r Y9 r Y I 0 r STM r THET A r DRC r VRC ç O I r RHO I =0. 0Z0rFTAl rYl I çYl?iYI3rYI4rYI5rYl6 çY!7 rYlBrylg=0.0
J=0
P(l)=1.0
P(91=0.031
P(9)=-P(9)
P(20)=0.75
P(23)=88.0
P l?41 =88.0
P(251=0.04?
P(28)=15.6
Pl29)=15.6
P(30)=0.167
P(3) = 6.96
P(5) = 9.33
RH0I=0.0

I 0 1=TIi,!E (STAPTTSTEPTFINISHTG0)
lF lGOt Sl .4n.Sl

?
3

66

67

N
a¡,
P



STATEMENTS OFSCRIBI\IG SYSTEM BEING SIMIjLATED
5I CONTINUE

X (2) =P (4 ) *Y3+P ( 3) rsYl +P (5) ttYz
YZ=S(X(2) rYIC(?) I
Y2=-Y2
x ( 3 ) =p ( 6 ) rrHFT A +p ( 7 ) rlApE +P ( I l, *Y 2+P ( 9) ll0 ¡ +P ( I 0 I r¡RHO I +P ( I I I r+Y 3

x(3)=AoI+x (3)
Y3=S(X(31çvIC(3))
Y3=-Y3
x (8) =P (21 ) +Y?+P (??) J$Y8

Y8=S(X(8)'y1ç(8))
Yß=-Y8
X(t0l=P(24)11Y9
Yl0=S(x(t0l rYIC(10) )

Yl0=-Yl0
X (4) =P ( l3) {,Y6+P ( l2) *Y3+P ( }4)JIRHOl+P( l5l *OI
x (4)=AOI+X (4t
Y4=S(X(4) rYIC(4) )

Y4=-Y4
x ( l2) =P (26¡ +y5+P ( 27¡ *y¡2
Yl2=S(X(12) rYIC(t?) )

Yl2=-Yl2
X ( l4l =P (28) nYlZ

?0 Yl4=S(X (14Ì.YIC(14) l
Yl4=-Yl4
YI=ETAI+P ( ?l l.Y2+P ( I ) ITSTM

Yl=-Yl
Y9=P(23)rtYÊ
Y9=-Y9
YII=Y9+P(25lnYl0
Yll=-Yll
ETA2=Y I I
Y7=-Y3
Y5=P ( l6) lrYTrY+
Y5=-Y5
Yl3=P(?9InYl2

69c

N
l¡,
N





DIUENSI0N x0 ( I0Cl rYo ( I00)
COt,l¡,lON I ' It.tpÂSSçHrH0N2rYICr X rT
I=I+l
IF (INPASS-i)2rI.3
INITIÂL PACC
Y0(l)=A
S=A
RETURN
PREDICT PÂçS
X0(I)=B
S=Y0(I)+H+R
RETTJRN
CORRECT pÂSS

Z=YO(I)
YC ( I ) =Z+HOitt?l+ ( XO ( I ) +B )
S=YO(l)
RFTURN
FND
PASS CONTROL ROUTINE
TYPICAL USAGE T=TIME (STARTTSTEPTFfNISHTGO)
T INCPEASES FROM STÂRT IN INCREMENTS OF STEP UNTIL IT REACHES

FINISH OR G0 qECOMES ZEROr TdHICHEVER IS SOONER.
ROUTINE CAIISFS A SERIES OF INITIALT PREDICTçAND CORRECT PASSES

APPROP'TO THF I¡JTEGRATION METHOD TO BE MADE THRU I¡IE SIMULATION
PROPEP.
FUNCTION TIMF (STÂRT. STEPr FINISHT GO)

COMMOl.l I r INPASST HrH0N2rYICrXç T

I=0
IF ( Il'IPASS) 300r 100r 200
PREPÀRE FOR TNITIÂL PASS
H=STEP
H0N2=H/2.0
T=ST AFT
GO=I .0
I\IFASS=I
G0 TO 500

l7
l8
l9c

c

c

I

2

3

22
?3

?()
?7

80
3t
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

4l
4?
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

c
c
c
c
c
c
c

c
r00

N(,
è



c

c

?00
2t0
??a

9PEPARE FOA A PRFDICT PASS
IF (GOl2l0.¿.10.210
I F ( T-F INI SH +HÔNZ I ??0 r 400 r 400
T=T+H
I rr.lPÂSS=- I
GC rO 500
PREPAPE FOF A COREECÍ PASS
IF(GO) 3t0.410r310
I ¡rlPASS=2
GC TO s00
ri¡¡ISH RtIN RIJT ALLOId FOR ANOTHEP

G0=0.1
I \IPASS=0
TJMF=T
RETURN
E\t)
FINISH

300
310

400
410
s00

Nt,(¡

50
5t
52
53
5a
s5
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APPENDIX D

COIIPUTER PROGRAMIVTE IMPULSE

Prograrune for the determínation of the time-domain response of

a system given its s-p1ane constellation and overall gain.

Surmnary

From a system transfer function the programme determines the

impulse response by inverse FourÍer transformation and convolves this

with the input time function to plot the output time response.

Basis of rnethod

Any system can be represented thus:

x t t
x (ít¡) v (ir¡)

where x(t), y(t) and h(t) represerit the input and output signals and

Ímpulse response in the time domain respectively and (ir¡) indicates

the frequency domain.

AIso x(t) is the inverse Fourier transform of X(io) and similarly
for h (t) and y (t) .

Thus, writing (t¡) to indicate the frequency domain for convenience,

Y(ür) = H(r¡¡) x(r¡) (t)

and y (t) = h (t) 't x (t) (2)

where * indicates convolutíon.

The second expression is equivalenÈ to the statement

y(t) = ¿i "(t).h(t-r)at (3)

where r can be regarded as a dummy variable which disappe4rs on inte-
gration. If H(0J) is known, inverse Fourier transformation gives

h (t) , thus

h (r)
H
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h(t) = (4)

Having h(t) and knowing the input x(t), equations Q) and (3)

can be used to find y (t) .

Also from the diagram

H(t¡l) =gx ((¡))

That is, H(ro) is equal to the system transfer functÍon and can be found

if the locations of the system poles and zeros are known.

If the system gain and the locatÍons of its poles and zeros is

input to the computer, the progr¿ume presented wiII compute H(r¡) and

use the value in conjunction wíth equation (4) to obtaín h(t). Equation

(3) is then used together wittr the ínput x(t) to find the time-domain

response y(t).

The impulse response

: .f- n(o) .itt d.
¿T -@

wriring H (ir¡) = l¡r tirl ¡"iß tt'tl

h(t) can be found by inverse Fourier transformation as follows.

h(r) = * /]_ "(ir) .í" d,

* Ë lH ti,) 1.t". .iÊ (') do

= * ¿l l"(ito) lcos(rot + B(o)) dt¡

. * /-1"(ir) lsin(rrrt + ß(ro)) dr¡

The integral can be split leading to,

h (t) = * /o l" tirl ¡.i 
(urt+Bur) 

a (r)

I
2n

+ ,r- H (ir¡) ¡"i 
(tlt+Btt)

dt¡
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The negative integral was omitted from the prograrûne because its

inclusion added substantially to the computation time with little effect

on the response, particularly as in most engineering problems the choice

of initial time (t=0) is open to the operator. Hor^¡ever the negative

frequency ränge can be added if desired.

Writing the positive integral as a summation

h(t) = + Jlntr5ll.i(r'rit 
+ ß(oj)) arj

and making the Aur¡ equal gives

At¡h (r)

Since At¡.
J

v (t)

lHtri) l.i(t'tit + ß(oj)).
2r

x
j=o (s)

(6)

This is the equation used in the progranme to obtain the impulse

response h(t).

Now for a real stable system h(t) must converge, hence H(r¡) can

be considered over a restricted frequency range and h (t) over a limited

time span. Having h(t), y(t) can be found.

From equatíons (2') and (3) ,

Y (t) = 'f-x (r) h (t-t)
0

and proceeding as before,

y (t)

if x(t) = 0 for t<0

@

-ç
0

m

Ar X x(t
j

dr

) h (t-t Ar.
J

x(t ) h (t-t Atj l J

is constant, Ar. will be constant, hence,
J

l j

Equations (5) and (6) are used to compute the tíme domain responses

given the s-p1ane constellation and K.
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The programme

The pole and zero locations and system gain, K, are input on

data cards. The programme then calculates the magnitude and phase

for nominated frequencies. The impulse response is calculated using

equation (5). The input function ís generated from the equation

x(t) = I *(ri) Àt.
j'

The values of h(t) and x(t) are stored as arrays and used to com-

pute y (t) from equation (6) , this also being stored as an array.

Finally y(t) is plotted using a very flexible subroutine.

The choice of maximum time and frequency, and of their increments,

is quite arbitrary. The maxirnum Èime adopted was four tímes the largest

time constant as indicated by the pole near the origin. A period of

four time constanÈs allow most stable systems to approach their final

steady state value. The time increment was chosen on the assumption

that 900 points would give a reasonably smooth plot. This fixes the

frequency parameters. Of course these parameters can be varied for

any particular case.

The flow diagram for the progralnme is shown on the following

page.



Read and identify
data

Determine max. time if not
fied

freq. IÍmit and time
increments

F.R. from T.F.

240.

nt ta, Max
t,ime, Freq. ,
Gain, etc.

f'
I

Impulse response
(ínverse Fourier)

-:l

Plot inpulse response

Generation of time
domain input

Output time response
(Convolution)

Plot output Èime response

Additional data supplied

No

. Yes<-*-...

END
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Data fnput

All data except external functions must be of the following format,

Column 1 carries the identifícation code, which rnust be one of Þ, Z,

K, T or I. P and z indicate a pole or zero respectively and aro omitted

if an external functíon is assumed. K = gain, and has a default value

of 1. T indicates Èhe maximum t,Íme to be considered; if omitted the

programne calculates a varue for t*"*. r indicates an fnput function.

Columns 7-L6, L7-26, 27-36 carry numerical ínput data in floating-

point form (Segments A,B,C).

The pole and zero locations are read in using the P and Z identified

cards with the real and imaginary coordinates of the singnrlarities punched

in segrments A and B.

In the absence of P or Z cards the progranme assumes that an exter-

na1 function ca1led TF is provided, e.g.

FT'NCTTON TF (AI,PHA)

COMPLEX TF etc...

the function being placed just before the DATA cards. The system gain

K is punched in segment A in floating-point form.

The progranme can generate its own input function. Alternatively

an r card can be used where the A, B, c segments are used to produce

step, ramp' and'/or parabolic inputs. For example a card punched

I, L.O, O.2, 0.5 would generate the function

x (t) = 1.0 u (t) + O.2t + 0.5t2.

rf the r card is btank an external function is assumed, e.g.
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FUNCTION TIP (TIME)

TIP = 2.O t (TIME * * 3) + Î1,VE/2.O

RETURN

END.

Theinputfort<0ísassumedtobezeto.Thedatacardsmaybe
o"der

placed in any, except that the I card must be last'









?5

?6
?8

MAXT=J+ I
DO ?5.JÂ=MÂXTrM2
HT (JA) =CMP[ x ( 0.Ûr0.0)
G0 T0 ?-8

CONT TNUE
CONT I NUE
CALL TOLP 1t,tÂ XT. I . X X r Y r I r I .0 T4HT IMET BHRESPONSF )

GFNERATIOÀJ OF TIME DOMAIN II{PUT (XT)
TF(INEXT.FN.O.O)GO TO 38
D0 39 J=lrt4ÂXT

T (J) .Y ( I çJ) =TlP (DÏ+(J-ì ) )
(J)=DT*(J-l)
cTc4l
0 37 J=ITMAXT
=(J-1)+DT
T ( J ) =STEP +RAMP+A +PBOL I Cr¡AnA

YT(Jl=0.0
DC 40 JA=l.J

40 YT (J) =YT (J) +REAL (XT (JA)JIHT(J-JA+I ) )
45 YT(J)=YT(J)rlDT

x(J)=(J-I).¡ttìT
50 Y(lçJ)=YT(Jl

CALL TOLP (MÀXTç I ç X rYr Ir I.0T4HTIMETSXRESPCNSE¡
GC T0 1000
S ÏOP
END
SUBR'OUTINE TOLP (N. Jc X TYTLOGTPAGE;XLABELTYLABEL)
N=N0. PTS J=NO GRAPHS X AND Y COORDS
LOG I=ALL LINEAPT 2=X L0Gr 3=Y LOGr 4=ALL LOG
p666=Nl0 OF PAGES XLABEL AND YLABEL LABEL THE AXES.
INTEGERS rBLAhlK.S IDEr VEPT THORIZ
DIMEhlsI0N X (N) rY(JrN) rLINE(145) rS(10)
DATA Rl-ÂNK. S I DE ç VERT r HOR 17 / lH r lH0 r I Hl çlH-/

c

F(J"EQ.IlxT(l)=0.0
E'TERMINING OUTPUT TIMF RESPONSE
0 50 J=l çMAXT

X

39x
G

38 l)
A

37x
4l I

D
D

c

c
c
c

N
È
ol



c

DÂTA S(ll rS(Ul's(3) rs(a) rs(51 rs(ó) r5(7) rS(8)rS(9) rS(l0l
l/lH'Þ r lH. r lH+ r IHX r lH0 r tH-ç lH=r lHor lHst IHT/
DÂTA XSCALF.YSCALETXXSCALEIYYSCALE /2ç6HLOG T2*6HLINEARZ
FINDING MAX AND MIN
xqINrxMAX=X(l)
Yr,lINrYMÂX.-Y(lrl)
D0,5 IA=lçht
I F ( X ( I A ) . L T . X M I N T XM I N=X ( I A }

IF( X ( I A) .GT.XMAXI XMAX=X ( IA)
D0 5 IB=lrJ
IF (Y ( IBr IA) .LT.YMINI YMIN=Y ( IBr IAI
IF (Y ( IBr IÁ) .GT.YMAX) YMAX=Y ( IBr IA)

5 CONTINUE
YA=YMAX
YI=YMIN
X A=XMAX
XI=XMIN
LOGGING IF REOUIRED
ir t x¡rrN.LE. 0. 0. AND.LoG. E8.2 ) LoG=l
IF t Xl'lIN.tE.0.0. AND'LOG'EQ'4) LOG=3

I F ( Yt4I N.LË.0.0. AND.LoG. EQ '31 LOG=I
IF ( YMIN.LE. O. O. AND.LOG.EO.4 ) LOG=2

GO TOl22rBr l5ç8) rLOG
I X¡¡lAX=AL0Gl0 (XtlAX)

XMIN=ALOGIO (XMTN)

D0 l0 IA=l rN
lO x ( IA)=ALoGl0(x (IAl )

GO f OI22ç?-2¡t5r l5) tLOG
I5 YMAX=ALOGI O (YI,IAX I

Y¡{IN=ALOGI O (YI,tIN)
D0 ?A IA=l rN
O0 20 IB=l'J

?O Y ( IBr IA) =ALOGI0 (Y( IBr IA) )

SCALING AXES
?.? XRANGE=X.ilAX -Ilf lül

YRANGE=Y}+AI.Y.TIIî{

c
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IF(XRANGF$YRANGE.GT.O.O)GO TO 26
24 !,rRITE l2ç?Al
?8 FORTJAT (/ // /5lXr#TRIVIAL DATA--PL0T SUPPRESSED*/ /// /l

GO TO IOO
?6 NL=55.0+ (PÀGF-1.0) +ó3.0

NN=NL+ I
XSCFA=142. /xPANGF
YSCFA=NL/YPÂNGE
NNN=NN/2
D0 30 IA=l.N
X ( IA) = (X ( IÀ ) -XMINt nXSCFA
X(IAI=IFIX(X(IA)I+2
D0 30 IB=lrJ
Y ( IBr IA) = (Y ( IBr IA) -Y¡{IN) r+YSCFA

30 Y( IBçIA)=IFIX (Y(IErIAl )+I
DETERMINING ORIGIN
X0RIGNT YORIGN =-10.0
IF(XMIN.GT.O.O.AND.XMAX.LT.O.O)GO TO 34

3? XORIGN=-XMIN II XSCFA
XORIGN-IFTX ( XORIGN} +?
II=XORIGN

34 IF(YMIN.GT.O.O.AND.YMAX.LT.O.O)GO TO 38
3ó YCRIGN =-YMIN*YSCFA

YORIGN=IFIX (YORIGN) +I .O
38 CONTINUE

I F{LOG.EQ. I .OR.LOG.EO. 3) CALL COPY (ó r XSCALE r I . XXSCALE r I }

lF(LOG.LE.2) CALL COPY (6TYSCALET I TYYSCALET I I
!úRITE l? ç 45) XSCALET YSCALE I YA

45' FORMAT ( tHl r 65Kr4HTOLP/9SX r4HX
I I XrEl0.3r lX.145 (lH0) ,
SETTING UP I-TNE
LINE ( I t rLINE( 145) =SIOE
D0 65 l=l rNN
lfi= trffrl-l-+ I
IF (L.EO.NNN ) IdRITE (?r47' VLrSfL

47 FORt'rAT(lH+.410)
NÀ
@
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55
ó0
5ó

ól

6?
65
70

BO

100

c
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D0 50 LL=2 ¡144
L I NE (LL ) =BL AÎ'lK
I F ( xOR IGN.GE.0 ) LI NE ( I I )'=VERT
IF(YORIGN.NE.YA)GO TO 56
D0 60 LL=2r144
LINE (LL} =HORIZ
D0 62 IB=l.J
D0 62 IA=1.1'l
IF(Y(IBTIA).NE.YA)GO TO 6?
LA=X ( T A)
LINE(LA}=S(IB}
CONT INUE
WeITE l2ç1Ð ) LINE
FORMAT ( l2X I t45Al )

h,RITE (2 ç80 ) YI I XI I XAr XLABEL
FORMAT ( I X rEl 0.3r I X r 145 ( lH0 ) /8X I El 0' 3 ç I 32X I E10'3/75N' Al 0)

RETURN
EÀID
FUNCTION TIP (TIME)
TIP=1.0
REÏURN
E\ID
FUNCTION TF ( ALPHA)
CoMPLEX TF .,,ê? -EE-¡^ôE nAT 

^THE DESIRED EXTERNAL FN. IS PLACED JUST BEFORE DATA..

MC. ASSUMES SU.CH Â FN."TN ÂBSENCE OF P OR Z CARDS"

THE SYSTEI,I GAIN IS PUNCHED TN FLOATING POINT FOIÌ.I IN THE X.SEG..

RETURN
END
FINISH
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